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Zusammenfassung

Thermische und Quantenfluktuationen des elektromagnetischen Nahfelds von Atomen
und makroskopischen Körpern spielen eine Schlüsselrolle in der Quantenelektrodyna-
mik (QED), wie etwa beim Lamb-Shift. Sie führen z.B. zur Verschiebung atomarer Ener-
gieniveaus, Dispersionswechselwirkungen (Van der Waals-Casimir-Polder-Wechselwir-
kungen) und Zustandsverbreiterungen (Purcell-Effekt), da das Feld Randbedingungen
unterliegt. Mikroelektromechanische Systeme (MEMS) und festkörperbasierte magneti-
sche Fallen für kalte Atome (‘Atom-Chips’) ermöglichen den Zugang zu mesoskopischen
Skalen, auf denen solche Effekte mit hoher Genauigkeit beobachtet werden können.

Eine Quantenfeldtheorie für Atome (Moleküle) und Photonen wird an Nichtgleichge-
wichtssituationen angepasst. Atome und Photonen werden durch vollständig quantisierte
Felder beschrieben, während die Beschreibung makroskopischer Körper, ähnlich wie im
Streuformalismus (scattering approach) der Resonator-QED, durch klassische Streuam-
plituden erfolgt. In diesem Formalismus wird das Nichtgleichgewichts-Zweiteilchenpo-
tential diskutiert. Anschließend wird der Einfluss der Materialeigenschaften von norma-
len Metallen auf das elektromagnetische Oberflächenrauschen, das für magnetische Fal-
len für kalte Atome auf Atom-Chips und für Quantencomputer-Anwendungen von Be-
deutung ist, sowie auf den Beitrag des magnetischen Dipolmoments zum Van der Waals-
Casimir-Polder-Potential im thermischen Gleichgewicht und in Nichtgleichgewichtssi-
tuationen untersucht. In beiden Fällen sind die speziellen Eigenschaften von Supraleitern
von besonderem Interesse. Beiträge von Oberflächenmoden, die die Feldfluktuationen
im Nahfeld dominieren, werden im Kontext des (partiellen) dynamischen Dressing nach
einer raschen Änderung eines Systemparameters sowie für die Casimir-Wechselwirkung
zweier metallischer Platten diskutiert, zwischen denen in Nichtgleichgewichtssituationen
Abstoßung auftreten kann.
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Abstract

Thermal and quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic near field of atoms and macro-
scopic bodies play a key role in quantum electrodynamics (QED), as in the Lamb shift.
They lead, e.g., to atomic level shifts, dispersion interactions (Van der Waals-Casimir-
Polder interactions), and state broadening (Purcell effect) because the field is subject
to boundary conditions. Such effects can be observed with high precision on the meso-
scopic scale which can be accessed in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
solid-state-based magnetic microtraps for cold atoms (‘atom chips’).

A quantum field theory of atoms (molecules) and photons is adapted to nonequilib-
rium situations. Atoms and photons are described as fully quantized while macroscopic
bodies can be included in terms of classical reflection amplitudes, similar to the scatter-
ing approach of cavity QED. The formalism is applied to the study of nonequilibrium
two-body potentials. We then investigate the impact of the material properties of metals
on the electromagnetic surface noise, with applications to atomic trapping in atom-chip
setups and quantum computing, and on the magnetic dipole contribution to the Van der
Waals-Casimir-Polder potential in and out of thermal equilibrium. In both cases, the par-
ticular properties of superconductors are of high interest. Surface-mode contributions,
which dominate the near-field fluctuations, are discussed in the context of the (partial)
dynamic atomic dressing after a rapid change of a system parameter and in the Casimir
interaction between two conducting plates, where nonequilibrium configurations can give
rise to repulsion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Macroscopic Quantum Effects and Mesoscale Technology

It has been almost precisely a century since the first Solvay conference in 1911. Dedicated
to “the theory of radiation and quanta”, the meeting stands for the breakthrough of mod-
ern quantum physics, after a process that had started some ten years before with Planck’s
quantum hypothesis [Planck, 1901] and Einstein’s interpretation of photoemission [Ein-
stein, 1905]. Since then, the quantum world has not ceased to provide new discoveries
and insights. In fact, much of the technological and scientific progress in the last cen-
tury is due to a deeper understanding of quantum effects and to increased control over
systems where quantum effects have become visible in the mesoscopic or macroscopic
world (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2).

Among the important examples of macroscopic quantum states are the coherent light
of a laser, superconductors, superfluids, and Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [Pitaevskii
and Stringari, 2003], where many-body systems are described by a single macroscopic
wave function. A different kind of large quantum systems has emerged in the field of
atomic physics, where the preparation of highly excited Rydberg states [Gallagher, 1994]
with atomic radii in the micron range is recently becoming a standard technique. In fact,
even magnetic properties of solids should be considered a quantum effect, because clas-
sical theory does not predict a permanent magnetization, according to a fundamental
theorem by Van Leeuwen [1921].

In this thesis we explore mesoscopic length scales (Fig. 1.1), where the advance of
microprocessing and nanotechnology has opened up new ways to approach the quantum
world (Fig. 1.2).

Much of the progress in miniaturization was boosted by the increasing complexity
of microcircuitry, which, according to Moore’s law, doubles roughly every two years.
In fact, single atom circuitry has come into reach just recently [Fuechsle et al., 2012;
Weber et al., 2012; Ferry, 2012]. Beyond chip fabrication, the possibility to image solid
surfaces using atomic force microscopes (AFMs) and to manipulate them on an atomic
scale has broad implications. As an example, this has led to the creation of quantum
dots, where excitonic states are confined in tiny semiconductor structures that show many
characteristics of an ‘artificial atom’. Importantly, nanoscale processing allows for the
construction of machinery known as microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).
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Figure 1.1: Overview of relevant length scales. The atomic scale is characterized by the Bohr radius a0,
while solid structures (crystal lattices, surface roughness, Bloch wavelengths) lie in the range of
1 Å. The mean free path of charge carriers in a metal is denoted by `. The plasma wavelength
λp describes collective excitations in a metal and is closely related to the Meißner penetration
depth in a superconductor. Visible light has wavelengths λvis, while thermal effects occur at
distances larger than the thermal wavelength λT (thermal or Lifshitz regime of the dispersion
interaction). Between these two scales, we have the retarded Casimir-Polder (CP) regime. There
is a crossover to the nonretarded van der Waals (vdW) regime of the dispersion interaction at
smaller distances. On very small lengthscales, physical vdW adsorption is replaced by chemical
bonding.

At the small distances achievable in MEMS, the electromagnetical fluctuations at the
quantum level give rise to mesoscale-range interactions. A prominent example is the
interaction named after Casimir [1948]. In its stricter sense, this effect describes an inter-
action between two nonmagnetic, electrically neutral, yet polarizable objects. In the case
of two parallel plane surfaces in vacuum, the potential depends on the surface distance
as r−3. Along with the Lamb shift of atomic spectra, the Casimir effect is commonly
seen as one of the most striking pieces of evidence for the existence of vacuum fluctu-
ations [Milonni et al., 1988; Milonni and Shih, 1992; Jaffe, 2005], claimed by Einstein
and Stern [1913] on the basis of the blackbody law [Planck, 1912]. After first and rather
indecisive experiments by Sparnaay [1957], the advance of nanotechnology and quantum
optics has renewed interest in the Casimir effect [Lamoreaux, 1997] and high-precision
measurements are now available, mainly based on MEMS technology and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). For reviews, see [Klimchitskaya et al., 2009; Dalvit et al., 2011].

Similar to the Casimir interaction, vacuum fluctuations lead to an interaction potential
between small neutral particles that scales as r−6 at short distances. Such an interac-
tion had been introduced phenomenologically by Van der Waals [1873] in his equation
of state and traced back to quantum fluctuations of the atomic dipoles by Eisenschitz
and London [1930]. A quantum-electrodynamical calculation, including the effects of
retardation, was given by Casimir and Polder [1948]. Today these interactions between
two atoms and the closely related ones between atoms and a surface are known inter-
changeably as van der Waals-Casimir-Polder (vdWCP) potential or London dispersion
interaction. Such noncoulombic interactions between atoms, molecules, or nanoparticles
are well known in physical chemistry, where they lead, e.g., to the formation of noble
gas clusters. Besides, they play an important role in fields reaching from adhesion in
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Figure 1.2: Strategies to approach the quantum world.

surface science [Israelachvili, 1992], colloids [Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey and
Overbeek, 1946] (DLVO theory), granular matter [Johnson et al., 1971; Derjaguin et al.,
1975] (JKR theory), and even in the formation of planetary bodies, e.g. [Blum and Wurm,
2008].

Atom-surface potentials are commonly encountered and measured with high precision
in microscale magnetic traps for cold neutral atoms implemented on microchip surfaces
[Harber et al., 2005]. The miniaturization possible in such atom chips brings about a
number of advantages, e.g. stronger confinement and considerably smaller vacuum ap-
paratus. This has led to implementations of atomic clocks [Treutlein et al., 2004] and
interferometers for BECs [Schumm et al., 2005] on a microchip surface. Other recent ex-
periments used trapped clouds of cold atoms to perform highly sensitive magnetometry
with µm-resolution [David et al., 2008], and to take the role of the tip of an ‘atomic cloud
microscope’ in analogy to the solid tip of an AFM [Gierling et al., 2011]. This underlines
that these systems are the atom-optical equivalent of the MEMS of nanotechnology, and
effort is put into the further integration of nanomechanics, atom optics and photonics
[Hétet et al., 2011; Muschik et al., 2011].

When talking about micromachinery, one should not forget biological cells, whose
structures are comparable in size to the systems manipulated in MEMS and atom chips
(Fig. 1.1). The discipline of nanobiotechnology has emerged to study and manipulate
these highly complex systems and it is now possible to trace and manipulate even single
molecules inside a living cell [Deniz et al., 2008]. One can expect that these develop-
ments will lead not only to a deeper understanding of the field where molecular biology,
chemistry, surface science, and quantum physics meet, but also to new applications, such
as drug-releasing nanoparticles [LaVan et al., 2003; Zakrevskyy et al., 2012]. Many fun-
damental phenomena that play a role in a biological system, like resonant energy transfer
and dispersion forces, can be studied in a complementary way in a setting known from
quantum optics and nanotechnology.

As a common feature of all these fascinating developments, the quantum world is not
as intangible any more as it used to be at the time of the first Solvay meeting. On the one
hand, macroscopic quantum states are widely available and make it possible to witness
‘quantumness’ with your own eyes without removing any of its fascination. On the other
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hand, applications of quantum systems have themselves led to the advent of technology
that has provided access to the micro- and nanoscale, the natural habitat of quantum
effects, cf. Fig. 1.2.

As quantum effects emerge, miniaturization becomes different from simple downsiz-
ing. The observation of the Casimir-Polder forces is an example of how the handling of
atoms on a chip differs from previous experiments in free space. We have already seen
that the advantages of nanoscale systems come hand in hand with new challenges. For ex-
ample, increased spatial control of cold atoms brings along additional loss channels and
MEMS allow for atomic force microscopy but are subject to Casimir forces and ‘stiction’.
However, what looks like a technological problem from one point of view may actually
prove helpful in a different context. For example, Casimir forces in micromechanical
oscillators can be used to tune the mechanical resonance frequency.

In this spirit, the major part of this thesis will deal with ways by which atom-surface
interaction can be influenced through a careful choice of the surface material or – con-
versely – by which the observation of atom-surface interactions can tell us something
about the processes inside matter. A number of the observables that play a role in this
context will be reviewed in the rest of this introduction after a brief overview of some
technological aspects of atom trapping.

1.2 Manipulation of Cold Atomic Gases in Atom Chips

1.2.1 Magnetic traps for neutral particles

Electrically neutral particles can be trapped in a minimum of an inhomogenous magnetic
field1, due to their magnetic moments, which lead to a Zeeman-like potential ∆E(r) =
−µ ·B(r) [Migdall et al., 1985; Paul, 1990]. Suitable field configurations can be created
by a careful arrangement of permanent magnets and/or current-carrying wires.

A very simple and commonly used configuration, called the side guide, is depicted
in Fig. 1.3. The basic setup consists of a single straight conducting wire that carries a
trapping current I . It is placed inside a homogenous bias field B0, which cancels the
magnetic field created by the trapping current along a line of minimum magnetic field
intensity at a distance z = µ0I/(2πB0) from the wire. This side guide provides the the
atom-optics analog of optical fibres in photonics.

A component of the bias field along the wire leads to a nonvanishing minimum field
in the trap center. The resulting setup is known as a Ioffe-Pritchard trap [Gott et al.,
1962; Pritchard, 1983; Bagnato et al., 1987] and provides a harmonic potential in the
xz-plane transverse to the guide axis. The nonzero offset of the magnetic field in the
trap center provides a quantization axis for the trapped atoms. As a side effect, Majorana
[1932] losses due to nonadiabatic spin polarization can be suppressed if the magnetic

1 From Maxwell’s equations, all extrema of a static magnetic field in free space are minima [Wing, 1984;
Ketterle and Pritchard, 1992]. This restricts magnetic trapping to weak-field seeking states, like the upper
potential in Fig. 1.3b).
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Figure 1.3: a) Typical scheme of a side guide. The magnetic field created by a current-carrying wire is
cancelled at a distance z by a homogenous bias field B0. This creates a one-dimensional side
guide, indicated by the dashed line, where a cloud of cold atoms can be trapped.
b) Trapping potential vs. distance from the trapping wire for different atomic states. For a weak-
field-seeking state, the magnetic field in the trap center and the magnetic moments are anti-
aligned (Bmin ↑↓ µ), resulting in a potential minimum. The gray bell curve indicates a wave
packet trapped in the ground state. A spin-flip transition connects trapped states with untrappable
ones, for which the potential is repulsive (Bmin ↑↑ µ).

Figure 1.4: Top view onto the surface of an atom chip that implements a conveyor belt for a trapped cloud
of cold atoms [Fortágh et al., 2004; Fortágh and Zimmermann, 2005]. Radial confinement is
provided by the set of three thin conductors. The contact dots above and below connect to sets
of conductors on the backface of the substrate (thickness 250µm), which provide the offset
fields and axial confinement. (Image courtesy of J. Fortágh.)
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field magnitude in the trap minimum is sufficiently high. The trap can be closed in the
direction along the wire by bending the ends of the trapping wire to a Z- or U-shape.

While early magnetic traps made use of permanent magnets or freestanding wires,
the use of microchip technology has led to a further miniaturization and integration of
magnetic traps on a solid surface in so-called atom chips. For comprehensive reviews of
physical and technological aspects of these systems, see Folman et al. [2002]; Fortágh
and Zimmermann [2007]; and the recent book by Reichel and Vuletic [2011]. Solid-
state-based traps offer a way of reducing the size of the apparatus by constructing a
compact vacuum cell, one wall of which is formed by the atom chip itself [Du et al.,
2004]. Besides, the use of on-chip circuitry has a number of advantages with respect to
free-standing wires, e.g. the removal of Joule heat through the substrate. Importantly,
steeper field gradients and, thus, stronger confinement can be achieved by using lower
trapping currents. The resulting shift of the trap center towards the wire is limited by the
finite wire size and, therefore, requires a miniaturization of the wires. Microfabrication
also allows for a high degree of control over the shapes of magnetic fields. This has
led, for example, to the construction of ‘conveyor belts’ [Hänsel et al., 2001; Fortágh
et al., 2004] that transport atomic clouds across the chip surface by using an array of
individually addressable trapping wires. A photo of a structure built in Tübingen is shown
in Fig. 1.4.

Much interest is put in creating integrated atom optics that combines atom-optical,
optical, and possibly mechanical elements. An important step towards a ‘lab on a chip’
is the on-chip creation and handling of BECs, where many atoms behave in a coherent
manner, much like the photons of a laser [Pitaevskii and Stringari, 2003]. As an important
result, matter-wave interference can be observed in split and recombined BECs with high
signal and contrast [Mewes et al., 1996]. An atom-chip version of the setup that uses
‘cloud splitters’ [Folman et al., 2002; Reichel and Vuletic, 2011] to implement an atomic
interferometer was presented by Schumm et al. [2005]. Further applications have led
to atomic clocks on a chip [Treutlein et al., 2004], now commercially available. Chip-
based traps for cold atoms are also considered a milestone towards the construction of
a scalable quantum computer [Negretti et al., 2011; Nyman et al., 2011]. Here, stable
traps and long coherence times are necessary, which requires precise knowledge of the
fluctuation spectra and correlations of the electromagnetic fields above the chip.

1.2.2 Limitations

The application of magnetic traps is mainly limited by a finite trapping time of atoms.
Losses of atoms from the trap occur, e.g., due to scattering with the background gas in the
vacuum chamber and due to evaporation [Folman et al., 2002; Reichel and Vuletic, 2011].
The latter is well controllable with modern cooling techniques. The surface may even help
to ‘shave off’ the hottest atoms (evaporative cooling), reaching cloud temperatures below
1µK [Harber et al., 2003].
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In atom-chip setups, the advantages of miniaturization come at a price. The close prox-
imity to matter (i.e. the chip surface on which the wires are defined by etching) leads to
enhanced levels of electromagnetic fluctuations as compared to free space. Most im-
portantly, thermally excited currents in the conductors are the source of magnetic field
fluctuations (Johnson noise) that can induce atomic transitions to untrapped (strong-field
seeking) atomic states [Jones et al., 2003], see Fig. 1.3b). For a review of loss mecha-
nisms in atom chips, see [Folman et al., 2002]. The noise intensity depends on material
properties, more precisely on the conductivity [Henkel et al., 1999, 2003; Jones et al.,
2003; Harber et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2004; Rekdal et al., 2004; Henkel, 2005; Scheel et al.,
2005; Zhang et al., 2005]. A promising way to improve the trap stability involves super-
conducting trapping wires, where dissipation-free supercurrents reduce Johnson noise
[Skagerstam et al., 2006; Nirrengarten et al., 2006; Hohenester et al., 2007; Cano et al.,
2008; Dikovsky et al., 2009; Hufnagel et al., 2009; Emmert et al., 2009; Kasch et al.,
2010]. Previous work has addressed technologically relevant questions, such as finite size
effects [Zhang et al., 2005] and critical currents in superconducting atom chips [Zhang,
2008; Dikovsky et al., 2009]. Chapter 3 of the present thesis investigates the impact of
a wave-vector-dependent conductivity, which arises due to small-scale ballistic charge
transport, on the electromagnetic near-field noise of normal metals and superconductors.

A further limitation occurs when traps are operated at distances in the micron range
from the surface. Here, van der Waals-Casimir-Polder potentials become dominant and
tend to deform the trap, as is shown in Fig. 1.5 and discussed in the following section. In
practice, this limits atom-chip experiments to distances above 1µm. Here, the trap breaks
open towards the surface, giving rise to physical adsorption (without electron exchange)
or chemical binding. Smaller distances down to 50 . . . 150 nm can, however, be reached
with evanescent wave mirrors [Landragin et al., 1996; Bender et al., 2010].

1.2.3 Measurement of atom-surface potentials with trapped atoms

Usually, the trap potential is well approximated by a harmonic potential. For simplicity
we consider only the direction perpendicular to the surface, so that the trap potential is

Vt(z) ≈
m

2
Ω2

tz
2 (1.1)

with the atomic massm and a trap frequency Ωt. According to a theorem by Kohn [1961],
the excitation of the dipole mode, a collective motional degree of freedom, results in a
center-of-mass oscillation at the trap frequency Ωt, even if the trapped particles interact,
as in the case of a BEC surrounded by a thermal cloud. Center-of-mass oscillations are
therefore very long-lived. The dipole mode can be excited by a periodic displacement of
the trap [Japha and Band, 2002].

Any additional potential U(z) acting on the trapped atoms leads to a deformation of
the trap and to a change in the position and the shape of the trap minimum. This becomes
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Figure 1.5: Deformation of the harmonic trapping potential due to van der Waals-Casimir-Polder (vdWCP)
interactions. The effective potential (dashed curve) is characterized by a shifted trap frequency.
The potential barrier towards the surface is lowered as the trap minimum is moved closer to the
surface.

directly visible as a shift in the dipole-mode oscillation frequency [Antezza et al., 2004]

∆Ωt ≈
1
m

∫
d3rρ(r)

∂2U(z)
∂z2

if ∆Ωt � Ωt , (1.2)

where the particle density of the cloud ρ(r) limits the integration range. Fig. 1.5 illustrates
the deformation of the trapping potential due to the van der Waals interaction. The small
damping of the dipole-mode oscillations makes it possible to perform very precise fre-
quency measurements. This has led to the characterization of the electric Casimir-Polder
potential between a rubidium BEC and a surface [Harber et al., 2005] and its temperature
dependence at distances as large as 5µm [Obrecht et al., 2007].

Note that the dominant contribution to the van der Waals potentials is due electric
dipole fluctuations (visible or near-IR transitions). In Chapter 4, we will, in contrast,
consider magnetic dipole transitions (hyperfine or Zeeman levels), which involve much
smaller Bohr frequencies, leading to a much stronger temperature dependence. The mag-
netic energy shift is too small to be resolved, at present, in the frequency-shift technique
but might be accessed from measurements of the barrier height in quantum reflection
experiments [Landragin et al., 1996; Druzhinina and DeKieviet, 2003], or in spectro-
scopic measurements similar to the approach by Failache et al. [1999]; Bloch and Ducloy
[2005]. The merit of investigating the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction of atoms
with a (super)conducting surface lies in providing an alternative setting where current-
damping (ohmic losses) in the surface play an important role, similar to the macroscopic
Casimir interaction discussed below (Sec. 1.3). It turns out that the underlying physics
might therefore, in principle, be tested in superconducting atom chips.
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1.2.4 Transition rates and heat-transfer measurements

The previous section has underlined that a miniaturization of quantum optics experiments
can be obtained on atom chips. But beyond that, the study of trapped atoms close to the
surface provides new ways of probing surface properties with spatial resolution on a
mesoscopic (subwavelength) scale, turning into virtues the same effects that put limits to
the use of atom chips.

In magnetic microtraps, the direct observation of atomic transitions provides a ‘mi-
croscope’ for local static magnetic fields. From Fermi’s Golden Rule we know that the
probability for an atom to undergo a transition depends on the local density of states
(surface spectrum) of the electromagnetic field at the respective transition frequency, cf.
Chapters 2 and 3. Near a surface, this quantity differs from the blackbody prediction and
depends on the material properties. In contrast to atom-surface potential measurements,
the observation of atomic transition rates gives spectrally resolved information.

A well-known example is the spontaneous decay rate of an atom, which near a sur-
face can be significantly enhanced with respect to the free space, or suppressed in a
cavity [Purcell, 1946; Dalibard et al., 1982; Ford and Weber, 1984; Goy et al., 1983].
In atom-chip environments, the same mechanism leads to atomic loss from a trap due
to magnetic transitions between trappable and untrappable states (Zeeman or hyperfine
levels, cf. Fig. 1.3b). Measurements of how the number of trapped particles decays in
time can, therefore, provide direct information about the magnetic surface spectrum. Pre-
vious work has shown the impact of the local conductivity on the magnetic near-field
noise [Henkel et al., 1999, 2003; Henkel, 2005]. Chapter 3 discusses the role of ballistic
charge transport in the material, relevant for the spin-flip loss channel in the ‘extreme
near field’ of distances comparable to the mean free path of the charge carriers, typically
10 . . . 100 nm.

In an atom-chip setup, the trapped atoms are cooled down to less than 1µK, while the
chip-surface has a much higher temperature (4 . . . 300 K). Even in vacuum, the nonequi-
librium situation gives rise to a radiative heat flux from the surface to the atomic cloud.
The heat transfer rate is another possible observable that can reveal information about
the material properties. As in the Casimir configuration, heat transfer can also be studied
between any two objects at different temperatures, see [Volokitin and Persson, 2007] for
a review. The impact of dissipation and ballistic charge transport was studied in these
situations by Henkel et al. [1999]; Henkel and Wilkens [1999]; Chapuis et al. [2008b].

Of course, not only neutral atoms but also trapped ions can serve as probes for static
electric fields and electric field noise near the surface. This provides information about
the distribution of surface charges and adsorbates [Turchette et al., 2000; Dubessy et al.,
2009]. In an atom-chip environment with neutral particles, patch potentials can still pro-
voke a Stark shift in the electric dipole transitions of neutral particles. While this does not
influence greatly the trap stability, it is relevant for applications such as quantum gates or
atomic clocks that depend on exact tuning and accurate phase control.

We have already seen strong similarities between MEMS and trapped atom setups
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in the case of surface force measurements. A highly interesting solid-state system that
addresses the spectrally selective processes reviewed in this section is provided by a
single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center inside an AFM tip made of diamond. Its electric
dipole has been used successfully in spatially resolved measurements of resonant energy
transfer rates [Tisler et al., 2011].

1.3 Casimir Interactions in Microelectromechanical Systems

From a microscopic point of view, it is natural to think of the Casimir effect between
macroscopic bodies as an effective dispersion interaction arising from the van der Waals-
Casimir-Polder forces between the bodies’ constituent atoms.

The resulting Casimir force is in fact large enough to be measured, e.g. in MEMS
systems, see [Decca et al., 2011]. A typical setup used in precision measurements of the
Casimir potential consists of a plane surface and a nanosphere attached to the tip of an
atomic force microscope (AFM) [Chan et al., 2001; Iannuzzi et al., 2004; Lisanti et al.,
2005]. Precisely as the trapped atoms in Sec. 1.2.3, the cantilever of the AFM provides a
mechanical oscillator, the resonance frequency of which is shifted by the Casimir poten-
tial between the nanosphere and the surface below. Of course, any other potential affects
the mechanical resonance, too, and the calibration of Casimir forces against electrostatic
ones is a major topic in recent research [Lamoreaux, 2011; Decca et al., 2011; Behunin
et al., 2012].

While the seminal article by Casimir [1948] assumed ideally reflecting plane surfaces,
the Casimir potential is actually not universal but depends strongly on the specific prop-
erties of the cavity. A general description, based on an effective medium approach2, goes
back to Lifshitz [1956]. Still, the correct modelling of metals is an open question in the
thermal Casimir effect [Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009], because – counterin-
tuitively – not all measurements are described best by a finite direct current (DC) con-
ductivity, see [Decca et al., 2005; Sushkov et al., 2011]. From an ‘anatomic approach’,
low-frequency modes most sensitive to ohmic damping can be shown to play an impor-
tant role here [Intravaia and Henkel, 2009]. Valuable insights can therefore be expected
from superconducting cavities, where a high degree of control over conductivity is pos-
sible [Bimonte et al., 2005, 2010; Bimonte, 2008].

Current research focuses on detailed descriptions of the objects involved, such as ma-
terial, geometry, and roughness corrections [Golestanian, 2005; Emig et al., 2007; Lam-
brecht et al., 2011; Rahi et al., 2011; Johnson, 2011; van Zwol et al., 2011]. Another
topic of interest is the search for Casimir repulsion [Pitaevskii, 2011; Capasso and Mun-
day, 2011]. While the Casimir interaction results in attraction in many configurations

2 See, e.g., the textbooks by Mahanty and Ninham [1976]; Milonni [1994]; Mostepanenko and Trunov
[1997]; Milton [2001]; Parsegian [2006]; Dalvit et al. [2011] and the review articles by [Milton, 2009;
Klimchitskaya et al., 2009]. For a review of density functional techniques in the dispersion interactions
see [Dobson and Gould, 2012].
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[Kenneth and Klich, 2006], a repulsive or switchable parameter might help to mitigate
the stiction forces [Chan et al., 2001; Buks and Roukes, 2001] that lead to the jamming of
movable parts in MEMS. Casimir repulsion occurs between bodies immersed in a dielec-
tric liquid, due to ‘optical buoyancy’ [Dzyaloshinskii et al., 1961; Munday et al., 2009].
Other candidate systems involve an asymmetry between the surfaces [Boyer, 1974; Ken-
neth and Klich, 2006; Geyer et al., 2010] or systems out of thermal equilibrium [Antezza
et al., 2005], where surface-mode contributions play an important role [Svetovoy, 2007].
One such example is discussed in Chapter 6.

1.4 Optical Surface Response

All the previous observables (Casimir and vdWCP potentials, heat transfer rates, fluores-
cence and transition rates) can be described in a common framework known as the scat-
tering approach [Balian and Duplantier, 1977; Jaekel and Reynaud, 1991; Emig et al.,
2007]. This approach is based on the fact that all interaction is mediated by light. This
makes it possible to break down the description of the system to the knowledge of op-
tical linear response functions of atoms and of matter, and of correlation functions of
electromagnetic fields.

The field correlations in the presence of an atom or a small nanoparticle can be calcu-
lated perturbatively, based on the particle’s electric or magnetic polarizability. This leads
to the diagrammatic perturbation theory for atoms and photons exposed in detail in Chap-
ter 2. In the case of a macroscopic object, the correlation function must describe both its
geometry and the material properties. In this work, the object is always considered a con-
tinuous plane surface and all the necessary information is contained in a set of reflection
amplitudes (or surface impedances, see App. B).

Historically, the model of an ideally reflecting mirror is very popular. A more thor-
ough calculation of the reflection amplitudes involves the bulk properties of the material,
described through a conductivity or dielectric tensor [Garcı́a-Moliner and Flores, 1977;
Dressel and Grüner, 2002]. One well-known example is the Drude model, giving the sim-
plest description of a metal with a finite conductivity. Ballistic charge transport must be
considered to describe the anomalous skin effect [Reuter and Sondheimer, 1948; Ford and
Weber, 1984]. This leads to a wave-vector dependence of the conductivity (spatial disper-
sion). The specific properties of the surface must be taken into account, too. Especially
in the case of spatial dispersion, responses to transverse and longitudinal fields differ and
require a more careful treatment, e.g. through the introduction of boundary conditions
that encode symmetries of the charge scattering at the inner metal surface [Reuter and
Sondheimer, 1948; Garcı́a-Moliner and Flores, 1977] (Apps. B.3, B.4). In general, also
surface roughness, corrosion, or adsorbates may modify the response, e.g. [Toigo et al.,
1977; Bedeaux and Vlieger, 2004]. Of course, the approach sketched out here is not the
only one. Density functional theory, for instance, allows for a self-consistent calculation
of the fields [Gross and Dreizler, 1995].
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Due to the presence of charges in the material, the electromagnetic fields near a surface
differ significantly from the dipole radiation (photons) in free space. Similar to the near
field of a dipole, there are nonradiative (evanescent) fields confined to the interface. In
fact, all the effects mentioned previously depend strongly on the fact that the near field
of a body is dominated by these surface modes, such as the surface plasmon-polariton
excitations in a metal [Raether, 1988; Joulain et al., 2005]. Garcı́a-Moliner and Flores
[1977] showed that the knowledge of the surface-mode dispersion relations is actually
largely equivalent to the knowledge of reflection coefficients.

Surface modes can be well controlled in microstructured plasmonic systems, down
to the quantum level [Bergman and Stockman, 2003], with applications such as near-
field spectroscopy with sub-wavelength resolution [Brongersma and Kik, 2007; Maier,
2007], extraordinary transmission through structured media [Altewischer et al., 2002;
Fasel et al., 2005; Garcia-Vidal et al., 2010], and heat-transfer control [van Zwol et al.,
2012; Guérout et al., 2012]. The role of surface modes in the dispersion interactions is
addressed specifically in Chapters 5 and 6.

1.5 Overview

This thesis investigates aspects of the interactions between surfaces and atoms on meso-
scopic scales, comparable to the wavelength of light emitted by the atoms, but larger
than the atomic structure of solids. This excludes length scales below 1 Å (Fig. 1.1) and
leads to the peculiar regime where the microscopic and the macroscopic manifestations
of quantumness meet: Clearly, the quantum nature of atoms and photons is relevant, while
solids appear as continua and can be described in terms of macroscopic electrodynam-
ics. Light scattering from the surface, however, bears characteristics of the microscopic
dynamics of charges near the surface, e.g. temperature-dependent relaxation rates due to
phonon scattering, the anomalous skin effect connected with ballistic charge transport, or
the resonant response of surface excitations.

Particular attention is paid to magnetic effects. Magnetic dipole transitions in atoms lie
in the centimeter band of much smaller energies than typical electric dipole transitions,
which leads to a strong impact of thermal occupation of the electromagnetic field modes.
Surprisingly, this does not necessarily enhance the atom-surface interaction. Here, details
of the current-transport in the material play a central role. It is therefore interesting to
compare normal metals to superconductors, in which current-dissipation can be precisely
controlled, with direct implications for the trap stability of superconducting atom chips
and the atom-surface interaction.

The thesis is organized as follows. A nonequilibrium quantum field theory for atoms
(or molecules) and light is developed in Chapter 2. It underlines that virtually all in-
teractions are mediated by the electromagnetic field. The inclusion of light-scattering by
macroscopic objects allows for addressing atom-surface interactions and provides a com-
mon framework for the rest of this thesis. Another important application is the potential
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between two atoms or molecules, where the treatment of unstable excited states has led
to apparently contradictory predictions in previous work.

Chapter 3 first considers how the magnetic noise spectrum near a surface is affected by
nonlocal (spatially dispersive) charge transport in a metal, connected to the ballistic elec-
tron movement on the submicron scale. The noise spectrum is directly accessible through
loss rates of trapped atoms. It turns out that at distances below the electronic mean free
path in the conductor, the low-frequency magnetic near-field noise is less intense than
predicted in earlier work. The discussion is complemented by a study of the impact of
electric field noise on trapped Rydberg atoms. This has implications for the stability of
qubit states used in quantum computing applications.

In Chapter 4, we study the magnetic dipole contribution to the Casimir-Polder inter-
action between an atom and a surface. We find that in contrast with the electric dipole
coupling, ohmic losses are strongly relevant. It is therefore interesting to compare the
atomic coupling to superconductors and normal metals. Ohmic dissipation leads to a
regime of suppressed interaction despite the increased thermal occupation of the elec-
tromagnetic field. In the absence of dissipation, the potential features a temperature-
independent regime. This makes the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction of an atom with
a normal metal strongly temperature dependent. A very similar behavior is known from
the Casimir interaction between macroscopic bodies, so that open questions in this field
might be addressed alternatively in the Casimir-Polder configuration.

In Chapter 5, we consider the Casimir-Polder potential in a system with time-dependent
properties. The dynamic self-dressing approach illustrates how a cloud of virtual bosons
is responsible for the surface-induced energy shift. This is studied in a system that evolves
unitarily after an arbitrary nonadiabatic change of either atomic or surface properties. We
find that the relaxation of surface-mode excitations becomes visible through the atomic
dynamics in the near field.

Many of the previous observations can be directly connected to effects known from the
Casimir interaction between two metallic surfaces. The impact of surface modes in such
a Casimir cavity, including thermal field states and situations out of thermal equilibrium,
is studied in Chapter 6.

The thesis concludes with a summary in Chapter 7. The Appendices give details on the
nonequilibrium Green’s functions of molecular field theory and the calculation of optical
material response functions, especially in the cases of nonlocal metals and superconduc-
tors.
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Chapter 2

The Coupling of Matter and Light

This section contains material from the article Feynman diagrams for dispersion
interactions out of equilibrium by H. Haakh, J. Schiefele, and C. Henkel, Interna-
tional Journal of Modern Physics Conference Series 14, 347 (2012).

In the long history of ideas and models used to describe the structure of matter on small
scales, the observation of intermolecular and surface forces has always played a key role
[Margenau and Kestner, 1971; Israelachvili, 1992]. We now understand that, except for
gravity, virtually all the physics and chemistry of everyday life are based on interactions
of electromagnetic nature. Even interactions between nonmagnetic and electrically neu-
tral particles or even macroobjects have eventually been recognized to be mediated by
electromagnetic fields arising from dipole fluctuations [Eisenschitz and London, 1930;
London, 1930, 1937]. A treatment in the framework of quantum electrodynamics (QED)
including the effects of field retardation was given by Casimir and Polder [1948].

Today, QED provides one of the most precisely tested physical theories available.
While it was originally developed in the environment of particle physics at high ener-
gies, another important scenario where QED has been applied with great success deals
with the interactions between atoms and molecules with the electromagnetic field at non-
relativistic energies. This limit is known as molecular quantum electrodynamics [Craig
and Thirunamachandran, 1998; Salam, 2009]. There is a long tradition of perturbative
treatments of such systems, typically based on a multipole coupling between the electro-
magnetic field and (hyper-)polarizable objects (atoms, molecules, nanoparticles, etc.).

We address molecular QED in the framework of a quantum field theory (QFT)
[Schiefele and Henkel, 2010a,b; Schiefele, 2011], built on work by Lewenstein et al.
[1994]; Zhang and Walls [1994]; Lewenstein and You [1996], see also [Cederbaum,
1975]. Here, the atoms and the electromagnetic fields are treated on ‘equal footing’, using
fully quantized fields. A causal description of photons allows for a very efficient pictorial
representation through Feynman diagrams. In this chapter, we present a generalization of
the field theory of Schiefele [2011] to nonequilibrium configurations. Similar treatments
were used previously by Sherkunov [2005, 2007, 2009]; Janowicz et al. [2003]. We use
a connection to the classical electromagnetic Green’s tensor provided by the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem [Callen and Welton, 1951; Wylie and Sipe, 1984, 1985] instead of a
mode decomposition of the electromagnetic field [Compagno et al., 1995b]. The advan-
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tage is that external boundary conditions, such as the surfaces of macroscopic bodies, can
be included in a very natural way.

After a review of the nonequilibrium perturbation theory, the calculation of the rel-
evant observables (atomic energy shifts and lifetimes) is outlined in Section 2.1. Some
aspects of the two-body potential are considered in Section 2.2 to illustrate the impact
of nonequilibrium effects in a fundamental system. Finally, we outline the treatment of
interactions between atoms and macroscopic objects (Sec. 2.3), aspects of which will be
discussed in the following chapters.

2.1 Nonequilibrium QFT for Atoms and Photons

2.1.1 Electric and magnetic dipole coupling

Following the treatment by Lewenstein et al. [1994]; Lewenstein and You [1996];
Schiefele [2011], atoms are described in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (heavy
nucleus). The interaction with the electromagnetic field is included conveniently by the
multipolar coupling Hamiltonian [Power and Zienau, 1957, 1959]1, which consists in the
free Hamiltonians of the atom (A) and the field (F) and a coupling term (AF)

H = HA +HF +Hel
AF +Hmag

AF , (2.1)

Hel
AF = −E(r) · d , Hmag

AF = −B(r) · µ , (2.2)

with electric and magnetic dipole moments d and µ. (Spin degrees of freedom can be
included in µ.)

We neglect higher multipole moments that arise from expandingE andB around their
value at the nucleus to higher orders. This is reasonable in cold dilute gases, because
atoms are rather sharply localized on the scale of a few Bohr radii a0 and will mostly be
considered pointlike2. The nonzero width implies a UV cut-off on the scale ω ≈ 2πc/a0,
where the dipole approximation breaks down, e.g. [Compagno et al., 1995b].

A further simplification is possible, if the description of the internal level structure
(electric or magnetic, corresponding to electronic or Zeeman transitions, respectively)
can be limited to a few energy levels with the largest oscillator strength. For simplicity,
we consider a two-level atom with a single transition between a ground-state |g〉 and an
excited state |e〉, separated by the Bohr frequency ωA = (Ee−Eg)/~. We introduce field

1 See also Power and Thirunamachandran [1983]; Ackerhalt and Milonni [1984] and textbooks [Cohen-
Tannoudji et al., 1987; Compagno et al., 1995b; Craig and Thirunamachandran, 1998; Scheel and Buh-
mann, 2008].

2 Higher multipole contributions, most importantly the electric quadrupole transitions, can be relevant
in Rydberg atoms [Crosse et al., 2010], resonant energy transfer [Salam, 2005], and surface-triggered
transitions [Karam et al., 2002, 2006]. The impact on atom-surface interactions was reviewed by Bloch
and Ducloy [2005]. When finite size effects and photon recoil are relevant in extended systems, e.g.
BECs, a spatial wavefunction can be introduced in a natural way [Schiefele and Henkel, 2010a; Schiefele,
2011], see also [Rzazewski and Zakowicz, 1992].
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operators ψa† that create a particle3 in the state |a〉 = |e〉, |g〉 at the position r, see also
App. A.1. The generalization to more involved level structures is obtained by summing
over the the different excited states [Hinds and Sandoghdar, 1991] and will be considered
in Sec. 4.1.

In the present chapter we consider, for definiteness, electric dipole coupling. From
Eq. (2.2) the generalization to the magnetic case is straightforward. The interaction Hamil-
tonian of a two-level atom is given by, e.g. [Schiefele, 2011],

Hel
AF = −Ei(r)

[
degi ψ

eψg† + dgei ψ
gψe†

]
, (2.3)

where the Einstein sum over double spatial indices is implied. The dipole matrix elements
deg = dge∗ = e0〈e|r|g〉 contain the electron charge and, hence, play the role of the
coupling constant.

2.1.2 Perturbation series and nonequilibrium formalism

It is common to use stationary perturbation theory in HAF [Craig and Thirunamachan-
dran, 1998; Salam, 2009] to describe the interaction between polarizable objects medi-
ated by the electromagnetic field. This works well at low order, e.g. in the atom-surface
interaction, but gets increasingly complex when the summation over intermediate states
involves a large number of terms, as in interatomic interactions, see, e.g., [Scheel and
Buhmann, 2008]. Moreover, if a nonequilibrium system (e.g. an unstable excited atom)
is prepared initially and left to evolve under the interaction, more care must be taken to
cover all transitions to energetically allowed final states. We are therefore heading for a
concise perturbative treatment based on the closed time-path contour formalism due to
Schwinger [1960]; Kadanoff and Baym [1962]; Craig [1968]; Mills [1969], and – most
prominently – Keldysh [1964], that helps both issues4. It also leads to a pictorial repre-
sentation by Feynman diagrams.

The starting point of the perturbation theory is the time-evolution operator provided
by the scattering or S-matrix. It can be expressed by the Dyson expansion [Dyson, 1949;
Fetter and Walecka, 2003]

S(t′, t) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1

(−i/~)n

n!

∫ t′

t
dt1 . . . dtn T {HAF (t1) . . . HAF (tn)} , (2.4)

where the interaction picture with respect to the unperturbed Hamiltonian HA + HF is
used. The time-ordering operator T{. . . }moves later time arguments to the left. Virtually
all observables can be extracted from correlation functions (also known as propagators)
of a product of field operators ψa† (a = e, g for atoms; the electromagnetic field can be

3 The operators ψa, ψa† may be either fermionic or bosonic. In the case of a two-level atom, the combina-
tions ψeψg† and ψgψe† can always be identified with a fermion-like pseudospin algebra, cf. Sec. 5.1.1.

4 The outline given in this section follows the presentation by Maciejko [2007]. See also [Danielewicz,
1984] and the extensive introductions by van Leeuwen et al. [2006]; Rammer [2007].
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t

branch 2

branch 1

Figure 2.1: Schwinger-Keldysh contour or closed time contour.

treated in a similar way). Expectation values are taken with respect to an eigenstate of the
noninteracting theory |Φ〉, typically the ground state, so that

ia
(full)
αβ (x′, x) ≡

〈Φ|T
{
ψaα(x)ψa†β (x′)

}
|Φ〉

〈Φ|Φ〉
. (2.5)

Arguments x = (r, t) denote four-dimensional coordinates, Greek indices are intro-
duced for later use. The time-evolution operator S is used to map the expectation value
to asymptotic states in the remote future and past, |Φ〉 = S(0,±∞)|Φ(±∞)〉

ia
(full)
αβ (x′, x) ≡

〈Φ(∞)|T
{
S(∞,−∞)ψaα(x)ψa†β (x′)

}
|Φ(−∞)〉

〈Φ(∞)|S(∞,−∞)|Φ(−∞)〉
. (2.6)

Wick’s theorem [Wick, 1950; Danielewicz, 1984] allows for a decomposition into prod-
ucts of single-particle correlation functions aαβ ≡ a

(0)
αβ , corresponding to Feynman di-

agrams. Note that only nonfactorizing terms, i.e. connected Feynman diagrams, survive
due to cancellations with the denominator. The notation can be simplified by introducing
a ‘connected expectation value’ 〈. . . 〉conn that keeps only these terms.

The Feynman formalism of Schiefele and Henkel [2010a]; Schiefele [2011] is valid
when in- and out-states |Φ(±∞)〉 in the remote past and future, respectively, are known
and differ at most by a complex phase [Maciejko, 2007]; the typical scenario in scat-
tering processes of particle physics or in systems in global equilibrium. In contrast, it
will break down when |Φ〉 is unstable, i.e. out of equilibrium. The evolution of such
a system can couple different basis states in a nontrivial way. The reference to an un-
known future state can be avoided by applying the S-matrix on the initial state |Φ(∞)〉 =
S(∞,−∞)|Φ(−∞)〉, so that

ia
(full)
αβ (x, x′) = 〈Φ(−∞)|S†(∞,−∞) T

{
S(∞,−∞)ψaα(x)ψa†β (x′)

}
|Φ(−∞)〉conn

=: 〈Φ(−∞)|Tc
{
S2(−∞,∞)S1(∞,−∞)ψaα(x)ψa†β (y)

}
|Φ(−∞)〉conn .

(2.7)

In the last step, the contour-ordering operator Tc{. . . } has been introduced to bring
operators in that order, in which their time arguments are encountered on the Schwinger-
Keldysh contour of Fig. 2.1. The Greek subscripts take the values 1 or 2, denoting the
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branch of the contour, which extends from t = −∞ to∞ (branch 1) and back (branch
2). Note that the Greek indices of the correlation function can be used to generalize
the previous concepts to arbitrary arrangements of the field operators. It will turn out
that operators on the second branch are responsible to nonequilibrium effects. When the
Feynman formalism holds, it is sufficient to use Feynman propagators of the type a11

with all fields on branch 1.

2.1.3 Field-mediated interaction: self-energy, level shifts, and lifetimes

It is a fundamental observation in quantum field theory that the full perturbation series
of a Feynman-ordered response function5 can always be rewritten in the form [Fetter and
Walecka, 2003]

a
(full)
11 (ω, r′, r) = a11(ω, r′, r) (2.8)

+
∫
d3r1d

3r2 a11(ω, r′, r1)Σ11(ω, r1, r2)a11(ω, r2, r) .

Here, a11 ≡ a
(0)
11 is the unperturbed (leading order) Feynman propagator for the (atomic

or electromagnetic) field. The object Σ11 defines the self-energy and contains contribu-
tions from the interaction of the field with the rest of the system at all orders in the
coupling. The real and imaginary parts of the single-particle self-energy,

Σ11 = ∆E − i~Γ/2 , (2.9)

can be identified as the energy shift and the inverse lifetime (decay width) of the particle
[Fetter and Walecka, 2003].

An intuitive interpretation is provided by the closely related notion of dressed states
[Compagno et al., 1995b]. In this picture, the bare object, i.e. the eigenstate of the non-
interacting theory, is dressed by a cloud of virtual quanta, leading to a shift in the system
energies. The actual physical object that can be addressed in experiments is the dressed
state. We will come back to this picture later in Chapter 5.

By identifying self-energies for atoms, the perturbative analysis can be cast in a form
that exposes very clearly the field-mediation of the interaction between polarizable ob-
jects. In what follows, we first calculate the self-energy of a single atom at next-to-leading
order in the coupling to a generic photon. In a second step, the field-mediated interaction
included by dressing the photons with other objects, e.g. another atom (Sec. 2.2) or a
macroscopic surface (Sec. 2.3)6.

The Hartree-Fock approximation provides an interpretation of ∆E as an effective po-
tential acting on the atom [Kadanoff and Baym, 1962]. The approach sketched out here
is especially useful to extract single-particle properties from a more complex system in a
nonequilibrium environment.

5 The consideration of self-energy insertions in Feynman propagators a11 is sufficient for the purposes of
this work. General self-energy insertions in the Keldysh formalism are discussed in [Danielewicz, 1984].

6 See Chapter 7 of Schiefele [2011] for a systematic discussion of the higher order radiative corrections to
interatomic and atom-surface coupling in the self-energy approach.
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2.1.4 The fluctuation-dissipation theorem and retarded response functions

A useful representation of the response functions aαβ can be obtained for (atomic or elec-
tromagnetic) fields in thermal equilibrium. For example, a12 must fulfill the fundamen-
tal fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) [Callen and Welton, 1951; Agarwal, 1975a;
Polevoi and Rytov, 1975]

a12(x′, x) = i
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)2n̄(ω) Im [aR(ω, r′, r)] . (2.10)

Here, n̄(ω) denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution. In the Fourier domain, this connects
a two-point correlation function (fluctuations) to the imaginary part of the retarded re-
sponse function

iaR(x′, x) =
〈

[ψa(x′), ψa†(x)]
〉
θ(t′ − t) , (2.11)

where θ(t) is the Heaviside function. As a consequence, the Feynman propagator is re-
lated to the retarded response function by

a11(ω, r′, r) = aR(ω, r′, r) + a12(ω, r′, r) (2.12)

= a∗R(ω, r′, r) + a21(ω, r′, r) . (2.13)

In a system at temperature T , the FDT can be used to express the Feynman propagator
through the retarded response [Fetter and Walecka, 2003]

a11(ω, r′, r) = Re [aR(ω, r′, r)] + i coth{~ω/2kBT} Im [aR(ω, r′, r)] . (2.14)

The previous relations also provide the connection to other formalisms, such as the fluc-
tuation electrodynamics approach of Rytov et al. [1989] and the macroscopic electrody-
namics of the Jena school, e.g. [Buhmann and Scheel, 2008], which are based on retarded
response functions (Green’s functions) of the electromagnetic fields.

The response functions can be classified according to their pole structure in the com-
plex frequency plane. From Eq. (2.11), the retarded response

aR(x′, x) =
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)aR(ω, r′, r) (2.15)

must vanish for t′ < t, so that aR(ω, r′, r) must be analytic in the upper complex fre-
quency halfplane (Im ω > 0). Besides, the imaginary and real part of aR(ω, r′, r) are
connected by Kramers-Kronig relations, see [Nussenzveig, 1972]. In contrast, the Feyn-
man propagator a11 is an even function in ω and its pole structure depends on the quantum
state. Eq. (2.12) relates the Feynman propagator to a normally ordered response function,
e.g. a12(x′, x) = 〈ψa†(x′)ψa(x)〉. The latter quantity gives nonvanishing contributions
only in excited systems and is often called a density matrix element [Kadanoff and Baym,
1962]. Anti-normally ordered quantities a21(ω, r′, r) = a∗12(ω, r′, r) will not appear in
ground-state systems.
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2.1.5 Single atom plus field: self-energy, spontaneous emission, and Lamb
shift

We will first consider the radiative corrections to the free propagator of a ground-state
atom B (transition frequency ωB) at the one-loop level. This is a stable particle and
all information is contained in the Feynman propagator with both times on the forward
branch. Its series expansion is, from Eq. (2.7),

ig
(full)
11 (x, y) = 〈T

{
ψg(x)ψg†(y)

}
〉 (2.16)

− 1
2

∫
dt1dt2 〈Tc

{ 2∑
α,β=1

(−1)α+βHAF,α(t1)HAF,β(t2)ψg1(x)ψg†1 (y)
}
〉conn + . . . ,

where the first line is the ordinary (bare) Feynman propagator of the ground-state atom,
specified in Eq. (A.1) of App. A.1. The excited state Feynman propagator e11 can be de-
fined along the same lines [Eq. (A.2)]. In fact, it turns out that all processes with ground-
state atoms in their external states can be entirely described in terms of Feynman propa-
gators. The evaluation of Eq. (2.16) to second order in the coupling can be written as

g
(2)
11 (x, x′) =

∫
d3r1d

3r2

∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t−t′)g11(ω, r, r1)Σg

11(ω, r1, r2)g11(ω, r2, r
′) .

(2.17)

Here, the leading order self-energy contribution can be identified. Using the Feynman
rules of App. A it can be expressed as

ΣgB
11 (ωin) =

B B
ω

ωin ωin
= −i~dBj dB∗i

∫
dω

2π
G11,ij(ω, rB, rB)e11(ωin + ω) ,

(2.18)

where the G11 is the leading order photon propagator, i.e the tensor-valued Feynman
correlation function of the electric fields. See Appendices A.3 and B for details and the
explicit forms. For the self-energy Σe

11 of an excited atom, replace e11 by g11 under the
integral.

Eq. (2.18) can be brought into a more familiar form [Wylie and Sipe, 1985] by evalu-
ating it on the mass shell, ωin = εBg (real particle), and writing the integral over positive
frequencies only (recall thatG11(ω) is even in ω):

ΣgB
11 (εBg ) = i~

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
G11,ij(ω, rB, rB)αgB11,ji(ω) . (2.19)

Here, we obtain the Feynman-ordered polarizability tensor of the ground-state atom B

αgB11,ij(ω) =
dBi d

B∗
j

~

[
1

ωB − ω − i0+
+

1
ωB + ω − i0+

]
, (2.20)
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which is also discussed in App. A.2. (For the excited two-level atom A∗, replace ωB →
−ωA.) Note that this expression has poles in the upper left and lower right quadrant of the
complex frequency plane (Feynman prescription). The analytic properties of the response
functions depend on the pole with Re ω < 0, which in quantum optics is often neglected
under the rotating wave approximation [Milonni and Boyd, 2004; Berman et al., 2006].
The other pole coindices with the one of the retarded response functions [Eq. (A.7)] at
Re ω > 0, and only these appear in the complex self-energy (2.19).

For an atom in free space, substituting the bare photon propagator (see Apps. A.3 and
B.1) into Σg/e

11 yields, according to Eq. (2.9), an infinite energy shift which is, of course,
the unrenormalized Lamb shift of atom B [Bethe, 1947; Wylie and Sipe, 1985].

The imaginary part of the ground-state atom self-energy Σg
11 is nonzero only if the

electromagnetic field is at temperature T > 0 [see Eq. (A.12)]. In this case, it describes
the absorption rate of thermal photons. At T = 0, an imaginary part is found for the
excited atom A∗: this is due to a pole ofαeA11 (ω) in the upper right quadrant and gives the
spontaneous decay rate, i.e. Einstein’s A-coefficient

ΓeA0 =
2dBi d

B∗
j

~
ImG11,ij(ωA, rA, rA). (2.21)

2.2 Basic Example: Nonequilibrium Two-Body Interaction

To underline the efficiency of the formalism exposed in the first part of this chapter, and to
illustrate the impact of nonequilibrium processes, we will apply it a fundamental systems
in atomic and molecular physics and consider the interaction between two electrically
neutral yet polarizable particles, commonly named after J. D. van der Waals, F. London,
H. Casimir, and D. Polder.

2.2.1 Photon propagation in the presence of a second atom

To evaluate the impact of a second atom (labeled A) on the self-energy of atom B, we
only have to consider terms where photons are connecting the two atoms, provided we
assume the transition frequencies to include the single-particle Lamb shift [Wylie and
Sipe, 1985]. Hence, we take the diagram (2.18) and replace the photon propagator by its
next-to-leading order correction:

→
A A

or
A A

,

where the lines depend on the state of atomA. This ‘modular’ strategy is in fact very close
to the original calculation of Casimir and Polder [1948] and the treatment by Sherkunov
[2005, 2007, 2009]. It is, of course, consistent with the fourth-order expansion of the atom
propagator g11 in Eq. (2.7). The bare photon propagator G11(x, x′) is given in App. A.3,
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and its correction to leading order recovers Eq. (28) of Sherkunov [2007]

G
(2)a
11 (x′, x) =

−i
2~2

∫
dt1dt2 (2.22)

× 〈a|Tc
{ 2∑
l,l′=1

(−1)l+l
′
HAF,l(t1)HAF,l′(t2)E1(x′)E1(x)

}
|a〉conn,

where a = e, g denotes the state of atom A. For the moment we restrict the field to
zero temperature, which simplifies the treatment in the frequency domain considerably,
e.g. G12(ω > 0) = 0 (see App. A.3 for the general expressions). We find from Wick’s
theorem [Danielewicz, 1984]

G
(2)a
11,il(ω > 0, r′, r) = G11,ij(ω, r′, rA)αaA11,jk(ω)G11,kl(ω, rA, r)

−G11,ij(ω, r′, rA)αaA12,jk(ω)G21,kl(ω, rA, r) , (2.23)

with the atomic polarizabilities of App. A.2. Clearly, nonequilibriums effects are due to
the second term in Eq. (2.23) that contains the Keldysh response functionsG21 and αaA12 ,
rather than Feynman propagators.

2.2.2 Interaction of two ground-state atoms

The two-body potential between two particles (atoms, molecules, nanoparticles) in their
internal ground state is well known [Casimir and Polder, 1948; Power and Thiruna-
machandran, 1983; McLachlan, 1963; Craig and Thirunamachandran, 1998].

If atom A is in the ground state (a = g), the contribution from the second Keldysh
branch vanishes because αgA12 (ω > 0) = 0. We obtain a two-atom self-energy by substi-
tuting the dressed photon propagatorG(2)g

11 into Σg
11,

Σgg
11 =

A

B B

A

+
A

B B

A

= i~
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
αgB11,ij(ω)αgA11,lk(ω)G11,ki(ω, rA, rB)G11,jl(ω, rB, rA) . (2.24)

Only Feynman-ordered quantities contribute, and indeed, this situation corresponds to the
ground state of the noninteracting theory where no nonequilibrium formalism is needed.
The integration lends itself to a rotation to imaginary frequencies and one sees that Σgg

11 =
∆Egg is a purely real two-body potential. If the two atoms are embedded in free space
(T = 0), the Green’s tensor of Eq. (B.2) gives the well-known Casimir-Polder potential
that scales as r−6 at small separations r = |rA − rB| � c/ωA,B and changes to a r−7

behavior when retardation sets in.
Note that the same calculation in traditional perturbation theory, e.g. in [Craig and

Thirunamachandran, 1998, Sec. 7.4], involves 12 diagrams with time-directed photon
lines rather than the two Feynman diagrams above.
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The potential ∆Egg can clearly be read as an atomic polarization energy in the field of
the second atom. This might be what Casimir and Polder [1948] had in mind, when they
suggested “that it might be possible to derive these expressions [. . . ] by more elementary
considerations. This would be desirable since it would also give a more physical back-
ground to our result [. . . ]. So far we have not been able to find such a simple argument.”

2.2.3 Interaction of a ground-state atom and an excited atom

While there is nothing unclear about the potential (2.24), apparently incompatible results
have been obtained if one of the atoms is prepared in an excited state, while the second
is in the ground state. Due to this initial excitation, the system is metastable and exhibits
resonant energy transfer |A∗〉 ⊗ |B〉 → |A〉 ⊗ |B∗〉 , where the asterisk denotes an
excited state. Such processes give rise to a resonant long-range part of the potential that
overwhelms the familiar van der Waals interaction: at interatomic distances r � c/ωA,
large as compared to the atomic transition wavelength, some calculations found this part
to oscillate spatially ∆Eres ∼ r−2 sin(2rωA/c + const.) [McLone and Power, 1965;
Philpott, 1966; Margenau and Kestner, 1971; Kweon and Lawandy, 1993], while later
work found a monotonic power law ∆Eres ∼ r−2 [Power and Thirunamachandran, 1993,
1995; Sherkunov, 2007, 2009]. It is the aim of this section to understand these differences
better. A comparison of the Feynman and Keldysh results suggests an interpretation of
the apparent disagreement of earlier results: these may apply in different time regimes
after preparation, separated by the time scale that characterizes energy transfer by an
exchange of resonant photons.

The difference between the Feynman and Keldysh results are due to additional nonequi-
librium term in the photon propagator (2.23). We find the following self-energy for the
ground-state atom B in the presence of an excited atom A∗

Σge
11 = i~

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
αgB11,ij(ω) { G11,jl(ω, rB, rA)αeA11,lk(ω)G11,ki(ω, rA, rB)

−G11,jl(ω, rB, rA)αeA12,lk(ω)G21,ki(ω, rA, rB)
}

(2.25)

=
A

B B

A

+
A

B B

A

+
A

B B

A

+
A

B B

A

(2.26)

The first line is the result obtained by McLone and Power [1965]; Philpott [1966]; Marge-
nau and Kestner [1971]; Kweon and Lawandy [1993]. In our formalism, this part contains
only time-ordered (Feynman) quantities and is represented by the first two diagrams of
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Eq. (2.26). We will argue in the next section under which conditions this line gives al-
ready the full result.

The second set of diagrams illustrates the terms that contain nonequilibrium response
functions. There is one vertex beyond the (thick) bars that corresponds to an interaction
operator HAF,2(x) on the second Keldysh branch. It will end leftmost in an operator
product after the contour ordering Tc and can hence be interpreted as acting directly on
the outgoing states. This modification of the out-state provides the off-diagonal channels
that allow for the equilibration of the initial state (prepared at t = −∞ and left to evolve
under the interaction). The thick bar illustrates thus the split between the branches of
the Keldysh contour: it corresponds, apart from a prefactor, to cutting the diagrams and
putting the loose ends on the mass shell. The resulting two off-diagonal processes con-
serve energy (tree structure of the diagrams) and can be read as spontaneous emission
from atom B after a resonant photon exchange (left diagram) and as emission from atom
B stimulated by a photon from atom A (right diagram).

To provide a more transparent physical interpretation, we bring the above result into a
form that involves only retarded electric Green’s tensors G. At positive frequencies and at
T = 0, we haveG11(ω > 0) = G(ω) and αg11(ω > 0) = αgR(ω). Using the connections
provided by Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13), see also App. A, we get

Σge
11 = i~

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
αgBR,ij(ω) { Gjl(ω, rB, rA)αeAR,lk(ω)Gki(ω, rA, rB)

+ Gjl(ω, rB, rA)αeA12,lk(ω)Gki(ω, rA, rB) (∗)
− Gjl(ω, rB, rA)αeA12,lk(ω)Gki(ω, rA, rB) (∗)
+ Gjl(ω, rB, rA)αeA12,lk(ω)G∗ki(ω, rA, rB) } . (2.27)

The two lines indicated by the asterisk (∗) cancel out exactly. Note that all nonequilib-
rium effects have now been traced back to the Keldysh function αeA12 , connected with the
excited atom.

In the first term, we can use that for a two-level atom αeR = −αgR, so that the first
term is equal, up to a global sign, to the ground-ground self-energy Σgg

11. The integrand
is regular in the upper right quadrant and can be rotated onto the imaginary axis; it does
not yield any oscillating contributions.

The last line gives a purely resonant contribution because

αeA12,ij(ω) = 2πidAi d
A∗
j δ(ω − ωA)/~ , (2.28)

cf. App. A.2. Writing out the retarded polarizability (A.7), too, we find that the resonant
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term contains the square modulus of the retarded Green’s function,

Σge
11 = −Σgg

11 − |d
A
i d

B∗
j Gij(ωA, rB, rA)|2 2ωB/~

ω2
B − (ωA + i0+)2

(2.29)

= −
A

B B

A

−
A

B B

A

−

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A A

B B

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

2ωB/~
ω2
B − (ωA + i0+)2

. (2.30)

From the imaginary part of this self-energy, we recover the rate of Förster resonant energy
transfer (FRET7)

ΓFRET = −2
~

Im
[
Σge

11

]
=

2π
~
δ(ωB − ωA)|dAi dB∗j Gij(ωA, rB, rA)|2 , (2.31)

in full agreement with the Golden Rule. This gives a clear meaning to the resonant contri-
bution to the self-energy. Rather than distinguishing absorption and emission, the above
reordering has led to a separation of dispersion (nonresonant or virtual photons) and
energy-transfer effects [Power and Thirunamachandran, 1983]. Note that the ground-
state atom B has now acquired a finite lifetime, due to the resonant energy-exchange
channel. The generalization of the expression for the FRET rate to molecular emission
and absorption spectra of finite width is well known [Wu and Brand, 1994; Andrews and
Demidov, 1999].

The FRET process comes along with a resonant two-body potential (the real part
of Σge

11) that has been discussed in [Power and Thirunamachandran, 1993; Cohen and
Mukamel, 2003a,b; Sherkunov, 2007]. Since it contains the square modulus of the re-
tarded Green’s function [Eq. (B.2)], the interaction potential for two particles in free
space does not oscillate spatially. Finally, it lends itself to a simple semiclassical picture:
the polarization energy of atom B in the time-averaged field of a dipole source located at
atom A, whose amplitude is fixed by the transition dipole [Power and Thirunamachan-
dran, 1995].

2.2.4 Transient spatial oscillations of the resonant potential

It is instructive to evaluate the contribution that cancelled out in Eq. (2.27) [upper line
marked (∗)]. Using the explicit forms of αeA12 and αgBR , as before, this term gives a reso-
nant contribution

∆Σeg
11 = −

[
dAi d

B∗
j Gij(ωA, rB, rA)

]2 2ωB/~
ω2
B − (ωA + i0+)2

, (2.32)

7 Förster transfer [Förster, 1949; Andrews, 1989] is discussed in the textbooks by Craig and Thiruna-
machandran [1998]; Andrews and Demidov [1999]; Salam [2009]. For forces connected with FRET pro-
cesses, see [Cohen and Mukamel, 2003a,b]. Higher multipole contributions were considered by Salam
[2005].
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which contains the square of the electric Green’s tensor (B.2) and therefore contains a
term exp(2irωA/c) that gives rise to spatial oscillations. Therefore, the first two (Feyn-
man) diagrams in Eq. (2.26) give

A

B B

A

+
A

B B

A

= −Σgg
11 + ∆Σeg

11 , (2.33)

where the term ∆Σeg
11 is responsible for the spatially oscillating potential found by some

authors. This result is subtle, because considering only these terms corresponds to apply-
ing an equilibrium formalism in a nonequilibrium situation.

If, in contrast, all four diagrams in Eq. (2.26) are taken into account in the full nonequi-
librium description, we have seen in the previous section that the resonant part of the
self-energy Σeg

11 does not give rise to any spatial oscillations. This is the result of Power
and Thirunamachandran [1993, 1995].

We suggest the following scenario to understand the physical relevance of the two
results, using the narrative of atom dressing [Compagno et al., 1995b]. The interchange
of virtual (or nonresonant) photons responsible for the monotonous part of the potential
is very fast. This short-time behavior is similar for both ground-state and excited atoms.
The exchange of near-resonant photons takes a longer time due to the small frequency
differences involved and it leads to the equilibration of the initial state. This happens
on the scale 1/ΓFRET set by the Förster rate. This time appears as a lower limit for
the validity of the equilibrated potential obtained from Σeg

11. An upper limit is set by the
spontaneous lifetime 1/Γe0 of the atom A∗ when photons appear in free-space modes
[Sherkunov, 2009; Cohen and Mukamel, 2003a]. The two time scales are well separated
at short distance (nonretarded range, typical for FRET experiments).

The spatial oscillations of the potential (2.33) may therefore appear as a transient effect
after the preparation. We speculate that they remain visible if the excited state is contin-
uously replenished with a sufficiently high rate (larger than ΓFRET), which redefines
the cut between ‘system’ and ‘bath’. It would be interesting to consider a time-dependent
perturbative calculation similar to the approach of Power and Thirunamachandran [1983]
or the formalism presented in Chapter 5 in the context of atomic dressing near a surface.
We note that a spatially oscillating dispersion potential has been found in the analogous
situations of excited atoms near a surface [Hinds and Sandoghdar, 1991]. For molecules,
it has been discussed as a transient effect [Ellingsen et al., 2009b].

In Chapter 4 we will consider the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction between an
atom and a surface. There, the main focus will be put on the impact of the surface prop-
erties rather than on the atomic dynamics. For simplicity, the analysis will assume slow
equilibration, so that the Feynman formalism is applied.

2.2.5 State-selective directed diffusion in molecular biophysics

As a concluding example, we estimate the FRET force in the context of biological sys-
tems. Such a force might modify the motion of the molecules relative to undirected
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Brownian diffusion which may help to understand unusually high reaction rates [Berg
and von Hippel, 1985]. In fact, it has been discussed whether diffusion-limited reactions
between an excited and a ground-state reactant are sped up by a state-selective force [Jor-
dan, 1939; Pauling and Delbrück, 1940; Fröhlich, 1970, 1975], e.g. between proteins and
DNA [Hillisch et al., 2001].

In the field of molecular physics, Förster broadening of atomic or molecular spectra
is well known, but there is limited literature on the forces that come along with such
resonant exchanges of energy [Mal’nev and Pekar, 1970]. The term Förster force was
apparently coined by Cohen and Mukamel [2003a,b]. These forces may play an impor-
tant role not only in the aforementioned reaction kinetics but also in a number of other
systems that stand in the focus of recent research, such as cold atoms [Anderson et al.,
1998; Mourachko et al., 1998] to quantum dots, NV centers [Tisler et al., 2011], and soft
condensed matter [Zurita-Sánchez and Henkel, 2012].

We dare a very rough estimate of the recombination rate for a reaction of the type
A∗ + B → AB, assumed to take place at first contact, cf. [Preto et al., 2012]. From the
Smoluchovski equation for spherically symmetric reactands one finds a recombination
rate γAB = 4πDeffReff , cf. [Berg and von Hippel, 1985]. Here, Deff = DA + DB is
the sum of the single particle diffusion coefficients, that depend on the particle radii rA,B
and the host-medium viscosity. In the so-called Smoluchovski limit of large viscosity, the
effective interaction radius for two particles interacting via a two-body potential U(r)
takes the simple form

R−1
eff =

∫ ∞
rA+rB

dr
exp[U(r)/kBT ]

r2
. (2.34)

For nondirected Brownian diffusion, we have U(r) = 0 and Reff = R0 = rA + rB .
In many cases, including the Coulomb potential and retarded dispersion interactions, it
is sufficient to consider a power law U(r) = −Cnr−n (Hamaker ansatz), so that the
integral can be expressed through the incomplete gamma function. Then, the speedup of
the reaction due to the attractive potential is given by ratio

Reff

R0
=

n[U(R0)/kBT ]1/n

Γ[1/n]− Γ[1/n, U(R0)/kBT ]
. (2.35)

We neglect a possible temperature dependence of the potential for simplicity. (For a dis-
cussion of thermal effects in aqueous solutions at room temperature see [Pauling and
Delbrück, 1940]. The two-body potential at nonzero temperature was given, e.g., by
Sherkunov [2007, Eq. (70)].)

For distances r > R0, we use asymptotes of the nonresonant Casimir-Polder disper-
sion potential and of the resonant radiative FRET potential in the retarded regime and
include the medium permittivity ε(ω)

UCP(r) ≈ − 3~αA(0)αB(0)c
32π2ε2

0[ε(0)]5/2r7
, UFRET(r) ≈

|dA|2αB(ωA)ω4
A

8π2ε2
0c

4r2
. (2.36)
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At the distances considered, the two terms are ruled by different frequency regimes. Un-
like the retarded dispersion term, which is ruled by low frequencies, the resonant term
depends on the detuning between the donor and the acceptor. The sign of ωA − ωB de-
fines, whether atom A illuminates atom B with a red-shifted or a blue-shifted light field.
As for an atom in a detuned laser field, this changes the sign of the force [Sherkunov,
2009].

Characteristic numbers can be obtained from systems of DNA molecules, in which the
intensity of FRET is commonly used to measure intermolecular distances [Hillisch et al.,
2001]. We consider a single dominant transition in the UV regime (λA = 265 nm, ωA =
7.3× 1015 s−1, |dA,B| = 1.2× 10−29 Cm, [Bouvier et al., 2002]), where water is trans-
parent (

√
ε(ωA) ≈ 1.3 [Dagastine et al., 2000]), and a typical molecular size of rA +

rB = 400 nm. We neglect the nonzero width of the atomic spectra, which corresponds
to ideal spectral overlap between the donor and the acceptor and provides an upper
limit to the efficiency of FRET. Considering the actual spectral overlap would there-
fore result in a somewhat smaller FRET potential, e.g. [Cohen and Mukamel, 2003a;
Zurita-Sánchez and Henkel, 2012]. In contrast to the resonant contribution, the Casimir-
Polder (van der Waals) potential is sensitive to low frequency fields. In water, the static
value

√
ε(0) ≈ 9 results in a strong screening with respect to the free space result

UCP(R0) ≈ 4 × 10−22 K kB . At atomic separations beyond the medium wavelength,
the FRET potential dominates the interaction,

UFRET(r)
UCP(r)

≈ 3
2

(√
ε(0)rωA/c

)5

1− ω2
A/ω

2
B

. (2.37)

This hints at interesting and potentially important effects. From Eq. (2.35) they do,
however, not seem sufficient to account for a speedup of reaction rates of several orders
of magnitude [Berg and von Hippel, 1985], unless the interaction dipoles are greatly
enhanced by some coherence effect. This was suggested by Fröhlich [1970, 1975], see
also [Preto and Pettini, 2012].

In any case, a much more thorough consideration of the molecular properties is neces-
sary, before any claims can be made. In biological systems in particular, the excited state
may be pumped by an energy source (photoabsorption, chemical). Then, the energy flow
through the system will determine to what extent the scenario involving equilibration
after excitation actually applies.

The resonant potential can also be expected to play a role in the thermodynamic prop-
erties of cold gases (e.g. the virial coefficients [Margenau and Kestner, 1971; Mal’nev
and Pekar, 1970]) and to affect solid state based systems such as quantum dots [Kagan
et al., 1996]. Such questions certainly deserve further investigation. One should keep in
mind that talking about unstable states as in dispersion interactions between atoms or
molecules requires a careful characterization of the excited state in question.
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2.3 Surface-Dressed Photons and the Atom-Surface
Interaction

We will now discuss, how boundary conditions imposed by macroscopic bodies can be in-
cluded in MQED calculations. Similar to the approach of Sec. 2.2.1, where a photon was
‘dressed’ by an atom, this involves a modified photon propagator. The photon propagator
in free space can be calculated directly from a mode expansion of the field. In principle,
the same can be done for a field subjected to boundary conditions, for example in the
presence a nondispersive surface, but the mode functions become delicate in dispersive
or even dissipative systems [Carniglia and Mandel, 1971; Balian and Duplantier, 1977;
Dung et al., 1998; Eberlein and Robaschik, 2004]. A more useful approach is provided
by the fundamental connection between the classical retarded electric (magnetic) Green’s
function G (H) and the Keldysh response functions Gαβ (Hαβ) due to the FDT of Sec.
2.1.4 [Agarwal, 1975a; Wylie and Sipe, 1984, 1985]. It is a nontrivial result that all cor-
relation functions for the electromagnetic fields can thus be obtained from the solution of
the boundary value problem in classical electrodynamics.

A general scheme for obtaining the Green’s tensor in arbitrary configurations of (multi-
ple) magnetodielectric objects is known as the scattering approach [Jaekel and Reynaud,
1991; Emig et al., 2007]. In the presence of a single object, the Green’s tensor can be
written as a sum G = Gfree + Greflof a free space part and a reflected part. The lat-
ter contains information about the position, geometry, and surface properties encoded
in classical reflection amplitudes. This provides a connection to linear response func-
tions of the surface. Such approaches are typical in surface science and condensed matter
physics8 [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979; Dressel and Grüner, 2002]. In this work, we
will consider fields near a solid surface modeled by a semi-infinite half-space. A con-
venient expression for the reflected Green’s tensor is due to Sipe [1981]. Here, s- and
p-polarized fields form a basis in which the reflection amplitudes are well known [Jack-
son, 1975]. The explicit forms of the Green’s tensor and the reflection coefficients are
given in App. B.

The previous decomposition translates immediately to all other correlation functions.
A suggestive diagrammatic representation of the surface-dressed photon can be obtained
by replacing the free photon line by

→ + .

Here, the reflected contribution appears as a correction to the free space result, visible e.g.
in the Lamb shift and spontaneous emission rates. The correction may in fact be treated
as a small perturbation for optically thin surfaces (‘dilute limit’, e.g. [Milton and Wagner,

8 The use of classical reflection amplitudes is reasonable on mesoscopic length scales only. There are
different approaches that can account for the microscopic structure of solids, most importantly density
functional theory [Kohn and Sham, 1965; Gross and Dreizler, 1995].
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2008]) but not in the case of the near field of a solid, due to the much higher local density
of states [Joulain et al., 2003]. In this case, identifying the total correlation functions
G,Gαβ with the reflected one Grefl,Grefl

αβ provides a simple way of renormalizing the
(formally infinite) free-space Lamb shift encountered in Sec. 2.1.5. Then, one should
consider Lamb-shift corrected effective atomic transition frequencies as in the work by
Wylie and Sipe [1985].

Applying this approximation to the photon propagator in the single-atom self-energy
of Eq. (2.19) gives the atom-surface interaction of a ground state atom (for an excited
state: g → e)

Σg
11 = = i~

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
Grefl

11,ij(ω, rB, rB)αgB11,ji(ω) . (2.38)

This will be the starting point for the investigation of the properties of atoms at small
distances in the (sub-)micron regime from metallic surface. According to Eq. (2.9), the
real part of Σg

11 recovers immediately the Casimir-Polder potential of Wylie and Sipe
[1985] and their interpretation as a surface correction to the Lamb shift [1984]. In Chapter
4 we will come back to this effect. The imaginary of part Eq. (2.38) describes surface-
induced transitions to other atomic levels, which will be considered in Chapter 3. An
interesting perspective is the study of surface-assisted FRET, when the surface-dressed
photon line is used in the resonant process of Sec. 2.2.3. In this case surface modes can
greatly enhance the resonant energy transfer between two particles [Reil et al., 2008;
Dzsotjan et al., 2010].

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed a fully quantized formulation of molecular QED, simi-
lar to the approaches by Lewenstein et al. [1994]; Lewenstein and You [1996]; Zhang and
Walls [1994]; Schiefele [2011] and its generalization to nonequilibrium situations. Note
that extended wave functions and recoil shifts might also be included [Rzazewski and
Zakowicz, 1992; Schiefele and Henkel, 2010a]. Starting from a modular combination of
self-energies of atoms and photons, well-known QED results are recovered, such as the
Lamb shift and spontaneous emission rates. Corrections due to the field-mediated inter-
action with other polarizable objects (macroscopic objects or other atoms) lead to general
expressions for the van der Waals-Casimir-Polder potentials and result in changes of the
atomic lifetimes. For illustration, the formalism has then been applied to the interaction
of two atoms (molecules), either in the ground state or with one of them excited. In the
second case, the apparently differing predictions for the resonant part of the two-body po-
tential (spatially oscillating or not) have been a source of confusion for quite some time.
From the viewpoint of a nonequilibrium description is seems plausible that contribu-
tions that oscillate spatially disappear in a stationary limit. The two different results may
thus correspond to different physical setups or to situations separated by a characteristic
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time scale, which we related to the rate of energy transfer (FRET). The oscillatory po-
tential [McLone and Power, 1965; Philpott, 1966; Margenau and Kestner, 1971; Kweon
and Lawandy, 1993] may apply on very short time scales, and eventually evolve into
the nonoscillatory one [Power and Thirunamachandran, 1993, 1995; Sherkunov, 2007,
2009]. Finally, the impact of such resonant potentials on directed diffusion in the context
of diffusion-limited chemical reactions has been considered.
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Chapter 3

Atoms as Probes for the Electromagnetic Near Field

This chapter is based on material presented in the article Magnetic near fields as
a probe of charge transport in spatially dispersive conductors by H. Haakh and C.
Henkel, European Physical Journal B, 85, 46 (2012). Sec. 3.4 contains material
from the article Prospects for fast Rydberg gates on an atom chip by M. Müller, H.
Haakh, T. Calarco, C. Koch, and C. Henkel, Quantum Information Processing 10,
771 (2012).

Electromagnetic fluctuations have played a key role in physics ever since Planck discov-
ered the blackbody spectrum. They have rather universal properties at distances from a
body large compared to the thermal (Wien) wavelength. In contrast, the near-field noise
spectrum can tell a lot about material properties due to the links provided by the Kirch-
hoff law and the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [Callen and Welton, 1951]. In practical
applications like magnetic resonance imaging, this near-field noise is a limiting factor for
detecting biological signals, see for example [Nenonen et al., 1996; Sidles et al., 2003].
In the case of a metallic body, electromagnetic fluctuations depend mainly on the conduc-
tivity and can reveal details about charge transport in the bulk. Our aim is to go beyond
Ohm’s local law. Therefore, we focus on a linear current-field relation in the general
nonlocal form (Einstein sum over spatial indices is intended)

jm(r, ω) =
∫
d3r′σmn(r, r′, ω)En(r′, ω) , (3.1)

where the dependence on both r and r′ contains the crossover from ballistic to diffusive
in the motion of charge carriers. This introduces the mean free path ` as a characteristic
length scale. The conductivity (or dielectric) tensor now depends on both frequency and
wave vector in Fourier space (spatial dispersion) [Reuter and Sondheimer, 1948; Dingle,
1953; Lindhard, 1954; Kliewer and Fuchs, 1968, 1969; Mermin, 1970; Ford and Weber,
1984]. Further nonlocal effects are introduced by the details of the surface and the sur-
face scattering of charge carriers [Reuter and Sondheimer, 1948; Ford and Weber, 1984;
Kliewer and Fuchs, 1968, 1970; Foley and Devaney, 1975; Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner,
1979, 1977; Garcı́a-Moliner and Flores, 1977; Feibelman, 1982].

The anomalous skin effect is a famous consequence of the nonlocal bulk response. It is
typically discussed in the regime of high frequencies, where the classical skin depth δ(ω)
falls below the mean free path ` and does no longer correctly describe screening of mag-
netic fields in the surface layer of a thickness comparable to ` [Reuter and Sondheimer,
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1948; Pippard, 1947; Chambers, 1952]. Here, the ballistic transport of charge must be
considered and gives rise to a nonlocal response. Other relevant physical phenomena
are Thomas-Fermi (Debye-Hückel) screening and Landau damping [Dressel and Grüner,
2002], connected to plasma screening due to mobile charges in the metal and electron-
hole generation (internal photo effect), respectively. One can generally expect a reduction
of field fluctuations close to the surface of a nonlocal metal as compared to local theory,
because the bulk fields are better screened and escape less easily into the surrounding
space.

The nonlocal response of surfaces has also been discussed for other observables out-
side the range of the anomalous skin effect. Its implications have been worked out for the
dispersion relation of surface plasmon modes [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979; Feibel-
man, 1982], the transfer of heat via near-field radiation [Volokitin and Persson, 2007;
Chapuis et al., 2008a], the van der Waals interaction across an electrolyte [Podgornik
et al., 1987; Jancovici, 2006], and the Casimir interaction between two conducting half-
spaces [Sernelius, 2005; Contreras-Reyes and Mochan, 2005; Esquivel-Sirvent et al.,
2006; Dalvit and Lamoreaux, 2008].

A motivation for the work presented in this chapter is the observation that spin-flip
transitions of ultracold atoms held in miniaturized chip-based magnetic traps (atom chips)
are sensitive to magnetic fluctuations in the near field of a metal [Folman et al., 2002;
Henkel et al., 2003; Fortágh and Zimmermann, 2007; Reichel and Vuletic, 2011]. Here,
atoms probe surface properties at somewhat exotic frequencies in the radio or microwave
band, much below the visible to ultraviolet frequency range of conventional metal spec-
troscopy. (Note, however, that the microwave band is routinely used in superconductor
experiments.) At the same time, the corresponding wavelengths are in the micron range
because atoms illuminate the surface with their near field. Modes characterized by these
frequencies and wave vectors (parallel to the surface) lie in the evanescent sector, way
below the light cone; in particular their in-plane wave vector p is not restricted as in
propagating vacuum fields. Therefore values p ∼ 1/` cannot be excluded where spa-
tial dispersion is clearly relevant. Previous work by Henkel and Wilkens [1999]; Henkel
et al. [1999]; Jones et al. [2003]; Rekdal et al. [2004] has considered spin-flip transitions
for the microtrap scenario in the local limit, identifying these as a relevant challenge to
miniaturization below the micron scale. We also mention the results of Chklovskii and
Lee [1992] on nuclear spin relaxation that are reproduced and generalized here, including
the skin effect and covering a wider range of distances.

Another motivation is the study of spatial correlations of thermal near-field radiation.
These differ strongly from the blackbody limit, where the wavelength provides a uni-
versal correlation (or coherence) length [Mandel and Wolf, 1995]. For an overview on
the coherence of thermal radiation see [Greffet and Henkel, 2007; Dorofeyev and Vino-
gradov, 2011]. Electric field correlations were discussed previously by Gori et al. [1994];
Ponomarenko and Wolf [2001]; Blomstedt et al. [2007] for homogeneous media, and by
Carminati and Greffet [1999]; Henkel et al. [2000]; Dorofeyev et al. [2002]; Henkel and
Joulain [2006]; Lau et al. [2007]; Norrman et al. [2011] for the near field of bodies. Sur-
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face charge and current correlations have been studied in the high-temperature limit by
Boustani et al. [2006]; Jancovici [2006]; Samaj and Jancovici [2008]. In the electric case,
the mean free path ` did not emerge as a characteristic length scale, neither in the distance
dependence of the noise spectrum nor in the spatial autocorrelation function [Henkel and
Joulain, 2006]. This may be related to sum rules and efficient screening at the surface.
The magnetic field behaves differently because at distances around the mean free path
there is a crossover in the noise spectrum [Chklovskii and Lee, 1992]. We show here that
the field correlations in a plane parallel to the metal surface become more coherent at
short distances and that the correlation length depends on the mean free path.

While the magnetic field noise is of great relevance for trap lifetimes, its electric coun-
terpart has important impact on technological applications, too. A high degree of control
over the electric dipole interaction between stored atoms is fundamental if these atoms
serve as qubits in the register of a quantum computer [Schmiedmayer et al., 2002; Ne-
gretti et al., 2011; Treutlein et al., 2011]. Lately, much interest is put in Rydberg atoms,
where a strong dipole interaction is possible. Electric noise leads to decoherence of the
qubit states and puts fundamental limits to the operation times of quantum gates. A joint
publication with M. Müller, C. Koch, T. Calarco, and C. Henkel recently discussed the
possibility to implement a phase gate with trapped atoms using optimal control technol-
ogy [Müller et al., 2011]. Although the technology and physics of quantum computation
does not stand in the center of this thesis, we analyze the effects of electromagnetic noise
on the typical scales of atom chips for quantum computation, applying the techniques de-
veloped in this chapter to a situation of interest. Note that quantum computation in atom
chips requires a high trap stability and will preferably be operated in distance regimes
where it is possible to neglect nonlocal effects. One should still consider the impact of
patch charges due to surface adsorbates.

In this chapter, we first outline the calculation of magnetic spectra and spin-flip rates
and give an overview on the length scales and effects that have an impact on these quan-
tities in a system with nonlocality (Sec. 3.1). Then, a specific nonlocal model for the bulk
and surface response is introduced and used to obtain the near-field asymptotes. Some
technical details of the calculation are given in App. B. We also briefly discuss super-
conductors and semiconductors. In Sec. 3.3, field correlation functions above local and
nonlocal metals are analyzed with respect to their correlation length. In a complementary
way, important sources of electric field noise that may have an impact in trapped Rydberg
atoms used for quantum computation are considered in Sec. 3.4. Sec. 3.5 summarizes the
main results and reflects on their relevance for experimental setups.
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3.1 The Impact of Nonlocal Transport on Magnetic Near-Field
Noise

3.1.1 Surface noise spectrum and spin flips

Our main quantity of interest is the spectral density per unit frequency of the magnetic
field cross-correlation, evaluated for a thermal state of the field (i, j = x, y, z)

SBij (r, ω) =
∫
dt〈: Bi(0, 0)Bj(r, t) :〉eiωt . (3.2)

This spectrum can be calculated with Green’s function techniques. According to the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (see Sec. 2.1.4 and App. A.3, note the normal ordering),

SBij (r, ω) = 2~n̄(ω) ImHij(r, r, ω) , (3.3)

where n̄(ω) =
(
e~ω/kBT − 1

)−1
is the Bose-Einstein distribution and Hij the magnetic

Green’s tensor, cf. App. B. The spectrum can be probed by observing the atomic transition
of atoms due to the fluctuating magnetic field. An expression for the atomic transition
rate is obtained from Fermi’s Golden Rule [Henkel et al., 2003] or a master equation
approach [Henkel et al., 1999; Rekdal et al., 2004]. Alternatively, Eq. (2.9) relates the
transition rate to the imaginary part of the (magnetic) self-energy in the framework of
molecular QED, presented in Chapter 2. From there, Eq. (3.3) gives a natural connection
between the spin-flip rate and the spectrum,

Γa→b(r) = −2
~

Im

[
µ µ

]
=
∑
i,j

µabi µ
ba
j

~2
SBij (r,−ωab). (3.4)

Here, a (b) labels a magnetic sublevel that is trapped (not trapped) in the static magnetic
field of the atom chip, µabi = 〈a|µi|b〉 is the matrix element of the magnetic dipole
operator, and ωab the resonant Bohr frequency. For magnetic moments in the order of a
Bohr magneton µB , the prefactor in Eq. (3.4) translates a spectrum of 130 pT2/Hz to a
transition rate of one per second. Rates in this low range have been in fact been measured
near conducting surfaces using ultracold trapped atoms as a probe [Jones et al., 2003;
Lin et al., 2004; Harber et al., 2003; Reichel and Vuletic, 2011]. The magnetic near-field
noise flips the spin of trapped atoms, leading to loss from a magnetic trap and setting a
fundamental limit to the coherence in these setups [Folman et al., 2002; Henkel et al.,
2003]. Conversely, this process offers a way of probing material properties.

As in Sec. 2.3 we split the Green’s tensor in two terms, i.e. the free-space contribution
[blackbody spectrum, Eq. (B.4)] and the fields reflected from the surface. In the situations
considered in this chapter, the latter term dominates the spectrum by far [Purcell, 1946].
For example, at a frequency of 100 MHz and at room temperature, the spectrum of a
surface at a distance of 1µm exceeds the blackbody noise spectral density by 15 orders
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Figure 3.1: Left: Orientations of the magnetic field components of an incoming wave with vacuum wave
vector k (projection p parallel to the surface). The magnetic field vectors Bs and Bp illustrate
the two principal polarizations, with the labels s and p taken over from the electric field compo-
nent of the respective mode.
Right: Coordinates and geometry of the setup. Magnetic noise is evaluated in the center of a
magnetic trap (dark gray circle) situated at distance z from the surface. The trapping field B0

defines the quantization axis. In Sec. 3.3 we consider the magnetic field correlations between
two points at the same height above the surface, but laterally separated by a distance x. The
separation from the mirror image is d.

of magnitude. The reflected magnetic Green’s tensor is conveniently expressed in the
Weyl representation as a two-dimensional Fourier integral, see also App. B.2,

Hij(z, ω) =
µ0

8π

∫ ∞
0
dp pκ e−2κz× (3.5)

×
[(
rs(ω, p) +

ω2

c2κ2
rp(ω, p)

)
[δij−ẑiẑj ] + 2

p2

κ2
rs(ω, p)ẑiẑj

]
.

Here, s and p label the two principal polarizations, κ2 = p2 − ω2/c2 is the propagation
constant in vacuum, and ẑ the unit normal to the surface as shown in Fig. 3.1. Details
on the reflection coefficients rs, rp are given in Appendix B.3. Note that the magnetic
reflected Green’s tensor can be obtained from its electric counterpart G by interchanging
rp ↔ rs and µ0 ↔ 1/ε0 [Eq. (B.8)].

Most of this chapter will consider near-field noise, where large values of the perpen-
dicular wave vector p � ω/c (evanescent waves) dominate the response and nonlocal
effects become relevant. In this regime, the p-polarization involving rp is suppressed by
the prefactor ω2/(cκ)2 in the integrand of Eq. (3.5). The analysis can thus be restricted
to s-polarization for our purposes (magnetic field vector in the plane of incidence, see
Fig. 3.1).

For atoms trapped in their electronic ground state, the magnetic moment is dominated
by the contribution of the electron spin. We evaluate the matrix elements in Eq. (3.4),
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where the quantum number of the nuclear spin is neglected for simplicity. We con-
sider two magnetic sublevels (spin-like system J = 1/2), one of which is magnetically
trapped. For a static trapping field in the xz-plane that is tilted by an angle θ relative to
the surface normal ẑ (cf. Fig. 3.1), the magnetic dipole matrix elements read (App. A.4)

µge =
µBgJ

2
(cos θ,−i,− sin θ)T (3.6)

with the Landé factor gJ .
Above a planar surface, the noise correlations are diagonal, see Eq.(3.7) below, so that

the spin-flip rate is proportional to 2 + sin2 θ. The more general case including hyperfine
structure can be found in App. A.4, see also [Henkel et al., 1999].

3.1.2 Distance regimes of the noise spectrum

Nonlocal effects can be expected to become visible on a length scale in the order of
the mean free path ` of ballistic transport of charge carriers, as was already conjectured
by Rytov and coworkers [1989]. Numerical calculations of the spin-flip rates for neutral
atoms near a metal surface with and without a nonlocal response are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Clearly, there are different asymptotic regimes of the distance between the atom and the
surface, two of which involve distances much larger than `, where the surface spectrum
cannot be distinguished from a local one1. We shall find that in these regimes, the Green’s
tensor can be approximated by the scaling laws

ImHij(ω, z) =



µ0[δij + ẑiẑj ]
8πδ2(ω)`

(
ln
[
`

2z

]
−0.077

)
, z � ` (i)

µ0

32πδ2(ω)z
[δij + ẑiẑj ], `� z � δ(ω) (ii)

3µ0δ(ω)
64πz4

[δij + ẑiẑj ], δ(ω)� z � c/ω (iii).

(3.7)

Here, the skin depth of the normal skin effect is given by

δ(ω) =
√

2
µ0σω

, (3.8)

where σ = σ(0) is the local limit of the DC conductivity [Eqs. (3.13), (3.14) below]. The
first line (i) in Eq. (3.7), obtained below in Sec. 3.1.4, is a central result of this chapter. The
local regimes (ii) and (iii) were given already by Henkel and Wilkens [1999]; Henkel et al.

1 Note for completeness that there is also a retarded regime (iv) at even larger distances z � c/ω, where
the finite speed of light is relevant, and the thermal (Lifshitz) regime (v), where thermal energy scales
become relevant. These regimes are not shown in Fig. 3.2, but will be considered later, in Sec. 3.1.5 and
in the following Chapter 4. An overview over the asymptotic expansions of the reflection coefficients
and Green’s tensors in the local regimes (ii), (iii) and in the retarded far field (iv) is given in Tables 3.1
and 4.1.
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Figure 3.2: a) Spin-flip (loss) rate near a conducting half-space described by the nonlocal Boltzmann-
Mermin model [Eqs. (3.9)–(3.12)]. The local description [Drude model (3.13)] and the asymp-
totic expressions of Eq. (3.7) (dashed) are shown for comparison. The length scales Λ = vF /ωp,
` = vF /γ, and δ [Eq. (3.8)] illustrate the Thomas-Fermi screening length, the mean free
path, and the skin depth, respectively. The parameters are for gold at T = 300 K (σ =
2.5× 107 Ω−1m−1, ` = 18 nm, γ = 6.7× 1013 rad s−1) and the surface impedance is calcu-
lated with a specular boundary condition [Eqs. (B.11), (B.12)]. Spin flips are driven by fields at
the Larmor frequency ω/2π = 1 MHz and oriented parallel to the surface [θ = 0 in Eq. (3.6)].
Losses due to the free-space blackbody spectrum are much smaller and not visible on this scale.
b) Loss rates near gold surfaces with different purities. The local and nonlocal models are the
the same as in a). We vary the ratio γ/ωp between relaxation rate and plasma frequency in
the conductivity. The lowest set of curves coincides with Fig. 3.2a). Note how the intermediate
regime ` � z � δ opens up in the ‘dirty’ limit. The leftmost arrow marks the Thomas-Fermi
screening length Λ, δ is again the normal skin depth.
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[1999]. To make the qualitative behavior understandable, we propose an interpretation in
terms of an active surface volume:

When z � δ(ω) [nonretarded regime (iii)], the normal skin effect screens noise from
deep in the bulk so that only a skin layer of thickness δ(ω) contributes to the noise. The
noise is proportional to the squared nonretarded fields∼ 1/r3 of current loops, integrated
over the surface – this explains the power law 1/z4 and the proportionality to the skin
depth δ(ω) in Eq. (3.7), upper line.

At smaller distances `� z � δ(ω) in the sub-skin-depth regime (ii), a medium-filled
half-sphere of radius∼ z effectively contributes to the noise. In addition, the probe parti-
cle now resolves individual current elements rather than loops. The noise then arises from
the squared fields of these current elements (∼ 1/r2), integrated over the volume of the
half-sphere, as explained by Henkel and Joulain [2005]. The previous cases (iii) and (ii)
have been observed experimentally in the kHz to MHz range with sensitive magnetome-
ters [Varpula and Poutanen, 1984] and with trapped ultracold atoms [Harber et al., 2003],
and will be considered in more detail in Ch. 4 in the context of atom-surface forces.

In the present chapter, we mainly address the regime (i) of the extreme near field in
a nonlocal conductor, z � `: the ballistic (rather than diffuse) motion of charge carri-
ers creates spatial correlations in the fluctuating current field. This reduces the number
of mutually uncorrelated volume elements in the half-sphere introduced in (ii) above,
and hence lowers the noise power. Note that the limiting value in Eq. (3.7) scales with
1/(δ2`), which is actually independent of the relaxation time in a Drude conductor. The
magnetic noise is related to Landau damping, or equivalently to the thermal excitation of
electron-hole pairs [Ford and Weber, 1984]. This regime is therefore quite universal and
we show in Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 that semiconductors and even superconductors follow
the same scaling law. The rest of this section will review the nonlocal response functions
of the conductor and present calculations that confirm these arguments.

3.1.3 Bulk response of a (nonlocal) conductor

All information about the current-field relationship of the bulk is contained in the con-
ductivity or the dielectric tensor. In what follows, different classes of materials, such
as metals, semiconductors, superconductors, or dielectrics are modeled by an adequate
choice of this quantity. Different mechanisms of current-dissipation will stand in the fo-
cus of Chapter 4, while the present one investigates the impact of nonlocality.

In the nonlocal regime, the current-field relationship of the bulk depends on the wave
vector and it is necessary to distinguish longitudinal and transverse response functions.
Very basic descriptions taking into account some nonlocal effects are hydrodynamic mod-
els, see, e.g., [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979; Barton, 1979]. These approaches are
valid in a restricted momentum range. The simplest model does not lead to any change
in the s-polarization with respect to the local limit, unless some phenomenological trans-
verse response is introduced. A more substantial description of a metal is given by the
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Boltzmann-Mermin (BM) model [Lindhard, 1954; Ford and Weber, 1984; Mermin, 1970]

εl(ω,k) = 1 +
ω2

p

ω + iγ
3u2fl(0, u)
ω + iγfl(0, u)

, (3.9)

εt(ω,k) = 1−
ω2

p

ω(ω + iγ)
ft(0, u) , (3.10)

where ωp is the plasma frequency and γ describes the broadening of the electronic states
at the Fermi level due to scattering. The variable u contains the momentum dependence
via the dimensionless functions

fl(0, u) = 1− u

2
ln
[
u+ 1
u− 1

]
, u =

ω + iγ
kvF

, (3.11)

ft(0, u) =
3
2
u2 − 3

4
u(u2 − 1) ln

[
u+ 1
u− 1

]
, (3.12)

where vF is the Fermi velocity and the logarithm is taken with a branch cut along the
negative real axis. These expressions are obtained in the limit k/2kF � 1 from a more
general model due to Lindhard [1954], hence the redundant first argument ‘0’ [Ford and
Weber, 1984]. This assumption is reasonable because for micron-scale chip setups, the
relevant wave vectors are in the range k ∼ 1/z, much smaller than the Fermi momentum
kF ≈ 1010 m−1.

The relevant frequencies for magnetic transitions, typically in the rf- to microwave
range, lie in the Hagen-Rubens regime ω � γ � ωp. In this case, spatial dispersion is
obviously encoded by the parameter u ≈ i/k`, and the mean free path ` = vF /γ sets the
relevant scale. In the local limit k`� 1, both expressions reduce to the Drude form

εl,t(ω,k)→ εDr(ω) = 1−
ω2

p

ω(ω + iγ)
. (3.13)

This is the regime of the normal skin effect where Eq. (3.8) applies. Note that the relation

ε(ω) = 1 +
iσ(ω)
ε0ω

(3.14)

provides the connection to the AC conductivity in the local limit.
While the dielectric function describes the bulk response of the conductor, the specific

properties of the surface have an impact on the nonlocality of response as well. The
calculation of the reflectivities requires the solution of the electromagnetic scattering
problem at the surface. If the bulk conductivity depends on the wave vector, Fresnel’s
equations do not hold any more, and one has to introduce additional boundary conditions
for the current-density at the inner surface. The latter model the way charge carriers are
scattered there.

The simplest assumption is that of specular reflection of charge carriers [Reuter and
Sondheimer, 1948; Kliewer and Fuchs, 1968; Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979; Ford
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and Weber, 1984]. Diffuse scattering [Kliewer and Fuchs, 1970; Foley and Devaney,
1975; Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979] or a general combination of both mechanisms
can be included, but must be treated with care to ensure that charge conservation holds
at the surface [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979]. Severe as it may be, this problem
only occurs when electric fields have components perpendicular to the surface, i.e. in
the p-polarization, while the nonlocal effects considered in this chapter involve the s-
polarization. In addition, it is well known that the scattering mechanisms show little
differences for the anomalous skin effect [Reuter and Sondheimer, 1948]. Much larger
corrections occur, e.g. , due to surface roughness [Bedeaux and Vlieger, 2004]. A de-
tailed calculation of the reflection coefficients at the surface of a nonlocal metal is given
in Appendix B.4. It depends on integral equations for surface impedances, closed forms
of which can be obtained only in some limiting cases. The resulting reflection ampli-
tudes are shown in Fig. 3.3 for both polarizations. We plot the absorption Im rs,p, which
is proportional, by reciprocity, to the radiated noise power. In the s-polarization, all mod-
els converge to the local scenario as p � 1/`, as expected. Spatial dispersion leads to
reduced noise for wave vectors p� 1/`. The impact of nonlocality is much more impor-
tant in p-polarization. The increase of p-polarized absorption in the range 1/` < p < 1/Λ
has been discussed previously by Ford and Weber [1984]; Larkin et al. [2004]; Henkel
and Joulain [2006]; Chapuis et al. [2008a]; it is due to the internal photoeffect (creation
of particle-hole pairs, Landau damping). The results with the diffuse boundary condition
introduced by Foley and Devaney [1975] deviate from the local limit already in the range
p & 1/δ, and become independent of the bulk conductivity. This is likely to be an artifact
due to the violation of charge conservation, as discussed by Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner
[1977, 1979].

Note that the factor (ω/cκ)2 ∼ 10−16 is very small where the p-polarized absorp-
tion peaks so that it is a good approximation to neglect this part in the Green’s ten-
sor (3.5). This polarization is essential, on the contrary, for situations sensitive to surface
charges and electric surface fields [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979], such as heat trans-
port [Volokitin and Persson, 2007], heating of trapped ions [Henkel et al., 1999] or the
electric dipole contribution to dispersion forces [Parsegian, 2006]. As an example, we
will consider the impact of electric surface fields on a Rydberg atom in Sec. 3.4.

3.1.4 Surface response in the nonlocal near field

As a central result of this chapter, we derive here the asymptotic form of Eq. (3.7) in
regime (i). Within the approximations introduced above, the Green tensor (3.5) can be
calculated from

Hij(z, ω) ≈ µ0[δij + ẑiẑj ]
8π

∞∫
0

dp p2rs(ω, p) e−2pz . (3.15)
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The distance range is now z � `, so that the relevant wave vector range is p ∼ 1/z �
1/`. We start from an expansion of the Boltzmann-Mermin model at small values of u.
The limiting form of the reflection coefficients in this regime is calculated in Appendix
B.4. For specular scattering of charge carriers we find

p� 1/`, spec. scatt.: Im rs(p, ω) ≈ 1
p3δ2(ω)`

, (3.16)

while the diffuse boundary condition yields a result smaller by a factor 3/4. This is sim-
ilar to the findings of Reuter and Sondheimer [1948] for the anomalous skin effect. The
following analysis assumes specular scattering. The power law of Eq. (3.16) illustrates
the reduction of noise by spatial dispersion (the decay with momentum is ∼ p−2 in the
local limit) and agrees well with a numerical calculation, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

We split the integration range in Eq. (3.15) at p ∼ 1/` and replace for p � 1/` the
reflection coefficient rs(ω, p) by the nonlocal approximation (3.16). The integral then
gives

∞∫
1/`

dp p2 Im rs(ω, p) e−2pz ≈ 1
δ2(ω)`

∫ ∞
1/`
dp
e−2pz

p
=

E1(2z/`)
δ2(ω)`

≈ ln(`/2z)− γE
δ2(ω)`

. (3.17)

Here, E1(z) =
∫∞
z dt t−1e−zt is the exponential integral and γE ≈ 0.577 is the Euler-

Mascheroni constant. In the range p � 1/`, the s-polarized reflection coefficient is ap-
proximately equal to its local form rs(ω, p) ≈ i/(2p2δ2), cf. Table 3.1 below. The integral
becomes (we assume `� δ)∫ 1/`

0
p2 dp Im rs(ω, p)e−2pz ≈ 1 +O(`/δ)

2δ2(ω)`
. (3.18)

Summing the two contributions gives the approximate Green’s tensor (always for z � `)

ImHij(z, ω) ≈ µ0[δij + ẑiẑj ]
8πδ2(ω)`

(
ln
[
`

2z

]
− γE +

1
2

)
. (3.19)

This is the first regime (i) of the Green’s tensor (3.7) discussed in Sec. 3.1.2 and cor-
roborates the statement that a nonlocal description predicts less noise at short distances
compared to a local one. We have thus generalized a similar result reported by Chklovskii
and Lee [1992] within the context of nuclear spin relaxation, where the normal skin ef-
fect was neglected. We conclude that for the miniaturization of atom-chip experiments, a
large mean free path is advantageous. Crystalline metals may push ` into a range that is
achievable with atom-chip traps. Another possibility may be chips based on pure semi-
conductor substrates that we discuss in Sec. 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.3: Reflection coefficients Im rs,p vs. wave vector in the evanescent sector. a) s-polarization and
b) p-polarization. The curves show specular and diffuse scattering at the boundary, and bulk
responses given by the local Drude model (solid), and in the nonlocal Boltzmann-Mermin
model (dotted). Parameters are for gold (σ = 2.5 × 107 Ω−1m−1, ` = 18 nm, γ =
6.7× 1013 rad s−1). Frequency ω/2π = 1 MHz.

3.1.5 Surface response in the local regimes

Similar asymptotic expansions are known for distances z � ` outside the extreme near
field (i), where the impact of nonlocality is not visible in the surface response and the
dielectric tensor coincides with the Drude model (3.13).

When ε(ω) does not depend on the wave vector, the reflection coefficients recover the
well-known form of the Fresnel equations ([Jackson, 1975], see App. B.3 for details)

rs(ω, p) =
κ− κm
κ+ κm

, rp(ω, p) =
ε(ω)κ− κm
ε(ω)κ+ κm

, (3.20)
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Sub-skin depth (ii) Nonretarded (iii) Retarded (iv)
p� 1/δ(ω) 1/δ(ω)� p� ω/c ω/c� p

rp
ε(ω)− 1

ε(ω) + 1

»
1 +

ε(ω)

ε(ω) + 1

ω2

c2p2

–
1 + i

2p
ε(ω)

ω

cp
1− 2p

ε(ω)

rs [ε(ω)− 1]
ω2

4c2p2
−1 + i

2p
ε(ω)

cp

ω
−1 +

2p
ε(ω)

Hxx − µ0ω
2

64πLc2
5− 4ε(ω)− ε2(ω)

1 + ε(ω)
− µ0

32πL3

"
1− 3ic

Lω
p
ε(ω)

#
−µ0e

2iωL/c

32πL3
×

×
h
1− 2iωL

c
− 4ω2L2

c2

i

Table 3.1: Limiting expressions for the Fresnel reflection coefficients for wave vectors relevant in the dis-
tance regimes beyond the nonlocal near field (i). From these, the approximation to the mag-
netic Green’s tensor is obtained by performing the integration over p in Eq. (3.5). We have
Hxx = Hyy = Hzz/2, off-diagonal elements vanish [Spagnolo, 2009]. A comparison between
the electric and magnetic Green’s tensors obtained from specific models is given in Table 4.1
below.

with propagation constants κ =
√
p2 − ω2/c2 in vacuum and κm =

√
p2 − ε(ω)ω2/c2

in the medium (roots with Reκ ≥ 0, Imκ ≤ 0). Approximations for the reflection
coefficients appearing in the Green’s function (3.5) can be made in characteristic dis-
tance regimes that depend on the physical length scales of the system, i.e. the photon
wavelength 2πc/ω and the normal skin depth δ(ω) [Eq. (3.8)], as can be clearly seen in
Fig. 3.3.

At relatively small magnetic resonance frequencies ω � γ � ωp we are in the Hagen-
Rubens regime, where ε(ω) ≈ 2ic2/[ω δ(ω)]2. We then have δ(ω) � c/ω and can
distinguish between

(ii) the sub-skin-depth region, z � δ(ω) and
(iii) the nonretarded region, δ(ω)� z � c/ω, Besides, there is
(iv) the retarded regime c/ω � z, mentioned in footnote 1, p. 37. Here, the finite

value of the speed of light becomes relevant and leads to a change in the power law of
the distance dependence. It is well known in the Casimir-Polder interaction considered
in Chapter 4. Expansions of the Fresnel reflection coefficients for the relevant range of
wave vectors (pz ≈ 1) have been obtained and reviewed by Henkel et al. [1999, 2005];
Zhang [2008]. The results are not restricted to the Drude model but remain valid for
materials with different dielectric functions, as long as |ε(ω)| � 1. Using these forms,
the p-integral in Eq. (3.5) lends itself to direct evaluation. Limiting forms of the reflection
coefficients and the Green’s tensor are collected in Table 3.1.

For the specific case of the Drude model in the low-frequency regime this gives the re-
sults reported in Eq. (3.7). Similar calculations for conductors with different mechanisms
of current-damping will form the basis of Chapter 4; superconductors are considered in
the upcoming Sec. 3.2.2.
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3.2 Universality of the Nonlocal Response

3.2.1 Semiconductors

The previous analysis of near-field noise can be generalized to other classes of conducting
materials. Strongly doped semiconductors (where the electron gas is degenerate like in a
metal) may be described by the BM model [Eqs. (3.9)-(3.12)] with modifications only in
the values of the parameters. For frequencies well below the gap, a background dielectric
constant εb appears due to the static interband polarizability, but this does not play a role
for magnetic near-field noise. In contrast, weakly doped semiconductors (nondegenerate
electron gas) are not ruled by Fermi statistics but by a thermal distribution, with the
characteristic velocity vT = (3kBT/m)1/2 taking over the role of the Fermi velocity
vF . Here, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) should be replaced by the following expression [Landau
et al., 1981; Melrose and McPhedran, 1991]

ft(0, u) = 1− 3
2
fl(0, u) = − u√

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dz
exp(−z2)
z − u

. (3.21)

We observe that this is numerically very close to Eqs. (3.11), (3.12) in the local regime
k` � 1 and differs only by a numerical factor in the deeply nonlocal regime. Up to this
changed prefactor, the preceding calculations for the rs coefficient and the Green’s tensor
carry through so that the physics is qualitatively the same.

Let us consider typical numbers that can be found from experiments on charge trans-
port in silicon [Weber and Gmelin, 1991]. An n-type semiconductor with a rather low
doping of 3×1016 cm−3 is characterized by a skin depth δ > 1 cm in the MHz range. At
room temperature, vT = 1.2× 105 m/s and the mean free path ` ≈ 60 nm is quite com-
parable to the value for gold. Since it is proportional to the DC conductivity, the magnetic
near-field spectrum is smaller by orders of magnitude compared to a metal. Cooling the
sample down to 100 K reduces phonon excitations and enhances the conductivity. Yet,
the thermal velocity drops also to, say, vT = 6.7 × 104 m/s, so that the mean free path
is barely larger, ` ≈ 85 nm. At even lower temperatures the conduction band occupation
freezes out and the response becomes local.

3.2.2 Superconductors

The nonlocal response of superconductors in the microwave range was discussed by
Pöpel [1989]; Miller [1960]. It was argued by Rickayzen [1959] that screening in a su-
perconductor does not differ greatly from a normal metal. This is because all charge
carriers contribute to screening, whereas the specific properties of a superconductor are
determined by the states close to the Fermi level. We thus expect the noise spectrum to
be characterized by the same logarithmic asymptote (3.17) found earlier. This is indeed
confirmed by numerical calculations of magnetic noise near a niobium surface, the re-
sults of which are shown in Fig. 3.4. We have evaluated the nonlocal BCS conductivity
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within the approach of Mattis and Bardeen [1958] including disorder scattering, using
the expressions of Pöpel [1989], see App. C. The local limit recovers correctly the re-
sults of Zimmermann et al. [1991]; Berlinsky et al. [1993]. For comparison we also give
the curves for a fictitious normal metal with the same parameters except that the gap
is closed (∆(0) = 0). The description then agrees with the nonlocal BM model. The
metallic plasma frequency was adjusted in order to take into account the redistribution
of the spectral weight by disorder, as discussed in the articles by Berlinsky et al. [1993];
Bimonte et al. [2010].

In the local regime z � `, the superconductor indeed shows a strong reduction of mag-
netic noise. This happens because the relevant frequency is below the gap, ~ω � ∆(T ),
and magnetic fields are screened efficiently by the Meißner effect. At large distances,
we find good agreement with the expressions for the lossrate for a two-fluid model, if the
same rescaled plasma frequency is taken into account (thin dashed asymptote in Fig. 3.4).
This model superimposes a normally conducting Drude fraction and a dissipation-free
plasma fraction (obtained from the Drude model by setting γ = 0)

εsc(ω, T ) = η(T )εpl(ω) + [1− η(T )]εDr(ω) , (3.22)

η(T ) = 1− (T/Tc)4 , (3.23)

where the relative weight is given by the Gorter-Casimir order parameter [Schrieffer,
1999]. No qualitative change occurs if the BCS gap is used instead, setting η(T ) ≈
∆(T )/∆(0), see also the discussion in Sec. 4.2.1 below.

Inserting this model in the intermediate distance approximation from Table 3.1, the
imaginary part of the Green’s tensor recovers the result obtained by Skagerstam et al.
[2006]. At low frequencies and well below Tc

Hxx(z, ω) ≈ − µ0

32πz3

(
1− 3δ(ω)

z
√
η(T )

)
+ i

3µ0λL
32πδ(ω)z4

1− η(T )
[η(T )]3/2

, (3.24)

where Meißner-London length λL = c/ωp determines the penetration depth for qua-
sistatic fields, while the skin depth δ(ω) describes the normal fluid fraction. The Meißner
effect becomes inefficient, however, if the spatial scale 1/p of the noise field becomes
comparable to or smaller than the penetration depth λL(T ). In this regime,

z � λL(T ) : Hxx(z, ω, T ) ≈ µ0

64πλ2
Lz
η(T ) + i[1− η(T )]

µ0

32πzδ2(ω)
, (3.25)

so that the loss rate follows the 1/z asymptote of a normal conductor, see Fig. 3.4. Obvi-
ously, the result for a local conductor is obtained as T > Tc (η = 0).

At shorter length scales z � `, we recover numerically the logarithmic scaling law
found before for the normal conductor (Fig. 3.4, thin dashed line). This illustrates the
very general character of this regime that does not depend greatly on the material class.
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Figure 3.4: Spin flip (loss) rate near a surface made of superconducting niobium (solid curves) and a fic-
titious normal metal (dashed curves). Nonlocal effects are given for both cases as compared
to the local limit. Parameters for niobium at T = 0.5Tc follow Ashcroft and Mermin [1987]
ωp = 1.33 × 1016 rad s−1, γ = 2.38 × 10−14 rad s−1, Tc = 9.2 K,∆(0) = 1.9 kBTc =
h × 7.9 GHz, ` = 5.7 nm. We chose the Larmor frequency ω/2π = 1 MHz and θ = 0. Note
that Pöpel [1989] gives a mean free path larger by a factor of 4 and a smaller value of γ. For
better comparison the normal metal is obtained by closing the superconducting energy gap and
rescaling the plasma frequency. Gray dashed lines indicate the asymptotes to the superconductor.
Losses due to the free space blackbody spectrum are not visible on this scale.
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Figure 3.5: Atomic loss rate vs. distance. Data points for superconducting niobium at T ≈ 4.2 K and for
normally conducting copper at the same temperature are taken from [Kasch et al., 2010]. The
atomic transition frequency is Ω/(2π) = 1.71 MHz. Sensitivity is limited by background losses
due to imperfect vacuum (black solid line). We use a temperature-corrected conductivity [Poker
and Klabunde, 1982] and a skin depth δCu(Ω) ≈ 8µm (slightly different from≈ 5µm reported
by Kasch et al. [2010]), so that the trap is operated in the 1/z4-regime. Data for copper is well
explained by the theory curve (gray solid line, this curve includes the background losses). In the
superconducting trap, Eq. (3.24) with parameters given by Ashcroft and Mermin [1987] fails to
explain the observed losses. This indicates mixed states in the experiment.
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Comparison with experimental data

We confront the previous discussion with experimental data of atomic loss rates near
metallic and superconducting surfaces reported by Kasch et al. [2010]. Fig. 3.5 shows
good agreement between measured data and the theory prediction in the case of normally
conducting copper. Due to additional loss channels, loss rates of atoms near a copper
surface lie slightly above the theory prediction based only on spin-flip losses. Note that
in a superconducting trap, the data lie below the theory prediction for copper, indicating
a reduction of noise with respect to the normal conductor, according to [Kasch et al.,
2010]. However, the strong difference with the theory prediction for the superconductor
(Eq. (3.24), see also the results of Skagerstam et al. [2006]; Hohenester et al. [2007])
indicates other sources of magnetic noise present in the experiment. In fact, the model
considers a superconductor in the Meißner state. Since niobium is a type-II supercon-
ductor, this may not be the case in a trap working with rather large trapping currents and
strong magnetic fields. An advanced description should therefore be adapted to nonuni-
form superconductors, where mixed states [Ketterson and Song, 1999; Tinkham, 2004]
lead, e.g., to vortex noise [Dikovsky et al., 2009; Nogues et al., 2009; Horovitz, 2011]
but might also be put to use in new trapping schemes [Müller et al., 2010].

3.2.3 Layered structures

So far, the metallic surface has been described as a half-space. However, in many applica-
tions it is interesting to consider structures consisting of layers of metals and insulators.
The impact of the wire geometry and layered structures on magnetic near-field noise has
been considered by Zhang et al. [2005]; Zhang [2008]; Dikovsky et al. [2009] in the con-
text of normal and superconducting atom chips. The calculation of effective reflection
coefficients for a layered structure is well-known and can be reduced to the reflection co-
efficients at the single interfaces [Landau and Lifshitz, 1960; Scheel et al., 2005; Zhang
et al., 2005]. In the Casimir interaction between plates, work by Svetovoy and Esquivel
[2005] has addressed the role of nonlocality in thin films, providing all the formalism
necessary for the analysis of near-field noise. It turns out that the impedances of Eqs.
(B.11), (B.12) can still be used, but the integrals must be replaced by sums over possible
standing waves inside the layer, giving rise to peaks of the spectrum as a function of fre-
quency. From there, one can expect the logarithmic near-field asymptote to hold even in
the case of a thin metal layer, at least where the mean free path is small compared to the
film thickness.

3.3 Lateral Coherence

A nonlocal conductivity creates spatial correlations in the current-fluctuations below the
surface, which reduce the overall magnetic noise level. It is to be expected that this leaves
also a signature in the correlations of the field. These correlations are universal for black-
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body radiation [Mandel and Wolf, 1995] and have been studied by Gori et al. [1994];
Ponomarenko and Wolf [2001]; Blomstedt et al. [2007] for homogeneous media, and
by Carminati and Greffet [1999]; Henkel et al. [2000]; Dorofeyev et al. [2002]; Henkel
and Joulain [2006]; Lau et al. [2007]; Norrman et al. [2011] for the near field of bodies.
The spatial correlation length can be much larger or much smaller than the wavelength,
depending on the polariton modes that dominate the electromagnetic field noise.

We find in this section that the correlation length is connected to the mean free path as
a direct consequence of the ballistic motion of the charge carriers. This is surprising from
the contrast to electric fields near nonlocal solids, where the spatial correlations were
found to differ from the local description only at distances comparable to the Thomas-
Fermi length Λ, with the mean free path ` not playing any role [Henkel and Joulain,
2006]. Electric field correlations in the local limit are considered in Sec. 3.4.

We are interested in the correlation between fields at a fixed height z from the surface
and laterally separated by a distance x, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The axes are chosen such
that the x-axis points along the separation between the two observation points. We define
the coherence function as the cross-correlation spectrum of the normally-ordered field
operators in frequency space:

Bij(x, z, ω) =
∫
dt〈: Bi(x, z, t)Bj(0, z, 0) :〉eiωt . (3.26)

The fluctuation-dissipation theorem for normally-ordered operator products (Sec. 2.1.4,
[Agarwal, 1975a]) provides the link to the two-point Green’s tensor

Bij(x, z, ω) = 2~n̄ ImHij(r, r′, ω) , (3.27)

where the points r, r′ are located at the same height and laterally separated by x. This
generalizes Eq. (3.3). A general integral form for H is given in Appendix B.2. We drop
the frequency arguments for simplicity in the following.

3.3.1 Local limit

Where a local description of the metal is sufficient, the coherence function in the near
field can be evaluated asymptotically by expanding all integrands for values p� 1/δ, ω/c.
The resulting integrals involve Bessel functions Jn(px) and can be evaluated exactly.

We find that at distances ` � z � δ, the magnetic coherence tensor depends on the
distance d =

√
x2 + (2z)2 between one observation point and the mirror image of the

other (Fig. 3.1). The tensor elements are approximated well by

Bij(x, z) =
4z2 Bxx(0, z)
d(d+ 2z)

 2 x/z
d/z

x/z 2 + d/z

 , (3.28)

as can be seen in Fig. 3.6. Here, the noise spectrum Bxx(0, z) for x = 0 was introduced as
a convenient scale, cf. Eq. (3.3). The remaining quantities are independent of the specific
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Figure 3.6: Components of the coherence tensor of the magnetic field near a gold surface. Solid (dotted)
lines: Boltzmann-Mermin model with specular boundary condition (Drude model).
a) Distance z = 1µm much larger than mean free path ` = 18 nm: all curves coincide with the
local approximation (3.28) (dashed gray curves).
b) Nonlocality becomes important at short distances. For better visibility we set ` = 10µm �
z = 10 nm by lowering the scattering rate γ. The thick dashed line gives the rather coarse
approximation from Eq. (3.34) (dashed gray curve). Frequency ω/2π = 1 MHz.

material properties and depend only on the ratio x/z, i.e. the geometry of the system.
An equivalent form for the xx-component was already given in Eq. (33) of Henkel et al.
[2003], see also [Nenonen et al., 1996]. Note that the xz-cross-correlation was missed in
[Lau et al., 2007].

The coherence functions decay on a typical length scale. For example, the zz-compo-
nent (and similarly for the other ones) is characterized by the correlation length

`� z : ∆loc
zz = 2

√
3 z , (3.29)

where Bzz(x, z) drops to half of its value at x = 0 [see Fig.3.6a)]. The approximate
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forms of Eq. (3.28) are not valid far beyond the correlation length, where some correlation
functions become negative as shown in Fig. 3.6a). The agreement with the asymptotes is
so high, however, that the curves are hardly distinguishable. The peak in the crossed xz-
correlation arises from light paths that are reflected from the surface at oblique angles
and whose fields are polarized in the xz-plane (Bs component in Fig. 3.1).

3.3.2 Nonlocal metal

In the near field z � `, nonlocality leads to a larger coherence length than predicted
by the local scenario, as is clearly visible in Fig. 3.6b). In this section we extract the
relevant scales by evaluating the two-point Green’s tensor Hzz(x, z). It is necessary to
interpolate the reflection coefficient rs(p) between the local and the nonlocal limits to
avoid an unphysical logarithmic divergence at the lower bound. The simplest choice is
the Padé approximation

Im rs(p) ≈
Im rloc

s (p)
1 + p`/2

≈ 1
2δ2p2(1 + p`/2)

, (3.30)

where the last form is appropriate for p� 1/δ and the small-p divergence is removed by
the factor p2 under the integral [see, e.g., Eq. (3.15)]. The integrals then give

Hzz(0, z) ≈
µ0

4πδ2`
E1(4z/`)e4z/` , (3.31)

Hzz(x, z) ≈
µ0

8πδ2

∫ ∞
0

dp
exp(−2pz)J0(px)

1 + p`/2
, (3.32)

where E1 is the exponential integral defined after Eq. (3.17). We split the integral at p =
x0/x, where x0 ≈ 2.405 is the first zero of the Bessel function J0(x). For 0 < p < x0/x,
J0(px) is replaced by a spline j(x) = 1+bx2 +ax3, while it is replaced by its asymptote
j(x) ≈

√
2/πx cos(π/4−x) for larger arguments. It turns out that the first interval gives

the dominant contribution, since the oscillations beyond x0/x provide a cut-off for the
integrand. We obtain

Hzz(x, z) ≈ Hzz(0, z)−
µ0

16πδ2`

[
−4 E1(2x0z/x)

+
bx2

z2

(
1− (1 + 2x0z/x) e−2x0z/x

)
(3.33)

+
ax3

z3

(
1− (1 + 2x0z/x+ 2(x0z/x)2) e−2x0z/x

)
+O

(x
`
,
z

`

)]
.

A careful glance at this expression shows that in the regime z � x � ` the first line
dominates. The decay of the lateral coherence is therefore logarithmic (see Fig. 3.6), as
the small-argument approximation to the exponential integral illustrates [thick dashed
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line in Fig.3.6b)]

BBM
zz (x, z)
BBM
xx (0, z)

≈ 2− 2 E1(2x0z/x)
E1(4z/`)

≈ 2−
ln
[
(2x0z/x)2

]
ln [4z/`]

. (3.34)

This yields a coherence length

z � ` : ∆BM
zz = x0

√
z` � z , (3.35)

much larger than its local counterpart of Eq. (3.29). The spatial correlations of magnetic
near fields are therefore linked to the characteristic mean free path of ballistic transport.
We recall that a similar discussion by Henkel and Joulain [2006] for electric correla-
tions did not find Eq. (3.35) involving the mean free path `, but rather the Thomas-Fermi
screening length Λ, which is typically smaller. This may be attributed to the different fre-
quency bands considered. The impact of spatial dispersion is therefore somewhat easier
to reveal by analyzing magnetic fields.

3.4 Electric Field Noise, Patch Potentials, and Trapped
Rydberg Qubits

We have so far investigated magnetic noise, which is the main source of atomic losses
from magnetic traps implemented on atom chips. In this section, the discussion is com-
plemented by estimations of the electric noise. The electric sector of the spectrum influ-
ences the behavior of trapped atoms and ions and may become relevant if stored atoms
are used as qubits in quantum computation. We will consider the important case of a ru-
bidium atom, whose hyperfine ground-state levels |0〉 = |5s1/2, F = 2,MF = 2〉 and
|1〉 = |5s1/2, F = 1,MF = −1〉 provide a qubit robust with respect to noise, as has been
discussed by Folman et al. [2002]; Fortágh and Zimmermann [2007]; Reichel and Vuletic
[2011] and demonstrated experimentally [Treutlein et al., 2004]. The two states interact
weakly, but strong interatomic interactions can be achieved by exciting the atoms to a
so-called Rydberg state |r〉 = |58d3/2, F = 3,MF = 3〉 [Gallagher, 1988]. The far-field
coupling between two such Rydberg atoms A and B with dipole moment dR, placed in
rA, rB , respectively, is then ruled by an effective dipole-interaction Hamiltonian

HRyd = |rA rB〉〈rA rB|
|dR|2

4πε0|rA − rB|3
. (3.36)

This offers the possibility to implement a phase gate: the two atoms are illuminated by
laser pulses that selectively excite trapped atoms from the qubit state |0〉 to the Ryd-
berg state and back, via a two-photon process involving an intermediate level |i〉 =
|5p1/2, F = 2,MF = 2〉, but not from |1〉. In this scheme, two atoms prepared in an
initial state |0A 0B〉, will be transiently excited to the Rydberg state and gain a two-atom
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phase φ = HRydτ/~ from their dipole interaction, while other initial states remain unin-
fluenced. Importantly, the strong coupling allows for short interaction times in the order
of 10 ns, so that fast phase gates can be achieved. Besides, shaping the laser pulses helps
to gain optimal control over the intermediate state occupation and motional degrees of
freedom [Müller et al., 2011].

In this thesis, we do not go into the details of the technology and physics of quantum
computation2. Rather, the focus is put on the specific sensitivity of the Rydberg state |r〉
to static and fluctuating fields typical for an atom-chip environment. Since Rydberg levels
are populated only for a short time (some 10 ns) and their angular momenta are relatively
small (J ≤ 5/2), we do not have to consider magnetic field noise that takes effect only
on a time scale of 100 ms or longer [Reichel and Vuletic, 2011] and can concentrate on a
number of relevant sources of electric field noise.

3.4.1 Surface impurities: DC Stark shifts

Previous work has shown that the surfaces of atom chips get contaminated with adsorbed
atoms that lead to randomly placed charges or dipoles [McGuirk et al., 2004]. As a typical
scenario, consider an alkali atom on a metal that gives off its electron into the surface so
that an upright dipole moment remains. At a distance z ≈ 10µm above it, this single
impurity creates a tiny electric field of the order of

Eimp(z) ∼ 2eaB
4πε0z3

= 0.15
mV
m

, (3.37)

where aB is the Bohr radius. But if 104 adatoms are distributed over an area of (10µm)2,
(corresponding to an average distance ∼ 100 nm, i.e., much less than a monolayer), their
electric fields roughly add up to O(1 V/m). The corresponding Stark-Hamiltonian,

HS = −µ̂ ·Eimp(z) , (3.38)

has matrix elements of the order eaBn2Eimp(z) ≈ 6.6 MHz for n = 58, just one order
of magnitude below the Rydberg interaction Hamiltonian (3.36) for atomic separations
in the micron range. The experiments of McGuirk et al. [2004] have actually revealed
electric fields up to 1 kV/m at a distance of about 10µm. On an insulating surface,
charges can be trapped and the fields would even be stronger. Note that the threshold
for field ionization is of the order of 5 kV/m for the n = 58 level [Gallagher, 1988].
The Rydberg level considered here, |r〉 = |nd3/2〉 (n = 58), is actually ‘protected’
from a linear Stark shift because its quantum defect (δd ≈ 1.34) lifts the degeneracy
with the opposite parity states |np, f, . . .〉, by an energy splitting of the order of ∆n =
1/n3 a.u. ≈ 1.125 cm−1 = 33.7 GHz [see Fig. 3.7 (left)]. For this reason, the Stark

2 For recent reviews of quantum information processing on atom chips, see [Negretti et al., 2011] and
[Treutlein et al., 2011]. A comprehensive introduction to the theory of quantum information and quantum
computing is given, e.g., in the book by Nielsen and Chuang [2011].
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Figure 3.7: (left) Energy levels near the Rydberg state |r〉 = |58d3/2〉. The strong Rydberg interaction
arises from the near degeneracy of |r r〉 with the two-atom level 56f5/2 60p1/2 (“Förster res-
onance” [Walker and Saffman, 2005], dashed lines). The fine structure is not resolved on the
scale ∆58 = 1/583 a.u. = 33.7 GHz. The thick gray lines (label nH) give the hydrogen-like
state manifold beyond the nf states (angular momenta l > 3). The left and right columns show
even and odd orbital angular momentum states.
(right) Energy levels of the two-atom system. The levels in the Förster resonance are connected
by the dashed line (detuning≈ 7 MHz [Gaëtan et al., 2009]). At a distance |rA− rB | ≈ 4µm,
the two levels hybridize and split by ≈ 50 MHz, as described by the two-atom Hamilto-
nian (3.36). Note the difference in scale: the fine structure of the p and d levels is resolved (but
not for the f levels). A quantum defect of order 10−2 splits off the level 56f from the hydrogen-
like manifold 56H = 56g, h, . . .. The gray triangles illustrate the linear Stark splitting of 56H
in a weak static electric field between 0 and 1V/m (shifts up to ±60 MHz). At slightly higher
fields, also the levels 57f 59p1/2 and 56f 60p3/2 would be pushed away (avoided crossings).
The quadratic Stark shift of the other levels is not visible on this scale.
The energy levels are calculated from quantum-defect data collected in [Lorenzen and Niemax,
1983; Li et al., 2003]. A precise localization of the Förster resonance (not attempted here) would
require knowledge of the quantum defects at the 10−4 level. (Figure reproduced from [Müller
et al., 2011].)

shift is quadratic in the field and inversely proportional to the detuning (< ∆n) from the
nearest level with opposite parity. The nearest levels 57f and 59p give quadratic Stark
shifts that partially cancel each other, leaving a polarizability for 58d of the order of
50 kHz(V/m)−2. The 56f state shows a much larger polarizability because the hydrogen
manifold 56H = 56g,h, . . . is only about 0.02 cm−1 (≈ 600 MHz) away [Fig. 3.7 (right)]
and its influence is not cancelled by another level. We estimate a quadratic Stark effect
of the order of 2 . . . 3 MHz(V/m)−2.

The two-atom states |58d3/2 58d3/2〉 and |56f5/2 60p1/2〉 whose energy mismatch is
only 7 MHz ≈ 2.3 × 10−4 cm−1 (see Fig. 3.7 (right) and [Walker and Saffman, 2005;
Gaëtan et al., 2009]) are known to give rise to a Förster resonance. At fields above 1 V/m,
the Stark shift starts to detune the resonance. One then loses the strong 1/r3 scaling of the
Rydberg interaction that turns into the weaker 1/r6 van der Waals scaling. In addition, at
the level of 10 V/m, the linear DC Stark shift of the hydrogen-like state manifold |56H〉
exceeds≈ 600 MHz. By an avoided crossing, the state |56f5/2〉 is then pushed down, and
the Förster resonance is detuned.
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3.4.2 Fluctuating fields: dephasing

The one- and two-atom Rydberg states that we are considering do not feature a permanent
electric dipole moment. This is because the quantum defects split them off the hydrogen-
like manifolds of higher angular momentum states (L > 3). In weak fields, their Stark
effect is therefore quadratic. We consider here the beating between a fluctuating field
and a static impurity field Eimp(z) at the level of 1 V/m, small enough not to perturb
the dipole-dipole interactions, see previous section. The mixing of states with opposite
parity is linear in the impurity field and translates into a dipole moment of the order
of dR = αREimp(z) where αR is the quasistatic (scalar) polarizability. For the level
58d3/2, the contributions to nearby levels above and below partially cancel, leading to
the relatively small value |dR| ∼ 4 eaB . The level 56f5/2 is much more polarizable, as
found above, and dR ∼ 200 eaB . Note that this is still much smaller than expected from
the average size of a Rydberg atom (≈ aBn

2). The fluctuating phase shift due to the
Rydberg polarizability αR is then given by

∆φ(τ) = −
t2∫
t1

dt
αR
~

Eimp(z) ·Efluct(z, t) , (3.39)

where the time integral is evaluated over that part of the pulse that the atom effectively
spends in the Rydberg level.

Let us assume an electric field noise spectrum, defined in analogy to the magnetic one
of Eq. (3.3), with a scaling

SEij (z, ω) =
SEij (z0, ω0)

(z/z0)4

(ω0

ω

)β
, (3.40)

that arises from patch-charge fluctuations, as observed in experiments with miniaturized
ion traps [Turchette et al., 2000; Labaziewicz et al., 2008; Dubessy et al., 2009] (expo-
nent β ≈ 0.7 . . . 1). Different descriptions of patch spectra have recently been discussed
by [Behunin et al., 2012]. The 1/z4 scaling actually only holds at heights z beyond a
characteristic length scale for the patch size. This effect is taken into account in the plots
shown, using the model of Dubessy et al. [2009]. The thermal electric fields that orig-
inate from the motion of charges in the chip material (Johnson-Nyquist noise) have a
lower noise spectrum compared to the patch-charge model of Eq. (3.40) [Henkel et al.,
1999; Turchette et al., 2000; Leibrandt et al., 2007], at least in the low-frequency range
(up to a few MHz) relevant for dephasing. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.8, where the two
noise spectra (at fixed distance z = 10µm) are plotted vs. frequency.

The dephasing of the Rydberg state is now estimated by calculating the variance of the
phase shift (3.39). Provided the interaction time τ = t2 − t1 is large compared to the
noise correlation time, the variance increases like

∆φ2(τ) ≈ τ
dRi d

R
j S

E
ij (z0, 1/τ)

2~2(z/z0)4

1
cos(πβ/2)Γ(2 + β)

, (3.41)
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Figure 3.8: Electric field noise spectrum (in (V/m)2/Hz) due to patch-charge fluctuations (dot-dashed)
and due to Johnson-Nyquist noise from a gold half-space (solid and dashed lines). Distance
fixed to z = 10µm, temperature 300 K. Patch fluctuations are calculated from [Dubessy et al.,
2009] and extrapolate ion trap data (in the MHz range), assuming a 1/ω scaling. The Johnson-
Nyquist noise is calculated along the lines of [Henkel et al., 1999]. It includes blackbody radi-
ation and free-space vacuum fluctuations and changes from a ω1/2 into a ω2 power law near
the typical Rydberg transition energy ∆58 (arrow). Solid (dashed) lines are for fields parallel
(perpendicular) to the surface, respectively. The right scale gives the expected dephasing rate
for a static dipole moment O(200 eaB) and a white spectrum. The arrow at 1/2πτ marks the
Fourier-limited band width for quasistatic noise over an effective interaction time τ = 10 ns.
The contribution of quantum fluctuations was subtracted in the Planck spectrum (dotted curve).

where the noise spectrum is evaluated at ω = 1/τ , roughly the Fourier-limited band
width of the pulse, and Γ(·) is Euler’s gamma function. For room-temperature micro-
scopic ion traps [Deslauriers et al., 2006; Epstein et al., 2007; Labaziewicz et al., 2008;
Dubessy et al., 2009], noise levels of |SE(75µm, 1 MHz)| ∼ 10−11 (V/m)2/Hz and
β ≈ 0.7 . . . 0.8 are typical. Note that a low-frequency cut-off must be applied for pure
1/f noise. Taking an effective time of τ ≈ 20 ns spent in the Rydberg level, one gets at
z = 10µm a dephasing rate of

Dφ(56f) = ∆φ2(t)/τ = O(106 s−1) (3.42)

for the highly polarizable Rydberg state. This affects in particular the two-Rydberg state
via its admixture of 56f 60p (Fig. 3.7). For the phase gate, we get a sizable decoherence
error ε ≈ 1−〈ei∆φ(τ)〉 ≈ 1

2Dφτ ∼ 1% from the uncertainty in the two-atom phase φ. We
recall that this number scales quadratically with the impurity field, assumed here to be
1 V/m. The other Rydberg levels involved show a much smaller dephasing, in particular
Dφ(58d) = O(400 s−1). This is insignificant over the effective pulse duration τ .

As for the magnetic field in Sec. 3.3, one may ask how far the fields seen by the two
atoms are correlated. A differential phase would mix the even and odd states
|56f5/2 60p1/2〉 ± |60p1/2 56f5/2〉 that are involved in the Förster resonance. This can be
quantified from the cross-correlation spectrum of the patch fields E(rA, rB;ω), which is
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Figure 3.9: Normalized cross-correlation of electric field noise due to patch-charge fluctuations, evaluated
at three different positions and normalized to the noise spectrum in one trap. If the correlation
is weak, the relative phase of the Rydberg state in the two traps is randomized on the same
time scale as the common phase. The correlations are calculated by generalizing the model of
Dubessy et al. [2009]. Any group of three curves corresponds to patch correlation lengths 0.5,
1, and 1.5µm. (Figure reproduced from [Müller et al., 2011].)

the electric counterpart of the two-point correlation function B of Eq. (3.26), with rA and
rB are the positions of the two traps. In Fig. 3.9, we plot the normalized cross-correlation
for two atoms at the same distance z from the chip, but laterally separated by a length x
(cf. Fig. 3.1). The two atoms are subject to the same noise (no differential dephasing) if
the normalized correlation is unity. One notes that the fields decorrelate on a scale given
by the height above the surface. The correlation is still quite strong for the parameters
we considered here, i.e. a separation x = 4µm and height 10µm. Note, however, that a
phase gate may be affected even by such long-ranged fluctuations.

3.4.3 Thermal radiation: lifetime and AC Stark shift

The radiative lifetime of an emitter is strongly modified in the vicinity of a macroscopic
body, as discussed in the first part of this chapter. In addition, thermal radiation plays
a significant role because the Bohr frequencies of Rydberg atoms are low, typically
∆n � kBT . It is well known that this reduces the lifetime and coherence time of trapped
particles, even to the level that magnetic dipole transitions become relevant [Reichel and
Vuletic, 2011]. We estimate here surface-enhanced radiative loss and discuss that despite
the large polarizabilities, thermal radiation gives rise to AC Stark shifts that are overall
small, leaving only the zero-temperature van der Waals shift. A similar question has been
addressed by Crosse et al. [2010]; Ellingsen et al. [2010].

Spontaneous emission in free space is dominated by the decay into the lowest states
because of the cubic frequency dependence of the vacuum field spectrum. This leads to a
lifetime of the Rydberg state of 210µs at T = 0 [Theodosiou, 1984] and a decay proba-
bility, i.e., gate error, of the order of 10−4 given the Rydberg excitation time τ ≈ 20 ns.
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Figure 3.10: Electric field noise spectra (in (V/m)2/Hz) vs distance from the chip surface, evaluated at the
level splitting ∆58 typical for Rydberg transitions, and 300 K. The patch-charge spectrum is
extrapolated to this frequency assuming a 1/ω scaling; the patch correlation length is in the
range ζ = 1 ± 0.5µm (shaded area). The solid and dashed curves “clean Au” give the noise
spectrum of thermal near-field radiation, the far-field limit is shown by the dotted line. The
skin depth δ separates two power laws [Henkel et al., 1999], and for z & λ/2, the spectrum
oscillates due to interference by reflection from the surface. In this limit, a perfect conductor
approach yields good agreement. Within the wide plateau betwen 10µm and 1 mm, a dipole
perpendicular to the surface (⊥) is subject to near-field noise about five times as strong as the
free space (Planck) level.

We therefore need to check that this error does not increase significantly in an atom-chip
environment. The contribution of blackbody radiation reduces the lifetime considerably
(absorption and emission), to a total figure of roughly 90µs for the Rydberg level 58d
where the effective quantum number is n∗ ≈ 58− 1.34 [Theodosiou, 1984].

The chip surface enhances the mode density of the electromagnetic field [Wylie and
Sipe, 1984; Failache et al., 2002; Crosse et al., 2010]. This leads to different scenarios,
however, for transitions with large or small Bohr frequencies. For the decay into low
states, the resonant wavelengths are typically in the visible and near UV, small compared
to the atom-surface distance. These field modes form a shallow interference pattern due
to reflection at the surface, enhancing or suppressing the decay by roughly a factor of 2.
Destructive interference can be used to suppress certain decay channels, as suggested by
Hyafil et al. [2004] in an application of the Purcell effect [Purcell, 1946].

At smaller Bohr frequencies, thermally stimulated emission and absorption are en-
hanced much more strongly in the near field [Wylie and Sipe, 1984; Crosse et al., 2010].
Eq. (2.21) gives the spontanous transition rate for an electric dipole transition a→ b

Γa→b =
2
~

[1 + n̄(ωab)]dabk d
ba
l Im [Gkl(z;ωab)] ,

analogous to the magnetic case of Eq. (3.4). In thermal equilibrium, this rate coincides
also with the absorption rate of thermal photons (ωab = −ωba < 0), cf. Sec. 2.1.5. Sum-
ming over the final states |b〉 gives the total decay rate Γa =

∑
b Γa→b. Fig. 3.8 can
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be taken as an illustration of the terms in this sum due to the proportionality between the
spectrum and the loss rate. The dependence on distance is shown in Fig. 3.10 for a Green’s
tensor calculated for a gold surface, cf. App. B.2. Compared to free space (Planck spec-
trum, dashed line), transitions among Rydberg levels are significantly enhanced at short
distances, while the rates oscillate in the opposite limit (distance comparable to the tran-
sition wavelength) due to the interference pattern mentioned above. Note the quite strong
destructive interference for a transition dipole parallel to the surface (solid curve) which
can be understood from the image dipole at a perfectly conducting surface.

The transition rates scale with the electric dipole matrix elements of the Rydberg lev-
els. We note that for a Bohr frequency ~|ωab| � ∆n, the matrix elements are much
smaller because a kind of radial selection rule suppresses changes in the principal quan-
tum number by more than a few units, see also [Gallagher, 1988; Crosse et al., 2010].
For a typical final state among adjacent Rydberg levels, for example ∆n∗ . 2, we find
an enhancement of the transition rate by a factor O(5) at z = 10µm compared to free
space. The corresponding lifetime is reduced from ∼ 150µs (free space) to ∼ 30µs,
estimating the matrix element by eaBn∗2. We note that the rate for this generic pair of
levels essentially exhausts the thermal decay rate summed over all final states, including
photoionization [Theodosiou, 1984]. We therefore expect a total lifetime somewhat be-
low the ∼ 30µs figure estimated above from a single bound-bound transition. While this
is still three orders of magnitude longer than the Rydberg excitation pulse, it may pose
a serious challenge to gate errors below the fault tolerance threshold of 10−4 assumed
by Müller et al. [2011]. As a preliminary check, we have performed a calculation of the
phase gate error when a finite lifetime 20µs of the Rydberg level is included: an increase
of the order of 10−3 is indeed found.

The radiation field also induces a van der Waals-Casimir-Polder shift on the Rydberg
levels. We can estimate this in the London limit (transition wavelength large compared to
the atom-surface distance) since the Rydberg spacing ∆58 corresponds to wavelengths in
the centimeter range,

UvdW(z) = −
〈r|d2

x + d2
y + 2d2

z|r〉
8πε0(2z)3

. (3.43)

The expectation value of the squared dipole is of the order of 5
2(eaBn∗2)2 (e.g. [Courtois

et al., 1996]) and gives a shift≈ 1.6 MHz at 10µm, consistent with the findings of Crosse
et al. [2010] where the electric quadrupole contribution is analyzed as well. This is not far
from the dipole-dipole interaction (as it must from the scaling), but still small enough not
to perturb it. The level shift changes only weakly across the levels shown in Fig. 3.7 and
does not induce significant detunings. Its main impact is therefore to pull the Rydberg
atoms towards the chip during the pulse. This effect which excites motional states in the
trap, could be compensated for in the optimal-control approach by the exciting laser pulse
in a similar way as the momentum exchange between the two Rydberg atoms, discussed
in [Müller et al., 2011].
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We finally turn to the question how thermal radiation is shifting the Rydberg lev-
els. This could be significant since even room-temperature blackbody radiation pro-
duces a sizable electric field above 100 V/m, albeit over a wide frequency range. It has
been pointed out that the Casimir-Polder potential, discussed in Chapter 4, is essentially
temperature-independent, due to cancellations between different transitions on the one
hand, and between virtual and real photon exchange on the other [Ellingsen et al., 2010].
This holds, provided the typical transition wavelengths are large compared to the atom-
surface distance, which is indeed the case for a Rydberg atom. We have checked that
this result can be understood in a simple way starting from the dynamical polarizabil-
ity of a free electron and integrating over the thermal radiation spectrum. For an analy-
sis at zero temperature, see [Eberlein and Robaschik, 2004] and references therein. The
Planck spectrum gives a free-space level shift, common to all weakly bound Rydberg
levels, of the order of αfs(kBT )2/(mec

2) = O(2 kHz), where αfs is the fine structure
constant and mec

2 the electron’s rest energy. This is consistent with the value given by
Gallagher [1988]. Near the chip surface, the shift is modified by a factor 4πΛT /z, where
ΛT = ~c/4πkBT ≈ 0.6µm is Wien’s thermal wavelength (at room temperature). The
result is still negligible on the energy scale set by the Rydberg dipole-dipole interaction,
and we provide a detailed discussion elsewhere.

3.5 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we have considered the electromagnetic near fields of conductors. We
found that the scattering mean free path of charge carriers sets the distance scale for
the onset of nonlocal effects in the magnetic near-field noise. For evanescent modes that
dominate the near field, the fraction of the metallic volume that contributes to noise is
limited by more efficient screening as compared to the normal skin effect. The present
calculation indicates, therefore, that loss rates at short distances are actually lower than
predicted by local conductivity models (Ohm’s law). This noise reduction sets in at atom-
surface separations comparable to or below the mean free path. In a clean (crystalline)
metal ` may take values in the order of 1µm, which is at the limits of the experimen-
tally accessible region (cf. the gray box in Fig. 3.2): typical traps operate at distances
of 1 . . . 100µm from the surface and can resolve lifetimes up to 10−2 . . . 1 s. The data
shown in Fig. 3.2 are calculated at room temperature. Since both the conductivity and the
mean free path depend on temperature, it is worth investigating whether the lifetimes of
magnetic levels may be tuned by cooling the atom-chip device. This strategy is hitting
a limit in the extreme near field (distance z � `): the noise power becomes indepen-
dent of the scattering rate of carriers (the Drude parameter γ), and also the details of
the scattering mechanism of charge carriers at the inner surface become irrelevant. The
near-field spectrum of Eq. (3.17) has a rather general character and is expected to apply to
doped semiconductors and even to superconductors, as our numerical calculations show
(Fig. 3.4).
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We have also analyzed the asymptotic form of the magnetic noise correlations in the
short-distance range and found that magnetic fields are laterally coherent on a scale
∼
√

(`+ z)z. This implies for an atom-chip environment that fluctuating forces due to
magnetic field gradients are smaller (their spectral density scales roughly with the inverse
square of the correlation length). Also when matter-wave interferometry involves the spa-
tial splitting of a thermal cloud or condensate, the increase in spatial coherence makes the
device more robust against decoherence from magnetic noise [Cheng and Raymer, 1999;
Henkel et al., 2003; Fermani et al., 2006]. The increase in spatial coherence intimately
relates to the reduction of heat transfer via fluctuating near fields because the effective
number of channels for heat transport is inversely proportional to the ‘coherence area’.
For a more detailed discussion of this link, see [Biehs et al., 2010; Ben-Abdallah and
Joulain, 2010].

All of these results imply that nonlocality may be visible at the edge of what is fea-
sible with atom chips. Still, operating a chip trap at short distances is fundamentally
limited by the Casimir-Polder interaction that deforms and breaks the trapping poten-
tials. Alternative setups might, therefore, address the broadening of magnetic transitions
spectroscopically, e.g. using evanescent-wave based surface traps as in [Bender et al.,
2010; Stehle et al., 2011] or optical tweezers. One may also think of muonic or nuclear
magnetic moments, as used in the experiment of Suter et al. [2004] on spatial dispersion
in superconductors.

Patch potentials due to adsorbates on the surface are known to add significantly to the
electric field noise, relevant for ion traps [Turchette et al., 2000; Dubessy et al., 2009]
and systems involving precisely tuned electric dipole transitions, such as Rydberg states
[Tauschinsky et al., 2010; Carter and Martin, 2011; Müller et al., 2011]. Yet they will not
affect the magnetic case. Static patches have no impact on the magnetic noise spectrum
and magnetic surface dipoles due to adsorbed atoms have only a minor effect: A static
charge trapped at a distance of 1µm from an atomic-scale electric dipole results in an
interaction energy in the order of 20 MHz, while the interaction between two such dipoles
gives only 1 kHz, and the magnetic counterpart for two magnetic dipoles of one Bohr
magneton µB at the same distance gives 1 mHz. More prominent sources of magnetic
noise might involve diffusive currents confined to a surface layer. Their effect may still
be negligible, however, as the analysis of Henkel and Horovitz [2008] has found.

To decide whether a Rydberg phase gate [Müller et al., 2011] can be implemented on
an atom chip to yield a universal quantum computer in a scalable setting, all relevant noise
sources specific to the chip environment need to be considered. To summarize the esti-
mates on sensitivity to noise due to the chip environment, we have found serious issues
for Rydberg atoms held at a distance of the order of 10µm, due to linear and quadratic
Stark shifts. The reason is the contamination by impurity atoms of the chip surface at
densities higher than 100µm−2, still much less than a monolayer. This would create,
above a metallic surface, electric fields exceeding O(1 V/m), and reduce significantly
the strong dipole-dipole interaction between the Rydberg atoms. This slows down the
quantum gate, and a sizable dephasing rate arises from the beating between stray fields
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and fluctuating patch potentials, in particular for the highly polarizable 56f state. Oper-
ating the chip at lower temperatures would reduce the patch-charge noise [Deslauriers
et al., 2006; Labaziewicz et al., 2008]. The radiative decay of the Rydberg state is also
enhanced by nearly an order of magnitude compared to free space at zero temperature:
we estimate a lifetime in the 20 . . . 30µs range. As it stands, this could provide a fun-
damental lower limit around 10−3 to the gate error. Possible improvements may exploit
a Purcell effect to suppress, by destructive interference, radiative transitions for certain
orientations of the transition dipole, similar to the suggestion of Hyafil et al. [2004]. This
may be achieved with suitably polarized laser pulses. We therefore estimate that reaching
errors below the fault tolerance threshold for a Rydberg phase gate on an atom chip is
challenging but possible.
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Chapter 4

Thermal Effects in the Magnetic Casimir-Polder
Potential

This chapter is based on the articles Temperature dependence of the magnetic
Casimir-Polder interaction, Physical Review A 80, 062905 (2009) by H. Haakh,
F. Intravaia, C. Henkel, S. Spagnolo, R. Passante, B. Power, and F. Sols, and Ther-
mal effects in the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction by H. Haakh, F. Intravaia,
and Carsten Henkel, in M. Bordag and K. Milton (eds.), Proceedings of QFExt ’09,
pages 194–198 (World Scientific, Singapore, 2010)1.

Ever since the work of Lennard-Jones [1932] has the interaction between atoms and
surfaces been of interest in many fields of physics, chemistry and technology. The sem-
inal work by Casimir and Polder [1948] demonstrated that the shift in atomic energy
levels close to a conductor is a probe for the quantum fluctuations of the electromag-
netic field2, a key concept of quantum electrodynamics (QED). In this context, a nonzero
temperature becomes relevant for several aspects of the atom-surface interaction: ther-
mally excited motion of the surface (phonons) and inelastic scattering of atomic beams
[Zangwill, 1988; Desjonquères and Spanjaard, 1996; Farias and Rieder, 1998], occupa-
tion of excited atomic energy levels, and enhancement of field fluctuations due to thermal
photons [Barton, 1972]. The latter aspect is usually associated with distances from the
surface larger than the thermal wavelength ΛT = ~c/4πkBT , approximately 0.6µm at
room temperature. The free energy of interaction typically shows a change in power law
with distance around this point: generally, it is enhanced with respect to zero temperature
and becomes proportional to T . This is the classical limit where the interaction is mainly
entropic in character [Balian and Duplantier, 1977, 1978; Feinberg et al., 2001].

Experimental progress in recent years has achieved the sensitivity required to detect
the small energy shifts that occur at distances on the order of ΛT . One approach makes
use of the exquisite control over the motion of atomic beams (beam deflection [Sandogh-

1 Part of the research leading to Secs. 4.1–4.3 has previously been reported in my diploma thesis Cavity
QED with Superconductors and its application to the Casimir effect, Universität Potsdam (2009) and
in Ch. 4 of the doctoral thesis [Spagnolo, 2009]. Some textual coincidence among the two theses, the
present one, and the publications [Haakh et al., 2009, 2010] is acknowledged but not indicated sentence
by sentence.

2 See [Milonni et al., 1988]. Note, however, that it is also possible to take a complete ‘matter point of view’,
considering the field fluctuations a result of fluctuations in charge degrees of freedom [Milonni and Shih,
1992; Jaffe, 2005].
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dar et al., 1992; Sukenik et al., 1993], quantum reflection [Shimizu, 2001; Druzhinina
and DeKieviet, 2003], see also the reviews [Aspect and Dalibard, 2003; DeKieviet et al.,
2011]). Another one is based on clouds of ultracold laser-cooled atoms [Lin et al., 2004;
Obrecht et al., 2007], which can be handled precisely at micron distances from a solid
surface in atom chips, as discussed in Sec. 1.2. Here, the atom-surface interaction man-
ifests itself typically as a distortion of the trapping potential, leading to loss of atoms
through evaporation to the surface [Harber et al., 2003] and to the change in the trap os-
cillation frequency of Eq. (1.2) [Antezza et al., 2004]. Therefore, the design of magnetic
microtraps requires exact knowledge of atom-surface interactions and, conversely, theory
predictions can be tested experimentally with high precision [Obrecht et al., 2007].

In this chapter, we address the magnetic dipole contribution to the atom-surface
(Casimir-Polder) interaction including nonzero temperature. One might expect this to
be a small correction to the electric dipole coupling [McLachlan, 1963; Zaremba and
Kohn, 1976; Sols and Flores, 1982; Wylie and Sipe, 1985; Milonni, 1994; Gorza and
Ducloy, 2006; Buhmann and Welsch, 2007; Bezerra et al., 2008] because of the small-
ness of the transition matrix elements [Bimonte et al., 2009; Skagerstam et al., 2009]. Yet,
a reconsideration of the magnetic contribution is called for by the strong magnetic mode
density close to a metallic surface [Jackson, 1975; Joulain et al., 2003; Henkel et al.,
2005] and by experimental evidence for magnetic spin flips, that arise from thermally
excited currents in the material of the chip (Johnson noise related to ohmic dissipation)
and are mainly responsible for the atomic loss from the trap, as discussed in Chapter 3.
In addition, the thermal occupation of photonic modes is quite relevant because magnetic
transitions occur at much lower frequencies than electric ones, leading to a stronger tem-
perature dependence. Finally, it is well known that dispersion forces between dielectric
and magnetic materials can be repulsive [da Silva et al., 2001], as was shown for the
magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction at T = 0 by Henkel et al. [2005]. We were thus led
to investigate whether at distances beyond ΛT the total atom-surface interaction might be
reduced due to the magnetic contribution.

Most experimental setups involve distances where nonlocal charge transport, inves-
tigated in Chapter 3, plays a minor role. Rather, since ohmic losses are crucial for the
thermal behavior, it is highly interesting to compare normal metals with superconduc-
tors. Thus, the present chapter focusses on different mechanisms of energy dissipation,
included in the magnetic Casimir-Polder free energy of interaction through a few well-
known models for the electromagnetic response of the surface. Superconductors are de-
scribed here in the frame of the two-fluid model and Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS)
theory [Bardeen et al., 1957; Schrieffer, 1999].

We demonstrate that the magnetic atom-surface coupling has very peculiar features
unknown from its electrical equivalent and find that for normal conductors at nonzero
temperature, the magnetic dipole contribution to the interaction is reduced, while it is en-
hanced for superconductors and in certain nonequilibrium situations. This resembles the
macroscopic Casimir interaction between two metallic plates. Here, however, the correct
calculation of the force at large distances and nonzero temperatures has been the sub-
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ject of debate [Boström and Sernelius, 2000; Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009;
Decca et al., 2011] because some experimental results suggest unexpectedly a disagree-
ment with models featuring a finite DC conductivity, cf. [Decca et al., 2005; Sushkov
et al., 2011].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we give a brief review of the
formalism used to calculate atom-surface interactions and present the specific forms of
the atomic response functions and the experimental setups they describe. Section 4.2
collects expressions for the Green’s tensor in different asymptotic regimes of the distance
between the atom and the surface. The magnetic Casimir-Polder free energy and entropy
of an atom near metallic or superconducting surfaces at global thermal equilibrium is
calculated in Section 4.3, with special attention paid to the role of the ohmic dissipation.
Nonthermal (out-of-equilibrium) states of the atoms that occur typically in experimental
setups are investigated in Section 4.4.

4.1 Atom-Surface Potential

4.1.1 Treatment in molecular quantum electrodynamics

In the formalism of Chapter 2, the magnetic level shift for an atom prepared in a state |a〉
is related, according to Eq. (2.9), to the real part of the lowest order self-energy correc-
tion [Schiefele and Henkel, 2010a,b; Schiefele, 2011] in the magnetic dipole-coupling
Hamiltonian. Until now, only a single transition has been considered, but generally there
is of course a number of allowed transitions |a〉 → |b〉 with transition dipoles µab, which
must be summed over. Including thermal states of the electromagnetic field, the real part
of the self-energy (2.9) becomes a free energy

F(L, T ) = Re

[
µ µ

]
= Im

∑
b

µabi µ
ba
j

∫
dω

2π
HT

11,ji(ω, r, r)
ω − ωba + i0+

(4.1)

= − Im ~
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
HT

11,ji(ω, r, r)βaR,ij(ω) , (4.2)

where Einstein summation is intended for spatial tensor indices and we used thatH11 is
even in ω, to introduce the state-specific retarded magnetic polarizability (see Eq. (A.7)
and [McLachlan, 1963; Wylie and Sipe, 1985])

βaR,ij(ω) =
∑
b

µabi µ
ba
j

~
2ωba

ω2
ba − (ω + i0+)2

. (4.3)

Here, µabi = 〈a|µi|b〉 are the dipole matrix elements, ωba is the frequency of the virtual
transition |a〉 → |b〉 (ωba < 0 for a transition to a state of lower energy). Only retarded
response functions are considered in the following so that the subscript R is dropped. The
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photon propagator can be expressed through the retarded magnetic Green’s tensor H,
including the thermal occupation of field modes [cf. Eq. (2.14) and App. B.2]:

HT
11(ω, r, r) = Re H(L, ω) + i Im H(L, ω) coth[~ω/2kBT ] . (4.4)

As before (Secs. 2.3 and 3.1.1) a divergent free-space contribution (Lamb shift) is re-
moved naturally, if only the reflected part of the magnetic Green’s tensor near a boundary
is considered [Wylie and Sipe, 1985]. In writing the arguments of the propagator (4.4)
we used that from the symmetry of a planar cavity, the result can only depend on the
dipole-surface distance L. The explicit expression for H is well-known and was given
earlier in Eq. (3.5), see also App. B.2. Note that the Green’s tensor can also depend on
temperature implicitly through the surface reflectivity.

By parity, and using contour integration in the upper half-plane, where H is analytic,
the free energy can be expressed as a sum over poles in the form given by Wylie and Sipe
[1985]

F(L, T ) = − Im
~

2π

∑
b

∫
dωβaij(ω)Hji(L, ω)

1
2

[1 + coth(~ω/2kBT )] (4.5)

= −kBT
∞∑′

n=0

βaij(iξn)Hji(L, iξn) +
∑
b

µbai µ
ab
j n̄(ωba) ReHji(L, ωba) . (4.6)

The thermal kernel gives rise to a number of poles at the so-called Matsubara frequen-
cies ξn = 2πnkBT/~ [Matsubara, 1955] in the first term of Eq. (4.6). The dashed sum
symbol indicates that the term n = 0 is weighted by a factor 1/2. Both βT (iξ) and
H(L, iξ) are real expressions for ξ > 0. The second term in Eq. (4.6) contains the
atomic pole at ωba and depends on the thermal occupation of photon modes n̄(ω) =
1/
(
e~ω/kBT − 1

)
given by the Bose-Einstein distribution. At T = 0 the atomic pole can

contribute only for excited states, for which n̄(ωba) → −1 for ωba < 0 (see Eqs. (4.3)
and (4.4) of Wylie and Sipe [1985]). The real part of the Green’s tensor can be given
an interpretation from the radiation reaction of a classical dipole oscillator [Wylie and
Sipe, 1985]. This term is practically absent for the electric Casimir-Polder interaction
of ground-state atoms because n̄(Ωe) ≈ 0 at the higher frequencies of electric transi-
tions, Ωe ≈ (kB/~) 103 . . . 105 K as compared to magnetic transition frequencies Ωm ≈
(kB/~)5 . . . 500 mK, see Sec. 4.1.3 below.

In the following, we call the Matsubara sum (first term) in Eq. (4.6) the nonresonant
contribution, and the second term the resonant one, because it involves the field response
at the atomic transition frequency.

When the atom is not in a pure state |a〉 but in thermal equilibrium, we have to sum the
polarizability over the states |a〉 with a Boltzmann weight:

βTij(ω) =
∑
a

e−Ea/kBT

Z
βaij(ω) , (4.7)
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where Z is the partition function. In the limit T → 0, we recover the polarizability for
a ground-state atom. For a two-level system with transition frequency Ωm, the previous
expression takes a simple form and can be expressed in terms of the ground-state polar-
izability [Eq. (4.3), where a = g]:

βT (ω) = tanh
(

~Ωm

2kBT

)
βg(ω) . (4.8)

This polarizability shows a rather strong T -dependence because of a Fermi-Dirac-like
statistics [Callen and Welton, 1951]. Note that the thermal dependence can compensate
with the one from the Green’s tensor, if βg is peaked around ω = Ωm, which is the case
for the radiation reaction Im βg. From the previous expression and the Green’s function
identities given in App. A.3 it is possible to recover the general formula

F = − ~
2π

∞∫
0

dω coth
(

~ω
2kBT

)
Im[βTij(ω)Hji(L, ω)] (4.9)

found previously from perturbation theory with respect to the multipolar atom-field cou-
pling [McLachlan, 1963]. For a proof of the connection between Eqs. (4.9) and (4.6) that
uses only retarded response functions see [Spagnolo, 2009]. Eq. (4.9) is often expressed
in an equivalent form using the analyticity of βT (ω) and H(L, ω) in the upper half of
the complex frequency plane. Performing a rotation onto the imaginary frequency axis as
in Eq. (4.3) gives the Matsubara series

F(L, T ) = −kBT
∞∑′

n=0

βTij(iξn)Hji(L, iξn) . (4.10)

4.1.2 Treatment in fluctuation electrodynamics

Another simple and general derivation of Eq. (4.9) can be given following Henkel et al.
[2002]; Novotny and Henkel [2008]; Intravaia et al. [2011]. The effective interaction
potential between a polarizable particle and the (magnetic or electric) fieldB is given by
[Jackson, 1975]

F = −〈µ ·B(r0)〉T
2

. (4.11)

The expectation value 〈· · · 〉T is taken in an equilibrium state of the noncoupled system
at temperature T and implicitly evaluates symmetrically ordered operator products; µ is
the (magnetic or electric) dipole operator and B the corresponding field operator, evalu-
ated at the atom position r0. The factor 1/2 arises from a coupling constant integration
(excluding a permanently polarized atom). Within first-order perturbation theory, both
the dipole moment µ(t) and the field B(t) can be split into fluctuating (fl) and induced
(in) parts: the fluctuating part describes the intrinsic equilibrium fluctuation, while the
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induced part arises in perturbation theory from the dipole coupling [Mandel and Wolf,
1995]. Eq. (4.11) becomes

F = −〈µ
in(t) ·Bfl(r0, t)〉T

2
− 〈µ

fl(t) ·Bin(r0, t)〉T
2

. (4.12)

Here, we assume the fluctuating parts of the dipole and of the field to be decorrelated
at this order. This assumption would break down at higher orders of perturbation the-
ory. Note that while in Eq. (4.11), the total dipole and field operators (Heisenberg pic-
ture) commute at equal times, this is no longer true for their ‘in’ and ‘fl’ constituents in
Eq. (4.12). The induced quantities are given, in frequency space, by the retarded response
functions [Jackson, 1975], cf. Apps. A.2, B.2,

µin
i (ω) = βij(ω)Bfl

j (r0, ω) , Bin
i (r, ω) = Hij(r, r0, ω)µfl

j (ω) , (4.13)

where the frequency dependence allows for the description of absorption and dispersion.
The equilibrium fluctuations follow from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [Callen and
Welton, 1951], cf. Sec. 2.1.4,

〈Bfl
i (r, ω)Bfl

j (r, ω′)〉T =
~

2π
δ(ω + ω′) coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)
Im[Hij(r, r, ω)] , (4.14)

〈µfl
i (ω)µfl

j (ω′)〉T =
~

2π
δ(ω + ω′) coth

(
~ω

2kBT

)
Im[βTij(ω)] . (4.15)

Combining Eqs. (4.12)–(4.15), we recover Eq. (4.9), settingHij(r0, r0, ω) = Hij(L, ω).
One uses the fact that the imaginary part of both Green’s tensor and polarizability tensor
are odd in ω (retarded response functions). The field correlations are needed at the same
position r0 and, as already stated, the Lamb-shift is removed by considering only the
reflected part of the field.

Note that the generalization to systems with a temperature unbalance between atoms
and the field can be achieved very naturally in this scheme. Since expectation values
are taken only for either fields or dipoles alone, the global equilibrium temperature T in
Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) may be simply replaced by the respective subsystem temperatures.

4.1.3 Polarizabilities and interaction potentials in optical and magnetic
traps

The formalism presented in the previous section is quite general and β [H] could, in
principle, represent either the magnetic or electric polarizability [Green’s tensor], respec-
tively. It is, in fact, well known that the potential of Eq. (4.9) has the same form for
electric or magnetic dipole couplings [Boyer, 1974; Buhmann and Welsch, 2007]. This is
a direct consequence of the similarities between the electric and the magnetic interaction
Hamiltonian in the multipolar coupling scheme [Eq. (2.2)].
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The magnetic and electric polarizabilities of atoms are determined by the transition
dipole matrix elements and the resonance frequencies. We are interested in the retarded
response function, which for a pure atomic state |a〉 is given by Eq. (4.3) above and for a
thermal state by Eq. (4.7).

We now compare the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of atoms3. The magnetic
transition moment among states with zero orbital angular momentum scales with µBgs
where gs is the Landé factor for the electron spin and µB is the Bohr magneton. Electric
dipoles are on the order ea0 with a0 the Bohr radius. Introducing factors ε0 and µ0 to
obtain the same dimensions, we find that the ratio of the dipole moments gives

(ea0)2/ε0

(µBgs)2µ0
∼ 1
α2

fs

, (4.16)

where αfs ≈ 1/137 is the fine-structure constant.
The magnetic interaction is thus expected to be a small correction. It is, however, con-

nected with much lower transition frequencies than the electric dipole coupling, which
makes it much more sensitive to the influence of temperature. The resonance frequen-
cies relevant for the magnetic Casimir-Polder potential depend on the trapping scheme.
We focus here on alkali atoms that are typically used in ultracold gases and distinguish
between optical and magnetic traps.

In an optical trap, we may consider the magnetic sublevels degenerate and subject to
the same trapping potential (proportional to the intensity of a far-detuned laser beam).
Magnetic dipole transitions can then occur between hyperfine levels whose splitting is on
the order of Ωm/2π ≈ 108 . . . 1010 Hz, corresponding to temperatures of 5 . . . 500 mK
(see Appendix A.4 for more details). In contrast, electric dipole transitions of single
atoms occur in the visible range Ωe/2π ≈ 1015Hz or ∼ 50 000 K. Note also that electric
dipole transitions between Rydberg states [Crosse et al., 2010] or vibronic transitions in
molecules [Ellingsen et al., 2011] can be comparable to the magnetic Bohr frequencies
considered here.

In an optical trap, all magnetic sublevels are trapped and we obtain an isotropic mag-
netic polarizability by averaging. We write βTij = βTiso

1
3δij , so that in Eq. (4.9) or (4.10)

βTijHji = βTiso
2Hxx +Hzz

3
. (4.17)

The setup we will consider in most of our examples is an atom in a magnetic trap.
In these traps, one uses the interaction of a permanent magnetic dipole with an inho-
mogeneous, static magnetic field B, as discussed in Sec. 1.2.1. Let us consider for sim-
plicity a spin-1/2 manifold: in weak fields, the linear Zeeman effect leads to a splitting
of the magnetic sublevels by the Larmor frequency, Ωm = µBgs|B|/~. To give an or-
der of magnitude, Ωm/2π ≈ 280 MHz ≈ (kB/2π~) 13.5 mK at B = 10mT. Atoms
in those magnetic sublevels where ∆E = −µ · B > 0 are weak-field seekers and

3 For a discussion of the magnetic and electric response of nanospheres see [Haakh et al., 2009, Sec. III C].
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can be trapped in field minima. We consider a surface mounted magnetic trap where
the trap center is characterized by a nonzero field component perpendicular to the sur-
face. This may be achieved in a two-wire trap. Magnetic dipole transitions are then gen-
erated by the parallel components µx, µy of the dipole moment, see App. A.4. In this
anisotropic scenario, the components of the magnetic polarizability tensor are given by
βTxx(iξ) = βTyy(iξ) = βTan(iξ) and βTzz(iξ) = 0. The relevant components of the Green’s
tensor are, therefore,

βTijHji = βTan 2Hxx . (4.18)

We should mention that many experiments do not realize a global equilibrium situation,
as assumed in Eq. (4.9). In typical atom-chip setups, atoms are laser cooled to µK tem-
peratures or prepared in a well-defined state, whereas the surface is generally at a much
higher temperature, even when superconducting. For the description of such situations,
an approach à la Wylie and Sipe [Eqs. (4.6) and (4.3)] is more suitable and we discuss
the results in Sec. 4.4. Before addressing such systems, we start with thermal equilibrium
free energies. This may be not an unrealistic assumption in spectroscopic experiments
where Casimir-Polder energies are measured with atoms near the window of a vapor
cell [Failache et al., 1999]. From the theoretical viewpoint, thermal equilibrium provides
an unambiguous definition of the entropy related to the atom-surface interaction. We
shall see that this quantity shows remarkable features depending on the way dissipation
and conductivity is included in the material response. This closely parallels the issue
of the thermal correction to the macroscopic Casimir interaction, a subject of much in-
terest lately, cf. [Intravaia and Henkel, 2008; Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009;
Pitaevskii, 2010].

To summarize, in an optical (isotropic) trap, the equilibrium Casimir-Polder free en-
ergy (4.10) is given by the Matsubara sum

Fiso(L, T ) = −kBT
∞∑′

n=0

βTiso(iξn)
2Hxx(L, iξn) +Hzz(L, iξn)

3
, (4.19)

while in a magnetic (anisotropic) trap, we have

Fan(L, T ) = −2kBT
∞∑′

n=0

βTan(iξn)Hxx(L, iξn) . (4.20)

4.2 Surface Properties

4.2.1 Dielectric functions for local metals and superconductors

We have argued before (Secs. 1.4 and 3.1) that all information about the optical properties
of the bulk is encoded in the dielectric function ε(ω). While in Chapter 3 the focus was
put on the impact of ballistic charge transport (nonlocal conductivity) on the surface
response, we will now consider a number of widely used local models, each of which
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includes ohmic dissipation (Joule heating due to the scattering of charge carriers) in a
very characteristic way. As it turns out, the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction is much
more sensitive to this type of current-dissipation in the material than the electric one.
This is due to the fact that the resonance frequencies in the magnetic polarizability β(ω)
are much lower (see Sec. 4.1.3) and that the boundary conditions for quasistatic magnetic
and electric fields differ significantly.

The first model considered is the Drude metal of Eq. (3.13) [Jackson, 1975]

εDr(ω) = 1−
ω2

p

ω(ω + iγ)
,

where ωp is the plasma frequency and γ > 0 is a phenomenological dissipation rate. This
is the simplest description for a metal with a finite conductivity and has been found
in Sec. 3.1.3 as the local limit (mean free path ` → 0) of the nonlocal Boltzmann-
Mermin model. When the finite conductivity can be attributed to impurity scattering in
the medium, γ is a constant (independent of temperature).

In contrast, in a very clean metal, dissipation is dominated by electron-electron or
electron-phonon scattering rather than impurity scattering. In this case, the dissipation
rate in the Drude formula depends on temperature and follows a characteristic power law

γ(T ) ∼ Tn, n > 1 (4.21)

at the rather low temperatures considered in the following. At higher temperatures, the
temperature dependence differs from the simple power law (Bloch-Grüneisen law, e.g.
[Ashcroft and Mermin, 1987]). It is reasonable to call this system the perfect crystal
model.

Another important model is the lossless plasma model εpl(ω): here, one sets γ = 0 in
the right-hand side the Drude model. This corresponds to a purely imaginary conductiv-
ity and provides, on one hand, a high-frequency limit to the Drude model. On the other,
it is well known as the current-field relation deduced by London and London [1935]
in an early model for a superconductor that described correctly the expulsion of low-
frequency magnetic fields from a (type-I) superconductor (Meißner-Ochsenfeld effect).
In the light of the ongoing debate about these fields in the macroscopic Casimir interac-
tion at nonzero temperature [Boström and Sernelius, 2000; Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya
et al., 2009; Intravaia and Henkel, 2009; Sushkov et al., 2011; Decca et al., 2011], where
some experimental data seem to favor a lossless model over a lossy one, measurements of
dispersion interactions with superconductors provide a promising perspective [Bimonte
et al., 2005, 2010; Bimonte, 2008].

It has become clear already in the previous chapters that superconductors are also par-
ticularly interesting in the context of atom chips, because resistive losses are suppressed
as the temperature T drops below the critical temperature Tc. Going beyond London
theory, we adopt here a description in terms of the two-fluid model, which has already
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been briefly discussed in Sec. 3.2.2. Recall that it consists in a weighted sum of a lossless
supercurrent response (plasma model) and a normal conductor response

εsc(ω, T ) = η(T )εpl(ω) + [1− η(T )]εDr(ω) , (4.22)

η(T ) = 1− (T/Tc)
4 , (4.23)

where Eq. (4.22) for the order parameter η(T ) is known as the Gorter-Casimir relation
[Schrieffer, 1999]. At T = 0 the order parameter η → 1, so that two-fluid superconductor
coincides with the plasma model. Note that more involved descriptions of superconduc-
tors (including BCS theory) also reproduce the plasma behavior at low frequencies (ω
well below the BCS gap) and temperature close to absolute zero. The full BCS theory
of superconductivity4 can be applied in this context, too, using the optical conductivity
given in App. C. However, we shall see in Sec. 4.3.3 that the two-fluid model and BCS
theory agree well for realistic choices of the physical parameters.

Note that in both the perfect crystal and the superconductor, dissipation is switched
on by temperature, but in completely different ways5. It turns out that this can be distin-
guished in the atom-surface interaction potential.

4.2.2 Electric and magnetic Green’s tensors

We will build the further analysis of atom-surface forces on asymptotic expansions of
Green’s tensors and reflectivities, similar to the approach of Ch. 3.

As in Sec. 3.1.5, we discuss here material models that do not contain spatial dispersion
(nonlocality), so that the relevant scales are the photon wavelength in vacuum, λω =
2πc/ω, the skin depth in the medium δ(ω) [Eq. (3.8)], and the plasma wavelength λp =
2πc/ωp. Thermal energies introduce the thermal wavelength ΛT = ~c/(4πkBT ) as a
further characteristic length scale. These scales limit the different regimes in the atom-
surface distance identified in Sec. 3.1.2:

(ii) the sub-skin-depth region, L� δ(ω),
(iii) the nonretarded region, δ(ω)� L� λω, and
(iv) the retarded region: λω � L, limited by the onset of
(v) a thermal regime L� ΛT , also known as Lifshitz regime.

The nonlocal extreme near field (i) L � ` (distances smaller than the electronic mean
free path) of Sec. 3.1.4 does not occur for the local metals considered here. In zones (i)-
(iii), retardation can be neglected (van der Waals zone), while in zone (iv), it leads to a
different power law (Casimir-Polder zone) for the atom-surface interaction.

Since the boundaries of the distance zones (ii) – (iv) depend on frequency, the re-
spective length scales differ by orders magnitude between the magnetic and the elec-
tric case [Spagnolo, 2009]. For electric dipole transitions, the Hagen-Rubens regime

4 See also [Mattis and Bardeen, 1958; Zimmermann et al., 1991; Berlinsky et al., 1993; Bimonte et al.,
2010] and the textbooks by Schrieffer [1999]; Ketterson and Song [1999]; Tinkham [2004].

5 Mind that the use of temperature-dependent parameters in a Hamiltonian approach is a subtle issue
[Barton, 2012].
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Sub-skin depth (ii) Nonretarded (iii) Retarded (iv)

Hxx Drude
iµ0

32πδ2(ω)L
− µ0

32πL3

»
1− 3(1 + i)δ(ω)

2L

–
−µ0e

2iωL/c

32πL3
×

plasma − µ0π

16λ2
pL

− µ0

32πL3

»
1− 6πλp

L

–
×
h
1− 2iωL

c
− 4ω2L2

c2

i

Gxx
1

32πε0L3

»
1− (1 + i)ω2δ(ω)L

c2

– e2iωL/c

32πε0L3
×

×
h
1− 2iωL

c
− 4ω2L2

c2

i
Table 4.1: Magnetic and electric Green’s tensors at a planar surface in terms of the skin depth δ(ω) and the

plasma wavelength λp. The Hagen-Rubens regime (γ � ω) can be applied only in the magnetic
case. The other elements have the asymptotesHyy = Hxx,Hzz = 2Hxx, and similarly for Gii.
The off-diagonal elements vanish, cf. [Spagnolo, 2009]. At the order given here, the expressions
of the retarded regime coincide with the perfect reflector limit.

(ω � γ � ωp) cannot be applied because the Bohr frequency Ωe is much larger. The
role of the skin depth is then taken by the plasma wavelength λp. This implies that the
Casimir-Polder zone (iv) for the electric dipole interaction occurs in a range of distances,
where magnetic retardation is still negligible [zones (ii) and (iii)]. We compare the lim-
iting forms of the electric and magnetic Green’s tensors obtained from the plasma and
the Drude model in these regimes in Table 4.1. Already in Chapter 3, asymptotic ex-
pansions of the reflection coefficients and the magnetic Green’s tensor have been given
for a general dielectric function (Table 3.1), and have been used there to obtain limit-
ing expressions for the Drude model [Eq. (3.7)] and for the two-fluid model [Eqs. (3.24),
(3.25)]. From the construction of the two-fluid model it is clear that the plasma and Drude
asymptotes are also recovered for a superconductor as η → 1, η → 0, respectively.

One notes that the zz-component is larger by a factor 2 compared to the xx- and
yy-components. Recalling that the Green’s tensor describes the field of a test dipole
(App. B.1), this difference between the normal and parallel components can be under-
stood by the method of images [Jackson, 1975]. Furthermore, the magnetic response for
a normally conducting metal in the sub-skin-depth regime is purely imaginary and scales
linearly with the frequency ω – the reflected magnetic field is generated by induction.
Only the superconductor or the plasma model can reproduce a significant low-frequency
magnetic response, via the Meißner-Ochsenfeld effect. In contrast, the electric response
is not sensitive to the skin effect, i.e. ohmic dissipation. Rather, it is strong for all con-
ductors [Bezerra et al., 2008] because surface charges screen the electric field efficiently.

The imaginary part of the Green’s functions determines the local mode density (per fre-
quency) for the magnetic or electric fields [Joulain et al., 2003]. These can be compared
directly after multiplying by 1/µ0 (or ε0), respectively. Joulain et al. [2003]; Henkel et al.
[2005] have discussed that in the sub-skin-depth regime near a metallic surface, the field
fluctuations are mainly of magnetic nature. This can be traced back to electric screening
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by surface charges, that efficiently decouples the interior of the metal from the vacuum
above. Magnetic fields, however, cross the surface much more easily as surface currents
are absent except for superconductors. It has been the goal of Chapter 3 to understand in
detail how this reveals, in the vacuum outside the metal, the thermally excited currents
from the bulk.

4.3 Temperature Dependence

The (free) energy vs. distance has been calculated numerically for an anisotropic mag-
netic dipole in front of a half-space filled with a normal conductor [Fig. 4.1a)] or de-
scribed by the plasma model [Fig. 4.1b)]. The thick black curves give the zero-temperature
result (see the caption for parameters). The dashed asymptotes are discussed in this
section. All energies are normalized to the L−3 power law of the nonretarded Van der
Waals interaction between an atom and a perfectly reflecting surface. The scale factor
Fpl(1µm), given in the caption, is just Eq. (4.27) below. For these and the following re-
sults, the Matsubara sum has been evaluated numerically in a self-consistent way, see
[Haakh et al., 2009, App. A] for details and an estimate of the numerical error.

As a striking feature, the magnetic Casimir-Polder potential is always repulsive. This
could have been expected from the interaction between an oscillating magnetic dipole
and its image at the conducting surface. The sign is also consistent with the macroscopic
Casimir interaction between a conducting and a permeable surface (‘mixed’ Dirichlet-
von Neumann boundary conditions), see e.g. [Boyer, 1974]. To understand this argument,
one may think of the isolated magnetic dipoles as a dilute limit of a permeable medium.

The curves in Fig. 4.1 make manifest the crossovers between the distance regimes in-
troduced in Sec. 4.2.2 above. The relevant length scales are here the skin-depth δm =
δ(Ωm), evaluated at the transition frequency [Fig. 4.1a)], the plasma wavelength λp =
2πc/ωp [Fig. 4.1 b)], and the transition wavelength λm = λ(Ωm). Superconductors are
discussed in Sec. 4.3.3 below (Fig. 4.2).

4.3.1 Zero-temperature interaction potential

The zero-temperature case [black curves in Fig. 4.1b)] for a Drude model has been dis-
cussed earlier by Henkel et al. [2005]; we give details on the asymptotes (dashed curves).
Taking the limit T → 0 in Eq. (4.10) recovers the well-known expression

F(L, 0) = E(L) = − ~
2π

∫ ∞
0

dξβij(iξ)Hji(L, iξ) . (4.24)

In the sub-skin-depth regime L� δm, the distance dependence in the anisotropic case
(4.18) for the Drude model becomes

FDr
an (L, 0) ≈ |µx|2µ0

8π2δ2
m

1
L

ln
(
δm
L

)
, (4.25)
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Figure 4.1: Casimir-Polder free energy vs. distance L for an anisotropic magnetic dipole (transition moment
parallel to the surface). a) Drude model and b) plasma model, with plasma frequency ωp/2π ≈
1.42×1015Hz (λp ≈ 210 nm) and γ = 0.01ωp for better visibility. The transition frequency is
Ωm/2π ≈ 480 MHz ≈ (kB/2π~) 0.023 K (λm = 63 cm). In both plots, the free energy scale
F(1µm) = (2π~)1.48 mHz is the value at T = 0, L = 1µm obtained in the plasma model.
Dashed lines indicate the asymptotic laws at zero temperature Eqs. (4.26)–(4.28), or including
thermal corrections according to Eqs. (4.33), (4.34).

where |µx|2 is the magnetic transition dipole matrix element, cf. Appendix A.4. This
expression is obtained by using the sub-skin-depth asymptote of the magnetic Green’s
tensor (first column of Table 4.1) under the ξ-integral (4.24) and cutting the integral off
at the border of this regime where L ∼ δ(ξmax), i.e. at ξmax ≈ D/L2 with the diffusion
constant for magnetic fields D = 2γc2/ω2

p.
The small-distance calculation for the plasma model can be done in a similar way. In

both the sub-skin-depth and the nonretarded regime, the Green’s tensor becomes inde-
pendent of ξ (see Table 4.1), and the frequency integral depends only on the polarizabil-
ity. Therefore, the distance dependence is not logarithmic as in the dissipative case, but
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follows [see Fig. 4.1a)]

Fpl
an(L, 0) =

|µx|2µ0π

16λ2
p

1
L
. (4.26)

In the nonretarded regime (intermediate distances), the interaction energy in the Drude
model and in the plasma model behave alike

Fan(L, 0) ≈ |µx|2µ0

32π
1
L3

, (4.27)

This is calculated as outlined above for the plasma model. The energy (4.27) is identical
to the interaction of the magnetic dipole µx with its image, calculated as for a perfectly
conducting surface. Indeed, the L−3 power law is consistent with the dipole field of a
static (image) dipole.

In the retarded region (not discussed by Henkel et al. [2005]) L � λm, δm, λp and
from the expressions of Table 4.1 the results for the Drude and the plasma model coin-
cide. In this regime the field penetration into the surface is actually negligible and the
asymptotic Green’s tensor of Table 4.1 agrees with the assumption of perfect reflection.
Retardation leads to a change in the power law with respect to shorter distances, identical
to the electric Casimir-Polder interaction:

Fan(L, 0) =
|µx|2µ0λm

16π3

1
L4

. (4.28)

The calculation of this asymptote follows the same lines as in the electric dipole case, see
Wylie and Sipe [1985]. Comparing different transition wavelengths λm (e.g., Zeeman vs.
hyperfine splitting): the smaller the transition energy, the larger the retarded interaction.
The numerical data displayed in Fig. 4.1 agree very well with all these asymptotes.

Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) illustrate that the magnetic atom-surface interaction is reduced
relative to the electric one by the fine-structure constant α2

fs, as anticipated earlier in
Eq. (4.16). One should bear in mind, of course, that the length scales for the crossovers
into the retarded regime are very different. A crossing of the nonretarded magnetic and
the retarded electric potentials would be expected for a distance of order λeα−2

fs ∼ 1 mm,
where it is clear that both energies are already extremely small, cf. [Spagnolo, 2009,
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3]. In addition, the temperature should be low enough so that the cross-
ing occurs at distances smaller than the thermal wavelength (ξ1 is the first Matsubara
frequency)

ΛT =
c

2ξ1
=

~c
4πkBT

≈ 0.18mm K
T

, (4.29)

where the thermal regime sets in. Indeed, Fig. 4.1a) shows clearly that a nonzero temper-
ature can significantly reduce the magnetic Casimir-Polder potential.
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4.3.2 Temperature dependence

In this section, we consider the temperature dependence of the Casimir-Polder interaction
at global equilibrium, in particular using the temperature-dependent polarizability βT of
Eq. (4.8). This provides also a well-defined calculation of the atom-surface entropy, see
Sec. 4.3.4. Scenarios with atoms prepared in specific magnetic sublevels are discussed in
Sec. 4.4.

The set of curves in Fig. 4.1 illustrates the strong impact of a nonzero temperature for
the Drude (normally conducting) metal: its magnitude is reduced for any distance L. In
the plasma model (no dissipation), the main effect is the emergence of a different long-
distance regime: the thermal regime L� ΛT [Eq. (4.29)], where the interaction becomes
stronger than at T = 0. This kind of behavior could have been expected from the thermal
occupation of photon modes within the thermal spectrum.

Temperature independent regime

Note that the large distance behavior of the plasma model becomes temperature indepen-
dent even at moderate temperatures. It is sufficient that kBT � ~Ωm. This is a significant
difference compared the electric dipole interaction: it is quite common to have tempera-
tures much larger than the magnetic resonance energies. In this case, there is an inversion
of length scales ΛT � λm. Thermal effects thus start to play a role already in the nonre-
tarded regime, and can be pronounced at all distances. A very similar effect occurs in the
electric Casimir-Polder interaction if small polarizable molecules are considered instead
of single atoms. Here, vibronic degrees of freedom with small transition frequencies Ωe,
rather than electronic (optical) ones, are relevant and give rise to a similar temperature
independent regime, as recently discussed by Ellingsen et al. [2010]. Rydberg atoms are
another system with comparably small electric Bohr frequencies.

The usual description of the high-temperature (or Keesom [Parsegian, 2006]) limit is
based on the term n = 0 in the Matsubara sum (4.10)

F(L, T ) ≈ −kBT
2

βTij(0)Hji(L, 0) . (4.30)

Indeed, the higher terms are proportional to the small factor exp(−2ξnL/c) =
exp(−nL/ΛT ) that appears in the Green’s function Hji(L, iξn). The qualitative details
now depend on the low frequency response functions and differ among the material mod-
els.

In the plasma model and more generally, for all materials where the reflection coeffi-
cient rs(ω, k) goes to a nonzero static limit, the magnetic Green’s tensor Hji(L, ω → 0)
is nonzero as well. Here, Eq. (4.30) gives the leading order potential. At thermal energies
kBT � ~Ωm, we have from Eq. (4.8) that βT ∼ 1/kBT , so that the temperature depen-
dence of the free energy drops out. We find from a glance at Table 4.1, and assuming the
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anisotropic polarizability of Eq. (4.18)

Fpl
an(L� ΛT , T ) = −|µx|2Hxx(L, 0) =

µ0|µx|2

32πL3
(4.31)

(assuming L � λp). Quite amusingly, this is identical to the zero-temperature result in
the nonretarded regime (4.27), as can be seen in Fig. 4.1b). If the temperature is lower,
kBT < ~Ωm but the distance is still in the thermal regime, the factor tanh(~Ωm/2kBT )<
~Ωm/2kBT in the static polarizability (4.8) reduces the interaction slightly [T = 0.01 K
in Fig. 4.1b)].

Thermal decoupling

In the Drude model, the Green’s tensor Hij(L, iξ) → 0 at zero frequency in the normal
conducting state. The leading order potential (4.30) vanishes, and one has to consider
the next term ξ = ξ1 in the Matsubara sum (4.10), so that the exponentially small factor
exp(−L/ΛT ) governs the thermal (large distance) regime. The new asymptote explains
the strong suppression at large distances found in the Drude model and the superconduc-
tor around the critical temperature. [Fig. 4.1a)]. We call this the thermal decoupling of
the atom from the (normal) metal. This phenomenon is related to low-frequency mag-
netic fields that penetrate the (nonmagnetic) surface.

Indeed, the vanishing of Hij(L, ω → 0) could have been expected from the Bohr-van
Leeuwen theorem [Van Leeuwen, 1921; Bimonte, 2009] that states that for any classi-
cal system, the magnetization response to static fields must vanish. Both conditions apply
here: the zeroth term in the Matsubara series involves static fields, and a normal conductor
is a “fluid of classical charged particles” [Jancovici and Samaj, 2005], see also [Buenzli
and Martin, 2005]. Indeed, Eq. (4.30) does no longer involve ~ (except implicitly through
the material and coupling constants µB, ε(ω), ωp, γ), while the next Matsubara terms do
(via ΛT ). The Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem does not apply to a superconductor, whose
response is a quantum effect (illustrated, for example, by the macroscopic wave function
of Ginzburg-Landau theory), and by extension, not to the plasma model, as recently dis-
cussed by Bimonte [2009]. As a further consequence, a permanent magnetic dipole can
couple only to a superconductor (or plasma) but not to a normal (Drude) metal.

These features are specific to the magnetic atom-surface interaction. Unlike magnetic
fields, low frequency electric fields are screened effectively by surface charges, which
behave very similarly in all good conductors, independent of dissipation [Bezerra et al.,
2008]. Because of this screening, the electric Casimir-Polder potential resembles qualita-
tively the magnetic one obtained in the presence of the Meißner effect (superconductor,
plasma model). All this holds even if the thermal occupation of photonic modes is rele-
vant, as in the molecule-surface interaction [Ellingsen et al., 2010]. Thermal decoupling,
therefore, does not occur in the electric Casimir-Polder interaction.

We now calculate the next order in the Matsubara series to understand the temperature
dependence of the Casimir-Polder shift near a metal. For simplicity, we consider again
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the limiting case kBT � ~Ωm which simplifies the polarizability to the Keesom form

βan(iξn) ≈ |µx|
2Ω2

m

kBTξ2
n

, n ≥ 1. (4.32)

In the thermal regime, L � ΛT , we use the large-distance limit of the Green’s tensor
(cf. the retarded regime of Table 4.1). The Matsubara frequency ω = iξ1 then yields the
mentioned exponential suppression

FDr
an (L, T ) ≈ πµ0|µx|2

λ2
mL

e−L/ΛT , (4.33)

where λm is the magnetic resonance wavelength (cf. Fig. 4.1).
At shorter distances, we have to perform the Matsubara summation. In the regime

L � ΛT � λm, we consider the nonretarded approximation to the Green’s tensor and
make the approximation exp(−nL/ΛT ) ≈ 1. The sum over the polarizability βan(iξn)
can then be done with the approximation (4.32), and we get

FDr
an (L, T ) ≈ µ0|µx|2

384πL3

(
~Ωm

kBT

)2

. (4.34)

The scaling T−2 is in good agreement with Fig. 4.1. The crossover into the sub-skin-
depth regime is now temperature-dependent and occurs where the skindepth δ(ξ1) ∼ L
at the energy scale characteristic for the diffusive transport of electromagnetic radiation
in the metal at wavevectors ∼ 1/L, cf. Sec. 4.3.1. The corresponding temperature is
kBTD ∼ ~D/L2 = γλ2

p/(2πL)2.
In the sub-skin-depth regime, the leading order approximation to the Matsubara sum

involves terms up to some frequency ξn ∼ ξL. This leads to an asymptote similar to
Eq. (4.25), but with the ratio ~ξL/kBT in the argument of the logarithm and an additional
factor ~Ωm/kBT .

4.3.3 Interaction with a local superconductor

The atom-superconductor interaction shows an even richer behavior compared to the
plasma model, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

At T = 0, it strictly coincides with the plasma model, as it must for the two-fluid
description adopted here. The large-distance (thermal) asymptotes are the same as in the
plasma model for T < Tc. The reasoning leading to Eq. (4.31) can be applied here as
well: the response of the superconducting surface to a static magnetic field is character-
ized by a nonzero value for rs(ω → 0, k) because of the Meißner-Ochsenfeld effect.
Although the superconducting fraction decreases to zero, proportional to the product
η(T )ω2

p, the interaction potential Eq. (4.31) stays constant because it does not depend
on this ‘effective plasma frequency’.
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Figure 4.2: Casimir-Polder free energy vs. distance for an anisotropic magnetic dipole above a su-
perconductig surface. Parameters ωp, γ, Ωm and normalization F(1µm) as in Fig. 4.1,
critical temperature Tc = 1 K ≈ 43Tm (aluminum). Temperatures are T/Tc ∈
{0, 0.7, 0.9, 0.99, 0.9999, 1.0}.
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Figure 4.3: Casimir-Polder free energy for a superconducting surface, in the two-fluid model (solid line)
and the BCS theory (dots). Parameters ωp, Ωm as in Fig. 4.1. Scattering rate γ = 5× 10−4ωp,
critical temperature Tc = 12 K = 520Tm (niobium), atom-surface distance L = 10µm.
Energies normalized to Fpl(L, T → 0) = (2π~)1.65× 10−6 Hz.

This picture also explains the lowering of the sub-skin-depth asymptotes in Fig. 4.2:
from Eq. (4.26), the Casimir-Polder potential is proportional to 1/λ2

p 7→ η(T )(ωp/c)2.
This gives scale factors Fsc(L)/Fpl(L, 0 K) ≈ 0.5 . . . 2 × 10−4 for the cases T =
0.7 . . . 0.9999Tc, in quite good agreement with the numerical data.

At T ≥ Tc, the superconductor crosses over to a completely different behavior, identi-
cal to the Drude metal. This is of course expected for a superconductor from the two-fluid
model (4.22). Of course, BCS theory coincides with the Drude model, as soon as the gap
parameter ∆→ 0.

It is worth mentioning that the full BCS theory can give results in close agreement
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with the simple two-fluid model used here. In Fig. 4.3, we show the temperature depen-
dence of the Casimir-Polder potential (at fixed distance L) for the two cases. We choose
here a damping parameter γ = 5 × 10−4ωp in the same order of the zero-temperature
gap ∆(0) = 3.5 × 10−4~ωp ≈ 1.76kBTc. The BCS calculations have been performed
using an efficient expression for the optical conductivity at imaginary frequencies, see
App. C.2 and [Bimonte et al., 2010]. This approach is based on [Mattis and Bardeen,
1958; Zimmermann et al., 1991; Berlinsky et al., 1993] and an approximative form of the
gap equation [Thouless, 1960; Townsend and Sutton, 1962]. Calculations over a larger
parameter range, but restricted to T = 0, have been reported by Skagerstam et al. [2009].

Recall finally that both models apply for type-I superconductors, which feature com-
plete expulsion of static magnetic fields from the bulk (Meißner regime). However, mea-
surements of the trapping lifetime in atom chips [Nogues et al., 2009; Kasch et al., 2010]
indicate that quantized flux filaments present in type-II superconductors may change the
field distribution significantly, cf. Sec. 3.2.2. This might, in turn, also influence the atom-
surface potential.

4.3.4 Atom-surface entropy and Casimir analogy

It is well known that at high temperatures, where the free energy scales linearly in T
[Eq. (4.30)], the dispersion interaction is mainly of entropic origin [Parsegian, 2006].
More precisely, the interaction is proportional to the change in entropy of the system
‘atom plus field plus metallic surface’, as the atom is brought slowly from infinity to a
distance L from the surface, maintaining the thermalization. We calculate in this section
the atom-surface entropy according to

S(L, T ) = −∂F
∂T

. (4.35)

This entropy definition is unambiguous for the global equilibrium setting of the present
section.

The behavior seen in the previous figures implies significantly different entropies for
the individual surface models. The strong dependence on the presence of dissipation (con-
ductivity) at low frequencies, connected with the zeroth term of the Matsubara sum, par-
allels the discussion of the macroscopic Casimir entropy for the dispersion interaction
between two plates. This quantity has been the subject of controversy, because the Drude
and the plasma model give different answers, with the Casimir entropy obtained from the
Drude model changing its sign at low temperatures [Bezerra et al., 2004; Boström and
Sernelius, 2004; Svetovoy and Esquivel, 2005; Sernelius, 2006; Intravaia and Henkel,
2008; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009]. The results that follow indicate that the magnetic
Casimir-Polder interaction provides an alternative scenario to investigate this point.

The atom-surface entropy (4.35) is plotted in Fig. 4.4 for surfaces of different materials.
In all models, the entropy vanishes at high temperatures because to leading order, the free
energy (4.30) becomes independent of T , and higher orders vanish exponentially with T .
This feature is specific to the thermal polarizability of a two-level system.
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Figure 4.4: Casimir-Polder entropy of an anisotropic magnetic dipole with a plasma (solid), Drude metal
(dashed), perfect crystal (dotted) and two fluid superconductor (gray). Parameters chosen as in
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. kBTm = ~Ωm is the energy of atomic transition, while TL = ~c/4πkBL is
the ‘geometric scale’. The superconducting transition leads to the pronounced peak at Tc. The
unit of entropy ∆S is defined in Eq. (4.36). The inset shows a the data for the Drude model and
its asymptotics obtained from Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) in logarithmic scaling.

One notes in Fig. 4.4 very small values for a plasma and a superconductor, about three
orders of magnitude smaller than the Drude model entropy. These are two cases where the
conductivity provides ideal DC (Meißner) screening. The superconductor shows a nar-
row, pronounced entropy peak at Tc: we interpret this as the participation of the atomic
dipole in the phase transition. Indeed, the electromagnetic waves near the surface are
slightly shifted in phase due to the interaction of the evanescent wave tails with the
magnetic dipole moment. The atom-surface interaction can be thought of a sum over
all these phase shifts, similar to Feynman’s interpretation of the Lamb shift [Feynman,
1961; Power, 1966], cf. Sec. 2.3.

It is another remarkable feature of Fig. 4.4 visible in the Drude curve is that the entropy
decays at temperatures already much smaller than the geometrical scale kBTL = ~c/4πL
(i.e. T/TL = L/ΛT ). This points towards another characteristic energy scale in the
atom-surface system: In the Drude model, we observe a broad peak around a temper-
ature Tm = ~Ωm/kB . Comparable to this scale for our parameters is the diffusive energy
scale kBTD ∼ ~D/L2 ≈ 3.3 ~Ωm, encountered already earlier. We thus attribute the
atom-surface entropy to the phase shifts the atom acquires due to the thermally activated
diffusive motion of charges and fields below the metal surface (Johnson-Nyquist noise).
At the relevant low energies, this motion involves mainly eddy currents, whose contribu-
tion to the Casimir entropy (in the plate-plate geometry) has been discussed by Intravaia
and Henkel [2009]; Intravaia et al. [2010]. As T drops below the diffusive scale TD, the
eddy currents ‘freeze’ to their ground state and the entropy vanishes linearly in T .

The dotted curve in Fig. 4.4 corresponds to the ‘perfect crystal’ that has not been dis-
cussed so far. We recall that in this model, the Drude parameter γ(T ) depends on tem-
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perature, because resistive losses are attributed not to impurities scattering but, e.g., to
the interaction with phonons. It gives rise to a nonzero atom-surface entropy in the limit
T → 0 which is an apparent violation of the Nernst heat theorem (third law of ther-
modynamics). This has also been discussed for the two-plate interaction [Bezerra et al.,
2004; Intravaia and Henkel, 2008; Ellingsen et al., 2009a], but the entropy defect here
has a different sign (it is negative for two plates, cf. [Pitaevskii, 2010]). The sign can be
attributed to our atomic polarizability being paramagnetic, while metallic plates show a
diamagnetic response. Using the technique exposed by Intravaia and Henkel [2008], the
limit of the atom-surface entropy as T → 0 can be calculated. For an anisotropic dipole
we find [Haakh, 2009]

‘perfect crystal’:
∆S
kB

= −β0
an(0)Hpl

xx(L, ω → 0) ≈ µ0|µx|2

16π ~Ωm

1
L3

. (4.36)

The second expression applies in the nonretarded limit L � λp. This expression was
used to normalize the data in Fig. 4.4 and provides good agreement for T � Tm.

One can argue along the lines of Intravaia and Henkel [2009]; Intravaia et al. [2010]
that the Nernst theorem is actually not applicable for this system, since the perfect crystal
cannot reach equilibrium over any finite time in the limit of vanishing dissipation, γ → 0.
The entropy ∆S then describes the modification that the atom imposes on the ensemble
of field configurations that are ‘frozen’ in the perfectly conducting material.

In the two-plate scenario considered by Svetovoy and Esquivel [2005]; Sernelius [2006]
it has been shown that not only dissipation, but also nonlocality of the response has strong
implications for the entropy. In particular, the residual entropy ∆S = 0 vanishes, because
at very low temperatures, the anomalous skin effect and Landau damping, discussed ear-
lier in Sec. 3.1.3, play the role of Drude damping. Though we have not considered nonlo-
cality in this chapter explicitly, one can expect the same thing to happen in the magnetic
Casimir-Polder interaction.

4.4 Nonequilibrium Systems

We have mentioned in the last section that many realistic setups involve nonequilibrium
situations. Atom chips are a typical example where independent phenomenological tem-
peratures can be introduced for the atom (or a sample of atoms), the surface, and/or
the electromagnetic field. This temperature unbalance is metastable on experimentally
relevant time scales because the weak interaction between the subsystems makes ther-
malization very slow. This type of nonequilibrium configurations has been considered by
Henkel et al. [1999, 2002]; Antezza et al. [2005]; Spagnolo [2009].

We now analyze the case where the surface is described by a temperature T and the
atom is prepared in an eigenstate |a〉. More complex configurations can be studied start-
ing from this simple case. We first consider two-level atoms and then multilevel atoms,
including hyperfine transitions as they occur for the alkali group.
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Figure 4.5: a) Casimir-Polder free energy vs. distance for a two-level atom in its ground state, transition
dipole parallel to the surface. The surface is described by a Drude metal at different tempera-
tures. Parameters ωp, γ, Ωm as in Fig. 4.1. Note the scale factor 1/T to show the classical limit
F ∼ T . The limiting curve at high temperatures (black dashed line) can be inferred from the
second line of Eq. (4.37).
b) Casimir-Polder free energy vs. temperature for the same system. Distance L = 1µm. The
energy scale F(0)/(2π~) = 3.9× 10−5 Hz is the value at T = 0K.

4.4.1 Two-level atom in a pure state

For a two-level atom characterized by the single resonance frequency Ωm the free energy
is given by Eq. (4.6). Its first term now contains the state-dependent polarizability βa

[Eq. (4.3)], rather than the thermal one. Note that for the two-level atom βg = −βe.
The resonant second term of the free energy, not present in thermal equilibrium, involves
the thermal occupation number, which we approximate by its classical value n̄(±Ωm) ≈
±kBT/(~Ωm). This is sufficiently accurate at room temperature and typical magnetic
resonances. In this limit, we obtain a simple expression for the magnetic Casimir-Polder
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Figure 4.6: Casimir-Polder free energy vs. distance for a two-level atom near a plasma surface. Atom in
the ground state and transition dipole parallel to the surface. Parameters ωp, Ωm and scale
factor F(1µm) as in Fig. 4.1. At high temperatures, the curve can be well approximated by
the classical contribution (Fcl, black dashed line). The oscillating part of Eq. (4.39) sets in at
distances L & λm and is not visible in this plot.

free energy (anisotropic case, argument a = e, g for the atomic state)

Fan(L, a, T ) ≈ −2kBT
∑
n≥1

βa(iξn)Hxx(L, iξn)

+kBTβa(0) {Re [Hxx(L,Ωm)]−Hxx(L, 0)} . (4.37)

The first line is similar to the equilibrium result in the Drude model because of the sep-
arated zeroth Matsubara term. In this form, the second term gives a measure of the fre-
quency dependence of the Green’s tensor. From this expression, we now discuss the dif-
ferences between the Drude and the plasma model.

For the Drude model, the resonant contribution involving ReH(L,Ωm) becomes sig-
nificant in the nonretarded regime. In particular, combined with the nonresonant con-
tribution, it changes the sign of the Casimir-Polder potential already at short distances,
resulting no longer in repulsion but in an attractive interaction as soon as T & Tm, see
Figs. 4.5a) and b).

In contrast, the second line of Eq. (4.37) nearly vanishes in the plasma model because
the magnetic Green’s function Hxx(L, ω) is approximately independent of frequency, at
least in the nonretarded regime, see Table 4.1. We thus get a situation where the zeroth
Matsubara term is nearly removed from the Casimir-Polder potential. The resonant term
still gives the leading order contribution, once the expansion of the occupation number is
pushed to the next order, i.e. n̄(Ωm) ≈ kBT/~Ωm − 1/2. We then get

Fpl
an(L, g, T ) ≈ −|µx|2ReHxx(L,Ωm) ≈ µ0|µx|2

32πL3
, (4.38)
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where the last expression applies in the nonretarded regime. As a striking result, again
a high-temperature limit recovers the T = 0 case [cf. Eq. (4.27), Fig. 4.6]. At larger
distances (retarded regime), the difference between the Green’s functions in the second
line of Eq. (4.37) is nonzero and becomes the leading term:

Fpl
an(L, g, T ) ≈ kBT

~Ωm

µ0π|µx|2

λ2
m L

×
[
cos
(

4πL
λm

)
− λm

4πL
sin
(

4πL
λm

)]
. (4.39)

Note that this has a longer range than the 1/L3 power law (4.38). The oscillations set in
outside the range given in Fig. 4.6. This effect is well known from the electric dipole in-
teraction of excited atoms [Hinds and Sandoghdar, 1991] and consistent with the classical
interpretation of the resonant term (frequency shift of an antenna).

4.4.2 Trapped rubidium atom

Rubidium is the element most commonly used in atom-chip experiments, which makes
it interesting to assess the observability and some details of the magnetic Casimir-Polder
potential in this case. This requires a consideration of the level structure beyond the
approximation of a two-level atom. Also it has become clear from the effects discussed
in Ch. 3 and Sec. 4.1.3 that only certain levels are trappable. Therefore, the expression for
the atom-surface potential involves in general transitions |a〉 ↔ |b〉 to both higher and
lower-lying energy levels. Eq. (4.6) yields the following form of the free energy

F(L, a, T ) ≈− kBT
∑
n≥1,j

βajj(iξn)Hjj(L, iξn)

+ kBT
∑
b,j

|µabj |2

~ωba
{Re [Hjj(L, ωba)]−Hjj(L, 0)} , (4.40)

where we assume again that kBT � ~|ωba|which is valid in many experiments. The sign
of the interaction depends on the oscillator strengths of virtual transitions to lower and
higher energy levels (Fig. 4.7). From Eq. (4.3), a virtual level Eb > Ea gives a positive
contribution to the polarizability and a positive prefactor for the second line in Eq. (4.40),
these terms being negative for levelsEb < Ea. We can interpret this sign change from the
difference between stimulated emission into the thermal radiation field (for the excited
atom) and photon absorption (for the ground state). Generally, these contributions do not
cancel each other because the matrix elements |µabj |2 are not the same.

In the case of 87Rb, the hyperfine state |a〉 = |F = 1,mF = −1〉 of the 5s ground-
state configuration (Fig. 4.7) is magnetically trappable. This atom has vanishing orbital
momentum L = 0, nuclear spin I = 3/2, and a single valence electron so that J =
S = 1/2. The splitting between the hyperfine levels F = 1 (lower) and F = 2 is
Ωhf/2π ≈ 6.8 GHz, to which the Zeeman splitting in the magnetic trap must be added
with the correct Landé factor. We use the same Larmor frequency as before for the two-
level atom; because of Ωm/Ωhf ≈ 0.07, we are still in the weak-field regime. Assuming
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Figure 4.7: Energy scheme for 87Rb in the linear Zeeman
regime (weak magnetic field outside the Breit-
Wigner regime). The energy difference between hy-
perfine levels F = 1 and F = 2 is Ωhf/2π ≈
6.8 GHz ≈ (kB/2π~) 0.3 K. Dots indicate magnet-
ically trappable states. The arrows denote the tran-
sitions to higher and lower energy levels that con-
tribute to the polarizability of an atom prepared in
state |F = 1,mF = −1〉 (black dot), considered
here.
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Figure 4.8: a) Magnetic Casimir-Polder free energy near a Drude metal for a 87Rb atom in a given
hyperfine state |F = 1,mF = −1〉. Parameters ωp, γ as in Fig. 4.1. The Larmor fre-
quency (for virtual transitions between neighboring Zeeman levels) has the same value
Ωm/2π = (kB/2π~) 23 mK as before, and the hyperfine splitting is Ωhf/2π ≈ 6.8 GHz ≈
(kB/2π~) 0.3 K.
b) The same for the plasma model. The numerical calculations for extremely low temperatures
0 < T � Tm, where the potential changes sign, could not be performed with sufficient preci-
sion.
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a quantization axis perpendicular to the surface, see Sec. 4.1.3, we get an anisotropic
polarizability. The necessary matrix elements are calculated in Appendix A.4.

Numerical results for the Casimir-Polder interaction according to Eqs. (4.3) and (4.6),
are shown in Figs. 4.8a) and b) for the Drude and plasma models, respectively. Near a
normally conducting surface described by the Drude model, the interaction for T = 0
is attractive at all distances. We associate the sign reversal (compared to the absolute
ground state considered so far) to the coupling to the lower-lying Zeeman levels. At high
temperatures, the interaction becomes dominated by the resonant contribution that grows
linearly with T and is repulsive. Again, we find the opposite sign as for the ground-state
atom in Fig. 4.5. Thus, the sum of both contributions leads to a maximum of the free
energy at a nonzero, T -dependent distance.

In the plasma model, the potential crosses over globally (for all distances) from at-
tractive to repulsive. For all practical temperatures, T > Tm, and the interaction will be
repulsive as shown in Fig. 4.8a). The results illustrate that the magnetic dipole interaction
of an excited atom will be repulsive in all practical realizations.

To summarize, the strong dependence of the thermal correction on dissipation in the
surface occurs in both nonequilibrium situations considered here: two-level or multilevel
atoms prepared in a given energy state. The magnetic Casimir-Polder potential thus offers
an opportunity to distinguish between the two models on the basis of experimental data
taken at low surface temperatures and small distances. Though the magnetic potential
is small (Fig. 4.8), a measurement seems within the possibilities of today’s experiments
[Druzhinina and DeKieviet, 2003; DeKieviet et al., 2011].

4.5 Summary and Discussion

We have considered the interaction of a magnetically polarizable particle with a metal-
lic or superconducting surface including the effects of nonzero temperature and out-of-
equilibrium situations. Previous work had considered mostly the case of electric polar-
izability, e.g. [Bezerra et al., 2008], or was limited to a static magnetic dipole [Bimonte
et al., 2009] or zero temperature [Henkel et al., 2005; Skagerstam et al., 2009].

The magnetic atom-surface interaction is repulsive over a large range of parameters
and – unlike its electric counterpart – turns out to be highly sensitive to both thermal
fluctuations and dissipation. In this respect, the magnetic atom-surface interaction shows
striking similarities with the Casimir interaction between metallic or magnetodielectric
plates. The T = 0 results of Henkel et al. [2005] suggested that the magnetic interac-
tion might be enhanced by raising the temperature, possibly creating a regime where it
dominates over the electric contribution. In fact, thermal enhancement occurs only near a
superconductor at distances beyond the thermal wavelength, where the material response
is governed by the Meißner effect. In normal conductors, field penetration prevents such
a regime – in accordance with the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem – and the Casimir-Polder
energy is exponentially suppressed in global equilibrium.
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This behavior can be understood qualitatively from the competition between attractive
and repulsive contributions to the force. Repulsion arises from the fluctuations of the
magnetic dipole, coupled to its mirror image. This is similar to the interaction between
electric currents (Lenz rule). Field fluctuations, on the other hand, produce attractive
forces, due to the paramagnetic character of the atomic polarizability. Both contributions
differ in their temperature dependence and depend on the state of the atom (thermalized
or spin polarized). For example, attractive forces arise between a ground-state atom and
a normal conductor, as the temperature scale exceeds the magnetic transition energy.
Under realistic conditions, this flips the sign of the interaction in the regime accessible to
experiments (Fig. 4.5).

Considering the Casimir-Polder entropy, we found that atoms probe the fluctuations in
the material: for instance, at the superconducting phase transition a pronounced peak
appears. In most situations, the entropy vanishes at absolute zero in agreement with
Nernst’s theorem. The only exception we found was the particular case of a ‘perfect
crystal’ [Drude dissipation rate γ(T ) ∼ Tn, n > 1], already discussed thoroughly in the
context of the two-plate Casimir interaction [Boström and Sernelius, 2004; Bezerra et al.,
2004; Intravaia and Henkel, 2008; Henkel and Intravaia, 2010]. Here, the entropy takes
a (positive) nonzero value at zero temperature and can be understood as the participation
of the atom in the disorder entropy of currents frozen below the surface [Intravaia and
Henkel, 2009; Intravaia et al., 2010]. Indeed, the magnetic dipole moment mimics the
current-response of a second plate, except for the sign (paramagnetic rather then diamag-
netic response).

In the analogous case of an electric dipole, the temperature dependence of the Casimir-
Polder interaction becomes important only deep in the retarded regime (λ � ΛT ). This
is due to the larger value of the (electronic) transition frequency so that for realistic tem-
peratures, there is no difference between the ground-state and the thermalized polariz-
ability. This was assumed by Bezerra et al. [2008], where it was also stated that all good
conductors behave very similarly. In fact, the electric dipole coupling is dominated by p-
polarized modes which cannot penetrate into the bulk due to screening by surface charges.
This observation agrees with the results by Ellingsen et al. [2010, 2011] for the contri-
bution of vibronic transitions to the interaction of small molecules with a metal surface.
The frequencies involved are small enough that thermal excitation leads to a similar tem-
perature independent regime, but the thermal decoupling does not occur for an electric
dipole.

We have shown here that the Casimir-Polder interaction between a metal and a fluc-
tuating magnetic dipole resembles in many respects the Casimir interaction between two
metallic plates: In both scenarios, the thermal dependence is much more pronounced for
a normally conducting surface compared to a description without ohmic losses, e.g. the
plasma model. The role of the DC conductivity in the two-plate scenario is still an open
question at nonzero temperature [Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009; Decca et al.,
2011]. The atom-surface interaction may thus provide an alternative way to investigate
the temperature dependence of the Casimir effect, e.g. in atom-chip experiments.
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The main challenge is the small value of the interaction energy as compared to the
electric one. Future measurements of the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction may in-
volve high precision spectroscopy on the shift in hyperfine or Zeeman levels [Bloch and
Ducloy, 2005]. In order to separate effects of the magnetic and the electric dipole cou-
pling it will be important to find control parameters that affect exclusively the magnetic
contribution. This may include the variation in external fields, isotope shifts, and states
like Rydberg atoms with a large orbital momentum. For these systems it could also be
interesting to compare the magnetic dipole interaction to the higher electric multipole
contributions. These have been found to dominate for certain Rydberg states [Crosse
et al., 2010].
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Dressing of Atoms Near a Surface

So far, this work has considered the stationary interaction between a polarizable particle
and a surface in the framework of molecular QED. In the present chapter we will go
beyond the stationary scenario and discuss the dynamics of the atomic self-dressing near
a surface using time-dependent perturbation theory. Already in the calculation of self-
energies, the physical atom was identified1 with a dressed atomic state that differs from
the bare atom (eigenstate of the noninteracting theory) because it is surrounded by a cloud
of virtual photons. Often, the difference between bare and dressed quantities leads to
renormalization schemes, as in the Lamb shift of Sec. 2.1.5. For a thorough presentation
of the dressing approach see [Compagno et al., 1995a,b].

The fundamental quantity we will consider is the time-dependent atom-surface poten-
tial. It was argued in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.3 that such potentials can be interpreted as
a surface-induced energy shift of the atomic levels, generalizing the Lamb shift in free
space [Bethe, 1947; Feynman, 1961]. In fact, we will see how some of our previous re-
sults can be recovered in the limit of long times. This is the equilibrium case, where the
Feynman description of Chapter 2 holds.

Time-dependent approaches are well known in quantum optics [Mandel and Wolf,
1995]. They have been used to describe, for instance, interatomic interactions [Power
and Thirunamachandran, 1983; Passante and Persico, 2003] or the relaxation of initially
excited particles near a surface, e.g. [Knöll et al., 2001; Buhmann et al., 2008; Ellingsen
et al., 2009c]. Previous work on dynamic self-dressing near a surface by Shresta et al.
[2003]; Vasile and Passante [2008] considered an ideally reflecting surface and initially
bare atoms, i.e. a sudden onset of the coupling. A more realistic scenario is known as
partial dressing [Compagno et al., 1995a]. Here, the atom is initially dressed, i.e in the
interacting ground state. After an abrupt (nonadiabatic) change of the interaction Hamil-
tonian, the system state is no longer stationary but evolves towards a new stationary
(dressed) state. Messina et al. [2010] considered such partial atomic dressing near an ide-
ally reflecting surface after a rapid shift in the atomic transition frequency induced by an
external electric field (Stark shift). Fearn et al. [1995] investigated the sudden displace-

1 The mapping between elements of two distinct Hilbert spaces is actually quite remarkable. Note that the
interaction picture can only be defined in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In a relativistic quantum
field theory its mere existence is questionable, according to Haag’s theorem [Haag, 1955; Earman and
Fraser, 2006].
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ment of the atom relative to the surface with respect to causality constraints on virtual
photons and the role of dressed atoms in photodetection theory.

The relaxation towards the stationary state takes place on the short time scale con-
nected with the atomic transition frequencies. Also, the time of light propagation between
the surface and the atom must be relevant, as it puts causality constraints on the infor-
mation exchange. From the stationary atom-surface interaction it is known that surface
excitations, such as plasmon polaritons on a metal surface, play an important role [Wylie
and Sipe, 1984; Henkel et al., 2002; Failache et al., 2002; Gorza and Ducloy, 2006; Stehle
et al., 2011]. They also have a strong impact on the transient atomic dynamics. In princi-
ple, atoms can therefore probe surface physics in the time-domain, such as the damping
of surface modes. For example, a time-dependent dressing potential following a pertur-
bation of the system could result in a center-of-mass motion of trapped atoms, i.e. the
excitation of the dipole mode. But not only can the surface influence the atoms, but also
the other way round. From this point of view, it would be very interesting to see how
atom-surface interactions can modify the electronic density of states in a thin metal film,
cf. [Judd et al., 2011].

In this chapter we generalize previous work on dynamic atomic self-dressing from
ideally reflecting surfaces to rather arbitrary materials, using the matter-assisted field
method elaborated by Welsch and coworkers, e.g. [Buhmann and Welsch, 2007; Scheel
and Buhmann, 2008]. It turns out that all necessary information for the dressing calcula-
tion is encoded in the retarded response functions encountered earlier, in Chapter 2. We
then consider the dynamic self-dressing of a bare atom near a plane surface as well as
the partial dressing dynamics after a nonadiabatic transition in the system, which might
affect either properties of the atom (transition frequencies, dipole moments, orientation),
material properties of the surface (reflectivity), or the system geometry (shape or position
of the surface).

All these systems are closely related to setups in which time-dependent boundary con-
ditions lead to the creation of real photons due to the so-called dynamic Casimir effect
[Yablonovitch, 1989; Schwinger, 1992]. This effect, originally predicted in cavity QED
setups, has very recently been observed by Wilson et al. [2011] in an experiment based
on circuit QED. Here, oscillating circuits take the role of cavities, while superconduct-
ing flux qubits replace atoms and can be described by a Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
[Blais et al., 2004], providing a precise analogy to the quantum systems typically stud-
ied in cavity QED. The resonance frequencies of the circuits lie in the microwave range,
much lower than optical frequencies. This makes it possible to change the boundary con-
dition on the timescale of the cavity resonance frequency, necessary for the creation of
Casimir photons.

A sufficiently fast change in the boundary conditions is in fact the main obstacle in
cavity QED experiments on the dynamic Casimir effect and partial dressing. Recently,
interest has shifted from ‘physically oscillating’ mirrors (moving nuclei) towards setups
in which the optical properties can be controlled (moving electrons). For a review of dif-
ferent experimental proposals see Dodonov and Dodonov [2006]; Dodonov [2010]. One
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of them involves the injection of additional free carriers in a semiconducting surface illu-
minated by short laser pulses, cf. also [Chen et al., 2007]. Similarly, the superconducting
phase transition may be employed to realize switchable mirrors.

5.1 Dynamic Dressing of an Initially Bare Atom

5.1.1 Spin-algebra analogy and operator evolution

We start from the multipolar coupling scheme introduced in Chapter 2. The atom is de-
scribed by a two-level system. For the present calculation it is convenient to use the
algebra of a set of pseudospin operators

Sz =
1
2

(
ψe†ψe + ψg†ψg

)
, S+ = ψe†ψg , S− = ψg†ψe , (5.1)

and to denote |g〉 = | ↓〉, |e〉 = | ↑〉 and the single Bohr frequency ωeg = Ω. The dipole
operator is then

d̂ = d(S+ + S−) , (5.2)

where the vector d contains the transition matrix elements (assumed real) and takes the
role of a coupling constant. The Hamiltonian of a polarizable particle interacting with
the matter-assisted electromagnetic field in the dipole coupling approximation [Eqs. 2.1,
2.2] is now written

H = HF +HA +HAF =
∫ ∞

0
dω ~ωf †(ω)f(ω) + ~ΩSz − d̂ ·E . (5.3)

In the presence of a body made of arbitrary dispersive and dissipative material, the exci-
tations of the electromagnetic field cannot be separated from the excitations of the mat-
ter. The matter-assisted field approach [Safari et al., 2006; Buhmann and Welsch, 2007;
Scheel and Buhmann, 2008] takes this into account in terms of generalized bosonic op-
erators f ,f †. For simplicity, the surface is described by a purely dielectric, nonmagnetic
response2 µ(ω) = 1. The generalized field is then expressed through the electric Green’s
tensor (see Appendices B.1 and B.2)

Em(r, t) =
∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
d3r′

√
~
π
ε0 Im ε(r′, ω)

[
iGmn(r, r′, ω)fn(r′, t;ω) + h.c.

]
. (5.4)

As before, Einstein sums over spatial indices are always implied. This expression gen-
eralizes a mode decomposition, necessary for the time-dependent perturbation theory
which will now employ.

2 This approximation neglects possibleE-B-cross-correlations. The generalization to arbitrary magnetodi-
electrics is straightforward, e.g. [Safari et al., 2006], but leads to a more involved notation.
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As in the preceding works by Vasile and Passante [2008]; Messina et al. [2010], the
equation of motion for a general atomic or field operatorA is calculated from the Heisen-
berg equation. This leads to series expansion A(t) =

∑
nA

(n)(t), where n indicates the
power of the coupling constant. Up to the first order in the coupling, this gives the pseu-
dospin operator

S
(0)
+ (t) = S

(0)
+ (0)eiΩt , S

(1)
+ (t) =

2i
~
eiΩt

∫ t

0
dt′S(0)

z (0)d ·E(0)(t′)e−iΩt′ . (5.5)

The field operator, too, is needed to first order

f †(0)(r, t;ω) = f †(r, 0;ω)eiωt (5.6)

f †(1)
n (r, t;ω) = eiωt

√
ε0

~π
Im ε(ω)dmGmn(r, rA, ω)× (5.7)

×
[
S

(0)
+ (0)F (Ω− ω, t) + S

(0)
− (0)F (−Ω− ω, t)

]
.

We do not impose the rotating wave approximation (RWA) so that Eq. (5.7) contains both
resonant (first term) and antiresonant (second term) contributions. The time-dependence
is abbreviated by

F (ω, t) =
∫ t

0
dt′eiωt′ =

eiωt − 1
iω

. (5.8)

5.1.2 Time-dependent atom-surface potential

For simplicity, we restrict the analysis to a ground-state atom and to zero temperature.
The time-dependent Casimir-Polder potential is obtained from the energy shiftU(rA, t) =
1
2〈HAF (t)〉 . Analysis is restricted to leading order in the coupling and mean values are
taken with respect to the global ground state |vac, ↓〉, so that

U (LO)(rA, t) ≈ −
1
2
〈d̂(0) ·E(0)〉 − 1

2
〈d̂(0) ·E(1)〉 − 1

2
〈d̂(1) ·E(0)〉 . (5.9)

It is clear that the first term is off-diagonal in the spin basis and does not contribute. The
remaining terms can be evaluated using the following ‘magic formula’∫

d3r′ε0 Im [ε(ω, r′)]Gik(r1, r
′, ω)Gjk(r′, r2, ω) = Im Gij(r1, r2, ω) , (5.10)

which is a property of the Green’s tensors already hidden in the electrodynamics [Eck-
hardt, 1984; Dung et al., 1998; Knöll et al., 2001]. Besides, from the reciprocity prin-
ciple we have Gij(r, r′, ω) = Gji(r′, r, ω) and for real-valued fields Gij(r, r′,−ω) =
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G∗ij(r, r′, ω) (if ω ∈ R). From there,

− 1
2
〈d̂(0)
m E(1)

m (rA, t)〉 = −idmdp
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Im Gmp(rA, rA, ω)× (5.11)

×
[
e−i(Ω+ω)tF (Ω + ω, t)− e−i(Ω−ω)tF (Ω− ω, t)

]
−1

2
〈d̂(1)
m E(0)

m (rA, t)〉 = idmdp
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Im Gmp(rA, rA, ω)× (5.12)

×
[
ei(Ω+ω)tF (−Ω− ω, t)− e−i(Ω−ω)tF (Ω− ω, t)

]
.

Summing up Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12), the both resonant terms with a pole in the denomi-
nator cancel out and the energy shift to second order in d becomes

U(rA, t) = −dmdn
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Im Gmn(rA, rA, ω)

2− 2 cos [(Ω + ω)t]
Ω + ω

. (5.13)

This is the equivalent of Eq. (13) in [Vasile and Passante, 2008] and is manifestly real.
It is convenient to consider the two terms of Eq. (5.13) individually, which separates the
static contribution from the time-dependent term:

U(rA, t) = Ustat(rA) + ∆Udyn(rA, t) . (5.14)

The system is unperturbed at t = 0 and must be continuous so that U(rA, 0) = 0. The
correction ∆Udyn describes the transient dressing dynamics and averages to zero in the
stationary limit t→∞, due to the oscillatory integrand. In this limit, we recover the
stationary Casimir-Polder potential Ustat (derived already in Sec. 4.1) in the form given
by Wylie and Sipe [1985, Eq. (2.14)].

Note that expression (5.13) does not depend any more explicitly on Im ε(r, ω) (sources
inside the material, cf. Eq. 5.4), but only on the total Green’s tensor above the surface.
This allows for the calculation of the time-dependent energy shift of an atom in a rather
general setting and remains valid even in cases where the microscopic details of the sur-
face response are completely ignored, as in the following case of a perfect reflector.

In what follows, the atom is placed near a planar surface described by a dielectric or
metallic halfspace. As discussed earlier in this work, the free-space contribution to the
electromagnetic Green’s tensor can be separated from a surface term. Again, we focus on
the reflected fields, which can be expressed through s- and p-polarized reflection ampli-
tudes (see Sec. 2.3 and App. B).

5.1.3 The perfect reflector limit

Atomic dressing near a perfectly reflecting wall has been investigated previously by
Vasile and Passante [2008]; Messina et al. [2010] and provides a convenient cross-check.
The two-level atom is now assumed to be isotropically polarizable, so that dmdn =
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Figure 5.1: Time dependent energy shift for a perfect reflector and a dissipationless gold surface (plasma
model) without the surface mode contribution. Parameters are ωp = 8.9 eV/~ = 1.4 ×
1016 rad s−1, γ → 0. The atomic transition corresponds to the 780 nm line of rubidium 85 be-
tween statesD2(52S1/2 → 52P3/2), and the atom-surface separation is z = 10c/Ω = 1.2µm.
At the signal-transit time Ωt = 20, the reflected light cone reaches the atom.

1
3 |d|

2δmn. (To describe more than two energy levels, excited states must be summed
over). In the limit of a perfect reflector, the reflection coefficients are rp = −rs = 1 and
the Green’s tensor may be expressed through a spatial differential operator D:

dmdnGmn(r, r, ω) 7→ |d|
2

3
De2iω

c
rx , D = lim

x→1

1
4πε0r3

(
2− 2

∂

∂x
+

∂2

∂x2

)
. (5.15)

The operator can be taken out of the integral and Eq. (5.13) becomes

U(z, t) =
|d|2

3
D
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
sin(2xzω/c)

2− 2 cos [(Ω + ω)t]
Ω + ω

. (5.16)

This corresponds to Eq. (13) of Vasile and Passante [2008]. In this work, an explicit
expression for the force was obtained in terms of cosine and sine integral functions.

A numerical evaluation of the time-dependent energy shift of an atom near a perfect
reflector is shown in Fig. 5.1 together with the results obtained in the following Sec. 5.2
for a dissipationless metal (plasma model). Clearly, the dependence on the material prop-
erties is relatively weak. This is because in the retarded regime (z � c/Ω) chosen here,
the electromagnetic field is mediated by propagating photonic modes of low frequency
for which the perfect reflector provides a reasonable boundary condition for electric fields
even for a real material. The coincidence can also be understood by comparing the previ-
ous Green’s tensor with the far-field asymptotes of Table 4.1.

The main features of Fig. 5.1 have already been discussed by Shresta et al. [2003];
Vasile and Passante [2008]: Initially, at t < 2|z|/c, the bare atom evolves freely in the
field of the plate. Strong effects set in when the atom begins to ‘see’ its own mirror image,
precisely at the signal-transit time t = 2|z|/c when the reflected light cone reaches the
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atom. The authors remarked that there is in fact a nontrivial divergence in the radiation
reaction at this moment, which can be traced back to the dipole approximation [Milonni,
1976] and to assuming the atom initially bare [Passante and Vinci, 1996]. At later times,
both the field and the atom will adapt to the new configuration until they reach a stationary
state after a couple of signal-transit times.

5.2 Material Properties and Surface Mode Excitations

5.2.1 Imaginary frequency representation

We will now consider the dressing problem for a general surface. Already in the static
Casimir-Polder interaction in Chapter 4, analytic continuations to imaginary frequencies
have proved to be useful. Expressing the static Casimir-Polder potential as an integral
along the positive imaginary axis, we recover an expression reported by Wylie and Sipe
[1985],

Ustat(rA) = −dmdn
∫ ∞

0

dξ

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, iξ)

2Ω
Ω2 + ξ2

, (5.17)

which is obviously the counterpart of Eq. (4.24) for an electric dipole.
The analytic properties of the dynamic part are more subtle. Expressing the cosine in

Eq. (5.13) as a real part, we find

∆Udyn(rA, t) = dmdn Re
eiΩt

2i

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
[Gmn(rA, rA, ω)− Gmn(rA, rA,−ω)]

eiωt

ω + Ω

= dmdn Re
eiΩt

2i

∫ ∞
0

dω

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, ω)

eiωt

ω + Ω

−dmdn Re
eiΩt

2i

∫ 0

−∞

dω

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, ω)

e−iωt

−ω + Ω
. (5.18)

While the first integral converges in the upper complex half-plane and can be expressed
through an integral along the positive imaginary axis, two cases must be considered for
the second one, connected with times before and after the signal transit time. The asymp-
totic behavior of the Green’s tensor at large values of |ω| is of the form
G(rA, rA, ω)e−iωt = eiω(2z/c−t)g(z, ω) and converges in the upper complex plane if
2z > ct (before the signal transit time) but in the lower complex plane if 2z < ct (af-
terwards). The integrals can therefore be evaluated using the contours given in Fig. 5.2.
For ground-state atoms, the poles in Ω are never inside of contour so that there are no
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Figure 5.2: Integration contours for the analytic continua-
tion. In the range Re ω > 0 convergence is al-
ways guaranteed in the upper half-space (I). Out-
side the reflected light cone (ct < 2|z|), the in-
tegration contour Re ω < 0 is closed in the up-
per complex plane (II), inside the light cone, con-
tour (III) applies. The dotted line symbolizes the
surface-plasmon resonances at ω̄(p).

III

III

Re ω

Im ω

ω̄(p)

contributions from atomic resonances. The time-dependent potential is

∆Udyn(rA, t) = −dmdn Re
eiΩt

2

[∫ ∞
0

dξ

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, iξ)

e−ξt

iξ + Ω
(5.19)

+θ(2z − ct)
∫ ∞

0

dξ

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, iξ)

eξt

−iξ + Ω

+θ(ct− 2z)
∫ 0

−∞

dξ

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, iξ)

eξt

−iξ + Ω

+θ(ct− 2z) i

∮
III

dω

2π
Gmn(rA, rA, ω)

e−iωt

ω + Ω

]
.

This expression is sufficiently well-behaved to be evaluated numerically using a general
Green’s tensor. The last term will be denoted by ∆Ures and includes the transient con-
tribution due to material excitations, i.e. poles of the Green’s tensor, which will now be
discussed in detail.

5.2.2 Resonant surface-plasmon contribution

In real materials, surface excitations play an important role [Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner,
1979; Ford and Weber, 1984]. A simple scenario that allows for studying these effects is
provided by a plane metal surface described by the plasma model, obtained by setting the
dissipation rate γ → 0 in the Drude model (3.13). As in the previous chapters, reflection
coefficients given by Fresnel’s equations (3.20) (see also App. B.3) are used to obtain the
general form of the reflected surface Green’s tensor (App. B.2).

From the analytic structure of retarded response functions, all poles of the Green’s
tensor (and of the reflection coefficients) must lie in the lower half of the complex fre-
quency plane (Im ω < 0, cf. Sec. 2.1.4). From Fig. 5.2 and Eq. (5.19) it is therefore clear
that material excitations can contribute only at ct > 2z. We now assume Ω � ωp and
focus on the surface-mode excitations. A surface described by the plasma model carries
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Figure 5.3: Surface-plasmon dispersion relation in the Drude model (solid lines) and the plasma limit γ → 0
[dashed lines, cf. Eq. (5.20)]. Horizontal asymptotes give the respective limits at large values of
p.

a single surface plasmon (plasmon-polariton) given by a pole of the rp-reflectivity. The
relevant branch of the surface-plasmon dispersion relation (SPDR) inside the contour III
of Fig. 5.2 is given by [Raether, 1988]

ω̄(p) = −
√
ω2

sp + c2p2 −
√
ω4

sp + c4p4 − i0+ , (5.20)

where the surface-plasmon frequency ωsp = ωp/
√

2. The surface plasmon-polariton is
an evanescent wave, i.e. its dispersion relation lies below the light cone [pc < ω̄(p)] as
is shown in Fig. 5.3 (dashed curves). Therefore, κ̄(p) =

√
p2 − ω̄2(p)/c2 is real (apart

from the infinitesimal shift).
Using the explicit forms of the electric Green’s tensor (App. B.2) as an integral over in-

plane wave vectors p and the previous expression for the SPDR, it is possible to calculate
separately the resonant contribution in Eq. (5.19). The integrals over wave vectors and
the frequency are interchanged and the atom is assumed to be isotropically polarizable,
so that

∆Ures(z, t) = −dmdn Re
ieiΩt

2

∮
III

dω

2π
Gmn(r, r, ω)

e−iωt

−ω + Ω
(5.21)

= − |d|
2

12πε0
Re

ieiΩt

2

∫ ∞
0

dp

∮
III

dω

2π
e−iωt−2κz

−ω + Ω
p

κ
×

×
[
ω2

c2
rs(ω, p) + rp(ω, p)

(
ω2

c2
+ 2κ2

)]
. (5.22)

In the absence of dissipation, the single isolated pole given by Eq. (5.20) is located inside
the contour by the infinitesimal imaginary part. We calculate the residue from a series
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expansion of the denominator of the rp coefficient,

Rp(ω, p) =
ε(ω)κ− κm
d
dω [ε(ω)κ+ κm]

. (5.23)

Using the residue theorem, the contribution due to the surface plasmon, present at t >
2z/c, is

∆Ures(z, t) = − |d|
2

12πε0
Re

eiΩt

2

∫ ∞
0
dp
e−iω̄(p)t−2κ̄(p)z

−ω̄(p) + Ω
p

κ̄(p)
×

×
(

2p2 − ω̄2(p)
c2

)
Rp(ω̄(p), p) . (5.24)

Fig 5.4a) shows the resonant surface-plasmon contribution ∆Ures for a plasma fre-
quency corresponding to gold. A numerical evaluation of the total time-dependent en-
ergy shift obtained from the imaginary frequency formulation of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.19) is
compared in Fig. 5.1 to the results for a perfect reflector. Note that ∆Ures is much smaller
than the total dressing potential at the distance considered, which lies in the retarded
regime z � c/Ω.

Clearly, the surface-mode contribution to the dressing potential is a transient effect and
decays quickly in time, as could be expected from the discussion following Eq. (5.14).
In the far field, where small values of p contribute and where the SPDR approaches the
light cone, even a dissipative medium provides very little damping (cf. Fig. 5.3). The
relaxation is, therefore, clearly not a dissipative effect but rather a result of the limited
bandwidth of the SPDR |ω̄(p)| < ωsp.

The time scale of the decay can be estimated from the exponential in Eq. (5.24), the rest
of the integrand being a well-behaved function that vanishes as p→ 0 and is polynomial
at infinity. From the distance dependent part of the integrand, only those values of p are
relevant where κ̄(p)z < 1, so that p < p̂ = (z−4 + ω2

p/c
2z2)1/4. If the oscillating

exponential covers much more than half a period in this range of p, both the real and
imaginary part of the integral will eventually be small on average. The typical timescale
on which the resonant contribution decays is, therefore, given by t̂ = τπ/ω̄(p̂), where
τ ≈ 1. For atom-surface separations beyond the plasma wavelength, the decay time is

t̂ ≈ τπ
√

z

ωpc
, (5.25)

which averages between the plasma wavelength and the signal-transit time. Fig. 5.4b)
shows good agreement of this expression with the numerical solution.

In general, the conductivity of a metal is finite (γ > 0, Drude model). This leads to
a shift and broadening (imaginary part) of the SPDR, as depicted by the solid curves in
Fig. 5.3. Besides, the system features material excitations other than the single surface
plasmon. Diffusive eddy-current modes, corresponding to a branch cut of rs along the
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Figure 5.4: a) Resonant surface mode contribution ∆Ures [Eq. (5.24)] to the atom-surface dressing. The
atom-surface separation is z = 10c/Ω. The contribution sets in only after the signal-transit time
t = 2z/c (signal-transit time). Dashed curves show the absolute value obtained from Eq. (5.24)
without the leading exponential.
b) Surface mode relaxation time vs. distance. Parameters for a rubidium atom near a gold surface
as in Fig. 5.1. Numerical solution (solid line, grey shaded area indicates 5% error margin) and
asymptotic expression [dashed line, τ = 1.1 in Eq. (5.25)] for a decay to half of the initial value.

negative imaginary axis, are known to play an important role in the thermal Casimir in-
teraction [Intravaia and Henkel, 2009; Intravaia et al., 2010]. They are connected with
low frequencies in the order of γ, and do not occur in the limit γ → 0 considered here
(Meißner effect, cf. Chapter 4). For completeness, one should also mention bulk plas-
mon excitations, which are connected with a branch cut of the rs-coefficient and with
frequencies ≥ ωp far from the atomic resonance, see Fig. 6.1 in the following chapter.
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5.2.3 Near-field dressing

We consider now the near field, z � c/ωp � c/ω, where the surface-mode contribution
is dominant. At frequencies connected with electric dipole transitions, this regime lies
below the skin depth and reflection coefficients given in Table 3.1 can be applied for
an asymptotic expansion of the electric Green’s tensor. A near field asymptote of the
reflected electric Green’s tensor is obtained from an expansion for large in-plane wave
vectors p

Im Gij(z, ω) ≈ 1
4πε0z3

Im ε(ω)
[1 + ε(ω)][1 + ε∗(ω)]

[δij + ẑiẑj ] . (5.26)

In the near field, dissipative properties of the surface are crucial and we assume a Drude
metal, allowing for a finite damping rate γ. There is no contribution from eddy currents in
this distance regime and the only relevant surface excitation is the surface plasmon. At the
wave vectors considered, the SPDR is flat (cf. Fig. 5.3), so that the plasmon resonances
correspond to isolated poles of Im G in all sectors of the complex frequency plane at
±ω̄(∞),±ω̄∗(∞), where

ω̄(∞) =
√
ω2

sp − γ2 − i
γ

2
. (5.27)

In the near field, retardation is neglected and the signal-transit time coincides with t = 0.
From the above expression, the analytical continuation of the time-dependent part of the
potential can be performed in the upper half-plane (contour I of Fig. 5.2). This gives

∆Udyn(z) = dmdn Re i
∫ ∞

0
dξ Im [Gmn(iξ, z)]

ei(ω+Ω)t

iξ + Ω

+dmdn Re

[
i Im [Gmn(ω̄(∞), z)]

ei(ω̄(∞)+Ω)t

ω̄(∞) + Ω

]
. (5.28)

The second term corresponds to the resonant surface-plasmon contribution Ures(t). Nu-
merical results are given in Fig. 5.5. From the structure of Eq. (5.28) it is clear that the
resonant contribution is only damped by bulk dissipation with the rate γ/2. This is in
strong contrast with the result in the far field, where the finite width of the SPDR pro-
vided the relaxation time scale. In the near field, the surface plasmon has basically a
monochromatic spectrum [Joulain et al., 2005]. An immediate consequence is that the
resonant potential oscillates with a frequency Ω + ω̄(∞). This differs completely from
the far-field result, where the potential oscillation is basically given by the atomic transi-
tion frequency [see the eiΩt in Eq. (5.24)].

5.3 Partial Dressing After a Nonadiabatic Transition

5.3.1 Partially dressed states

In the absence of coupling, the ground state is given by the tensor product of the eigen-
states of the free atom and field Hamiltonians, |vac, ↓〉. In the previous Sections 5.1 and
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Figure 5.5: Dynamic dressing potential after the signal-transit time in the near field (z = 0.1c/Ω) for an
initially bare atom. The surface is described by a Drude metal with parameters ωp = 1.4 ×
1016 rad s−1, γ = 5 × 10−3ωp, and the atomic transition corresponds to the 780 nm line of
rubidium. The grey envelope shows the exponential damping with a rate γ/2.

5.2, we considered the somewhat artificial situation where such a bare atom approaches
the stationary configuration after the coupling is switched on instantaneously. It seems
more convincing to consider the dynamics of an already fully-dressed atom, once the
external conditions change nonadiabatically. This transition can act either on the atom or
change the properties of the walls, resulting in a change of the Hamiltonian. The station-
ary state of the old configuration is then no longer an eigenstate, so that the system will
relax to a new state in a process that resembles closely the previous dressing. Such a sce-
nario has is known as partial dressing. Messina et al. [2010] considered partial dressing
of an atom near a perfect reflector after a sudden change of the atomic transition fre-
quency. For the related situation of a system consisting in two atoms, see [Passante and
Persico, 2003].

We consider a fully-dressed system in a state |G〉. This is the stationary solution ob-
tained in the Schrödinger picture by perturbation expansion in the basis of the uncoupled
Hamiltonian at first order in the coupling constant

|G〉 = |vac, ↓〉+ |{1}, ↑〉 , (5.29)

|{1}, ↑〉 =
∑

|Ψ〉6=|vac,↓〉

〈Ψ|HAF |vac, ↓〉
EΨ − E0

|Ψ〉 (5.30)

= −idm
∫ ∞

0
dω

∫
d3r

√
ε0

π~
Im ε(r, ω)

G∗mn(rA, r, ω)
ω + Ω

f †n|vac, ↑〉 . (5.31)

The sum over possible elements |Ψ〉 = f †(r, 0;ω)|vac, ↑〉 contains a superposition of
bare one-boson states. Note that 〈G|G〉 = 1+O(dmdn), so that normalization corrections
result subleading and the dressed state may be considered normalized in the following.

We now suppose the system to have relaxed to the stationary state |G〉 at t = 0.
At this point, the external conditions change nonadiabatically and the new interaction
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Figure 5.6: Partial dressing correction ∆Ũp(t) in the near field (z = 0.1c/Ω). After the transition (t > 0),
the surface is described by a Drude metal with parameters ω̃p = 1.4 × 1016 rad s−1, γ =
5× 10−3ωp. The atomic transition wavelength is λ = 780 nm.
a) Correction for a large change ω̃p = 1.2ωp, where Eq. (5.34) is dominated by the bare atom
dressing-like contribution. The parameters are chosen such that the latter coincides with the
curve of Fig. 5.5.
b) In the case of a small change ω̃p = ωp +γ/4, the two contributions compensate to a great ex-
tent. The dotted curves shows a short-lived nonresonant contribution, barely visible in Fig. 5.6b).
The resonant surface-mode contribution is exponentially damped on the scale of bulk dissipa-
tion, γ/2, indicated by the grey envelopes.

Hamiltonian is H̃AF . We assume that it has the same form as the old one, but since any
system parameter may have changed, we replace Ω → Ω̃,G → G̃, d → d̃, ε → ε̃. The
dynamic Casimir-Polder potential3 is calculated in the Heisenberg picture

Ũ(rA, t) = 1
2〈G|H̃AF (t)|G〉 (5.32)

= 1
2〈vac, ↓ |H̃AF(t)|vac, ↓〉 − 1

2〈{1}, ↑ |H̃AF(t)|{1}, ↑〉

+1
2

(
〈vac, ↓ |H̃AF(t)|{1}, ↑〉+ c.c.

)
. (5.33)

3 A change of the external conditions will also change the mean value of HA +HF which, however, does
not influence the distance-dependent Casimir-Polder potential.
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Evaluation up to second order in d is again sufficient. The first term is exactly the poten-
tial (5.9), given by Eq. (5.13), where the old quantities are replaced by the new ones. The
second term is a fourth-order contribution and, hence, neglected. Finally, the last term
yields a correction ∆Ũp, unique to the partial-dressing scenario. The partial dressing
dynamics is hence described by the total time-dependent potential

Ũ(rA, t) = U(rA, t)|Ω→Ω̃,G→G̃,d→d̃ + ∆Ũp(rA, t) , (5.34)

where the partial dressing correction is

∆Ũp(rA, t) = − Re 〈vac, ↓ |˜̂d(0) · Ẽ(0)|{1}, ↑〉 (5.35)

= −dmd̃n Re
∫ ∞

0
dω
e−i(ω+Ω̃)t

ω + Ω
× (5.36)

×
∫
d3rε0

√
Im ε(r, ω) Im ε̃(r, ω)G̃ml(rA, r, ω)G∗nl(rA, r, ω) .

5.3.2 Relaxation to Stark-shifted levels

Messina et al. [2010] calculated the dynamic energy shift for an atom near a perfectly
conducting wall, whose transition frequency is modified after the system has reached its
stationary state, e.g. by the sudden onset of an external electric field (at t = 0). The
resulting Stark shift changes the atomic transition frequency, but leaves the structure of
the Hilbert space unaltered. The matter-assisted field part of the system is assumed not
to change at all. In this particular scenario, we have Ω̃ 6= Ω, G̃ = G, d̃ = d, so that
Eq. (5.36) can be evaluated using Eq. (5.10). The total time-dependent potential is then

Ũ(rA, t) = −dmdn
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Im [Gmn(rA, rA, ω)]

2− 2 cos[(Ω̃ + ω)t]
Ω̃ + ω

−dmdn
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
Im [Gmn(rA, rA, ω)]

2 cos[(Ω̃ + ω)t]
Ω + ω

. (5.37)

In the limit of a perfect reflector, this recovers the last of Eqs. (9) of Messina et al. [2010].

5.3.3 Relaxation after a change of the surface properties

As a generalization, we want to consider the case where the wall has undergone a nonadi-
abatic transition, i.e. a change in the system properties that is fast on the scale 1/Ω. Here,
we have that Ω̃ = Ω, d̃ = d, G̃ 6= G, so that Eq. (5.36) becomes (arguments suppressed)

∆Ũp(rA, t) = −dmdn Re
∫ ∞

0
dω
e−i(ω+Ω)t

ω + Ω

∫
d3rε0

√
Im [ε] Im [ε̃] G̃mkG∗nk . (5.38)

The expression involves the Green’s tensors (boundary conditions) before and after the
transition. Eq. (5.10) cannot be used for further simplification but numerical evaluation
is, in principle, possible.
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As a basic example, we consider a rapid change of the plasma frequency in the Drude
model ωp → ω̃p. This can be realized, e.g., in semiconductors [Dodonov and Dodonov,
2006; Dodonov, 2010] or graphene [Koppens et al., 2011]. From the explicit form of the
transmitted Green’s tensor inside the material, see, e.g., [Scheel and Buhmann, 2008],
the spatial integral can be performed using a near-field approximation for the Green’s
tensors as in Sec. 5.2.3. This gives∫

d3r′ε0

√
Im [ε] Im [ε̃] G̃ikGjk =

1
4ε0πz3

√
Im ε(ω) Im ε̃(ω)

[1 + ε(ω)][1 + ε̃∗(ω)]
[δij + ẑiẑj ] , (5.39)

which describes the correlation between the electric fields before and after the transition,
generalizing Eq. (5.26). The partial dressing potential can then be calculated by analytic
continuation along the lines of Eq. (5.28). This gives again an integral along the imaginary
axis (nonresonant contribution) as well as a resonant surface-mode contribution, taken at
the new value ˜̄ω(∞).

A numerical evaluation of the partial dressing correction ∆Ũp(t) is shown in Fig. 5.6.
Here, we considered a sudden increase of the plasma frequency by two different values.
The resonant contribution oscillates at ˜̄ω(∞)+Ω. In the case of a significant change of ωp

[Fig. 5.6a)] the contribution Ũp is rather small so that the nonresonant part of the integral
is visible in the modulations at short times. However, the total partial dressing potential
of Eq. (5.34) is clearly dominated by the first term, which coincides with the curve shown
in Fig. 5.5 for the parameters chosen. As a result, the partial-dressing scenario resembles
closely the case of an initially bare atom. If the change in the plasma frequency is small
(|ωp − ω̃p| < γ/2), the two terms in Eq. (5.34) are comparable in amplitude and partly
compensate [cf. Figs. 5.5 and 5.6b)], resulting in a total dynamic atom-surface potential
that oscillates with a reduced amplitude.

5.4 Summary and Discussion

The dynamic atom-surface interaction has been investigated from the perspective of
atomic self-dressing for initially bare atoms, as well as for the more realistic scenario
in which the system relaxes after a sudden change in the boundary conditions or atomic
properties. We have generalized previous work by Vasile and Passante [2008]; Messina
et al. [2010] and used the approach of matter-assisted fields to include boundaries with
arbitrary dielectric properties.

The limit of perfectly reflecting surfaces can be considered a reasonable approximation
in the radiative zone of distances (far beyond the atomic transition wavelength and in
electric dipole coupling). However, some interesting phenomena can be studied if more
general surfaces are included in the model. For example, surface excitations are known
to dominate the response in the near-field [Henkel et al., 2002; Failache et al., 2002;
Gorza and Ducloy, 2006], see also [Ford and Weber, 1984; Stehle et al., 2011]. Their
role in a two-plate Casimir cavity is discussed in the following chapter. We have isolated
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the resonant surface-mode contributions to the time-dependent atom-surface potential in
different distance regimes. Far from the surface, this contribution is a minor correction
and gives a relatively short-lived contribution to the dynamic atom-surface potential. In
contrast, in the near-field the surface-mode contribution dominates the response by orders
of magnitude and decays on a much slower time scale related to the Drude parameter,
which describes the characteristic dissipation rate of the bulk.

Finally, we have studied partial dressing, where a nonadiabatic (instantaneous) change
of some system parameter changes the stationary state, which the system must approach.
The generalized description of surfaces through reflection amplitudes made it possible to
consider changes in the surface properties. As a proof of principle, we have considered
a change in the charge-carrier density, similar to what might be realized by shining a
short laser pulse on a semiconductor [Dodonov, 2010] or in graphene sheets [Koppens
et al., 2011]. Conceptually, such partial-dressing scenarios are closely related to systems
considered in the dynamic Casimir effect, where a change in the boundary conditions
results in the creation of cavity photons.

Another system that seems very promising for both the dynamic dressing and the dy-
namic Casimir effect is a superconductor, in which a phase transition can be induced, e.g.
by a supercritical current-pulse or by a strong laser pulse. Superconductivity breaks down
on the scale of 1 . . . 100 ns [Geier and Schön, 1982], rather slow as compared to atomic
electronic transition periods, but comparable or smaller than the ones relevant in Rydberg
atoms or small molecules. This system is potentially relevant for experiments with super-
conducting atom chips. From the results in the near field, the change in bulk dissipation
during the superconducting transition should affect the life time of the transiently excited
surface resonances. The two-fluid model does not provide sufficient information about
fluctuations in the superconducting phase, cf. Sec. 3.2.2. A theoretical investigation of
such effects should thus be based on a more detailed description, such as the BCS theory
(App. C) or the model by Ginzburg and Landau [1956]. The dynamic interaction of atoms
and vortex matter is an interesting aspect that might be addressed in the future.

Besides, the impact of the thermal occupation of field modes on the dynamic dressing
should be included. Thermal photons can be absorbed by the atom, giving rise to addi-
tional resonant contributions. Thermal effects in the dressing dynamics are likely to be
connected with a characteristic time scale ~/kBT ≈ 1 ps× (T/1 K)−1.
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Chapter 6

Plasmonic Casimir Interaction In and Out of
Equilibrium

This chapter is based on the article Temperature dependence of the plasmonic
Casimir interaction by H. Haakh, F. Intravaia, and C. Henkel, Physical Review
A 82, 012507 (2010).

The interaction between two parallel plates due to the fluctuations of the electromagnetic
field is commonly known as the Casimir effect [Casimir, 1948]. The interaction resembles
in many respects the van der Waals-Casimir-Polder interactions that arise when small
polarizable particles (atoms, molecules, or nanoparticles) are placed near a solid surface,
which were discussed in the previous chapters. In fact, also the seminal paper by H.
Casimir was motivated by earlier work on such systems [Casimir and Polder, 1948]. As
an important result, the role of surface-plasmon modes in the (dynamic) atom-surface
interaction was underlined in the previous Chapter 5.

For metallic plates, too, it is well known that at short distance, the interaction can be
attributed to surface-plasmon modes [Economou, 1969; Raether, 1988] that hybridize
across the vacuum between the interfaces [Van Kampen et al., 1968; Schram, 1973; Ger-
lach, 1971]. Surface plasmons have been attracting much interest in the last years in con-
nection with a broad range of topics such as near-field spectroscopy with sub-wavelength
resolution [Brongersma and Kik, 2007; Maier, 2007], extraordinary transmission through
subwavelength metallic hole arrays [Altewischer et al., 2002; Fasel et al., 2005; Garcia-
Vidal et al., 2010], or heat transfer [Joulain et al., 2005; Guérout et al., 2012]. The elec-
tromagnetic field associated with these modes is evanescent, i.e. confined to the metal-
vacuum interface. It therefore came as a surprise that they also give a significant contri-
bution at large distances, and even a repulsive one [Intravaia, 2005; Intravaia and Lam-
brecht, 2005; Intravaia et al., 2007]. These papers have been restricted to the Casimir
effect at zero temperature. The present chapter generalizes these results by including
nonzero temperature and situations out of thermal equilibrium. One might expect that the
thermal excitation of surface plasmons is irrelevant, since their typical energies are com-
parable to the plasma frequency of the metal, much larger than experimentally relevant
thermal energies. As retardation is taken into account, however, the surface-plasmon dis-
persion relation approaches the light cone and includes much lower frequencies. For two
parallel plates separated by a distance L, these frequencies are comparable to the lowest
cavity resonance ∼ c/L. We find indeed a significant thermal component to the Casimir
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interaction between surface-plasmon modes when the cavity-mode energy meets the ther-
mal energy scale ~c/L ∼ kBT . By selectively exciting a class of plasmonic modes, we
even get an overall repulsive Casimir force. This parallels the evanescent-field force act-
ing on atoms near a single surface used in atom trapping, e.g. [Stehle et al., 2011].

In this chapter, we first recall the dispersion relations for coupled surface-plasmon
modes on two metallic plates [Economou, 1969] and obtain a general expression for the
corresponding Casimir free energy. This is expanded asymptotically in different regimes
of distance L and temperature T in Sec. 6.1.2. In Sec. 6.2, the plasmonic Casimir entropy
is discussed. We then compare the results to the ‘full’ Casimir interaction between metal
plates in Sec. 6.3, including all electromagnetic modes, consider situations in which the
plasmonic modes are not at the same temperature as the rest of the system, and conclude
with a short summary.

6.1 Plasmonic Casimir Free Energy

The Casimir energy and force (both per unit area) in a cavity formed by perfectly reflect-
ing mirrors is well known [Casimir, 1948]

EC = − ~c
4πℵL3

, FC = − 3~c
4πℵL4

, (6.1)

where ℵ = 180/π3. In the following the ideal reflector limit will be referred to as a useful
scale. In realistic cavities, the material properties lead to corrections to these expressions.
A general theoretical description based on dielectric functions of the plates is due to
Lifshitz [1956], see also the recent books by Parsegian [2006]; Dalvit et al. [2011].

We adopt for simplicity the lossless, local dielectric function (cf. Sec. 4.2.1)

ε(ω) = 1−
ω2

p

ω2
, (6.2)

where ωp is the plasma frequency. For this model, analytic calculations can be pushed
very far. An intrinsic physical length scale of the system is the plasma wavelength λp =
2πc/ωp (Meißner-London penetration depth, cf. Sec. 3.2.2). It is convenient to use the
latter as a unit of length, switching to a dimensionless plate distance λ = L/λp. We in-
troduce also a reduced temperature τ = T/Tp = (2πkBT )/~ωp, where Tp is the plasma
temperature. This choice makes the numerical results independent of the specific material
and gives universal scaling laws. Note that 1/τ is proportional to the ratio between the
thermal wavelength (a few microns at room temperature) and the plasma wavelength, and
that the product λτ = kBTL/(~c) is independent of the plasma wavelength. A parameter
set used frequently in related work is the one for gold: ~ωp = 8.96 eV, λp = 136 nm
and Tp = 1.66× 104 K. Room temperature then corresponds to τ ≈ 1.8× 10−2.
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Figure 6.1: Dispersion relation of the surface-plasmon modes at plate separation L = c/ωp (dotted curves)
and L = 2c/ωp (dashed curves); k is the wavevector parallel to the surface. The solid black
curve ω0(k) corresponds to the surface plasmon on an isolated plate (L → ∞). The branch
ω+(k) crosses the light cone (light gray). The asymptotic value at large k is ωsp = ωp/

√
2.

6.1.1 Surface-plasmon contributions to the Casimir free energy

The Casimir free energy of two metallic plates is obtained by summing the free energy
(per mode) over the electromagnetic modes vibrating inside the cavity [Casimir, 1948;
Van Kampen et al., 1968; Schram, 1973]. This expression is suitably regularized, namely
by subtracting the limit of large distances between the plates. Since the modes of the
electromagnetic field are formally equivalent to harmonic oscillators, the free energy of
a single mode of frequency ω in thermodynamical equilibrium at temperature T is

f(ω) =
~ω
2

+ kBT ln
[
1− e−

~ω
kBT

]
. (6.3)

In what follows, we sum Eq. (6.3) over the dispersion relations for the surface-plasmon
modes.

It was argued in Sec. 5.2.2 that isolated surfaces (at infinite distance) carry a single
surface-plasmon mode of frequency ω0(k), as illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (cf. also Fig. 5.3). If
the plates are brought together, the electromagnetic fields of the modes overlap, breaking
the degeneracy and splitting the dispersion relation in two branches, whose frequencies
we label ω±(k). The modes ω−(k) and ω0(k) are both entirely evanescent and lie below
the light cone. The mode ω+(k), however, crosses the light cone and connects smoothly
with the lowest propagating mode (with p-polarization) within the cavity [Economou,
1969] (Fig. 6.1). Adding the free energies of the coupled modes and subtracting their
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corresponding values at infinite distance, the integral over the dispersion relations gives
the plasmonic Casimir free energy in the form (coefficients c± = 1, c0 = −2)

F(L, T ) =

∞∫
0

k dk
2π

∑
a=±,0

ca f (ωa(k)) (6.4)

which is convergent at large k [Intravaia, 2005]. The thermal part of the free energy
[second term in Eq. (6.3)] naturally cuts off modes above kBT/~. Different choices of the
lower integration boundary, related to the subtraction procedure, are possible and have
been discussed before [Intravaia and Lambrecht, 2005; Intravaia et al., 2007; Bordag,
2006; Lenac, 2006; Lambrecht and Pirozhenko, 2008]. They are connected with the way
the evanescent and propagating contributions of the mode ω+(k) are split. By applying
the convention of Intravaia and Lambrecht [2005]; Intravaia et al. [2007] and setting the
lower bound equal to zero for all modes, we include both propagating and evanescent
branches of the ‘plasmonic mode’ ω+(k).

The calculation of the integral (6.4) is challenging because the surface-plasmon disper-
sion relations ωa(k) are solutions of a transcendental equation, except in the nonretarded
limit k � ωp/cwhere ω2

a(k) = ω2
sp(1+a e−kL) with ωsp = ωp/

√
2, a = 0,±1. Progress

can be made with the parametric form described in [Intravaia, 2005; Intravaia and Lam-
brecht, 2005; Intravaia et al., 2007]. Adopting the notation of [Intravaia and Lambrecht,
2005], we get the dispersion relations ωa(k), a ∈ {0,±}, from

ωa(z) =
c

L
ga(z), k2

a(z) =
z + g2

a(z)
L2

with − za ≤ z <∞ (6.5)

and the dimensionless functions

g2
a(z) =

(2πλ)2√z
√
z +

√
z + (2πλ)2 [tanh(

√
z/2)]a

. (6.6)

(The exponents are ±1 for a = ±.) The range of z starts at −za with z0 = z− = 0. The
value of z+, plotted in Fig. 6.2 as a function of λ, is the solution of the transcendental
equation

√
z+ = 2πλ cos(√z+/2) [Intravaia and Lambrecht, 2005]. The propagating

branch of the mode ω+(k) corresponds to the interval z ∈ [−z+, 0] (with
√
z = +i

√
|z|);

evanescent modes (below the light cone) have z > 0. Changing the integration variable
in Eq. (6.4) from k to z, the plasmonic Casimir free energy is given by

F =
~c

8πL3

∑
a=±,0

ca

[ ∞∫
−za

(
ga(z) + 2λτ ln

[
1− e−

ga(z)
λτ

])
dz

+2

ga(∞)∫
ga(−za)

(
g2
a + 2gaλτ ln

[
1− e−

ga
λτ

])
dga

]
. (6.7)
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Figure 6.2: z+(λ) vs. the plate separation λ and its asymptotes at small and large distances. The limiting
cases are z+ ≈ (2πλ)2 and ≈ π2 for λ→ 0 and→∞, respectively.

For all plasmonic modes, the second integral has a common upper limit ga(∞) =
√

2πλ =
ωspL/c that coincides with the nonretarded surface plasmon frequency; their contribu-
tions cancel in the sum over a. The lower boundaries are g0(−z0) = g−(−z−) = 0, and
g+(−z+) = √z+. The first integral in Eq. (6.7) can only be evaluated approximately (see
Sec. 6.1.2), but a closed form can be given for the second one [see Eq. (6.12)].

In the following, we scale the plasmonic free energy to the zero-temperature Casimir
value, Eq. (6.1),

F(L, T ) = EC(L)ϕ(λ, τ) (6.8)

and split the correction factor in two terms

ϕ(λ, τ) = η(λ) + ϑ(λ, τ) , (6.9)

where the first is the plasmonic Casimir energy at zero temperature [Intravaia and Lam-
brecht, 2005; Intravaia et al., 2007]:

η(λ) = −ℵ
2

∑
a

ca

∫ ∞
−za

ga(z)dz +
ℵ
3
z

3/2
+ . (6.10)

The second term in Eq. (6.9) gives the temperature-dependent part for which Eq. (6.7)
gives

ϑ(λ, τ) =− ℵλτ
∑
a

ca

∫ ∞
−za

ln
[
1− e−

ga(z)
λτ

]
dz − 2ℵ (λτ)3 L

(√
z+

λτ

)
, (6.11)

where the following combination of polylogarithmic functions appears

L(x) = ζ(3)− Li3(e−x)− xLi2(e−x) (6.12)

with Lin(x) =
∑∞

k=1 x
k/kn. We note that L(x) ∼ 1

4x
2(1 − 2 log x) for small x, and

L(x) → ζ(3) exponentially fast for large x. Eq. (6.11) does not depend only on the
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Figure 6.3: a) Plasmonic contribution to the Casimir free energy vs. distance at different temperatures, nor-
malized to the perfect mirror case at T = 0 (energy correction factor ϕ(λ, τ) in Eq. (6.8)).
Solid curves: numerical evaluation of Eqs. (6.10, 6.11) for different temperatures; dashed curves:
short-distance limit Eqs. (6.16, 6.17). λ = Lωp/2πc and τ = T/Tp = kBT/~ωp are the dis-
tance and temperature scaled to the plasma wavelength and temperature, respectively. Negative
values correspond to a repulsive interaction energy.
b) Thermal correction to the plasmonic free energy at short distance for different temperatures
[energy correction factor ϑ(λ, τ) in Eq. (6.9)]. The behavior qualitatively differs from the com-
plete free energy (Fig. 6.3), as a quadratic (rather than linear) distance dependence emerges at
low temperatures, cf. Eq. (6.17).

product λτ because the material-dependent parameter λ enters via the lower limit z+ and
the functions ga(z) [Eq. (6.6)].

The Casimir free energy is shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.6 for different distance ranges.
Qualitatively, a nonzero temperature does not modify the behavior of the plasmonic con-
tribution – we still get a sign change at a distance of order λp/2π, with the interaction
becoming repulsive at large distances. We plot in Fig. 6.4 the inversion distance where
the plasmonic Casimir pressure,−∂F/∂L, changes sign: a weak increase is found as the
temperature is raised. Much larger changes will be found in Sec. 6.3.3, where configura-
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Figure 6.4: Repulsive and attractive regimes
of the plasmonic Casimir
pressure in the (λ, τ)-plane. A
nonzero temperature slightly
increases the distance for which
the plasmonic contribution to the
Casimir force becomes repulsive.
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tions out of thermal equilibrium are discussed.
In the following, we analyze the thermal correction ϑ(λ, τ) in different regimes of

distance and temperature. The zero-temperature Casimir energy η(λ) depends only on
one physical scale provided by the plasma wavelength and leads to two regimes λ � 1
and λ� 1. For ϑ(λ, τ) we discuss three regimes. In all situations of practical interest, it
is safe to assume τ � 1 for the scaled temperature and we can distinguish between: short
distances λ� 1, intermediate distances, 1� λ� 1/τ , and large distances (beyond the
thermal wavelength) 1/τ � λ.

6.1.2 Asymptotic regimes of the Casimir free energy

The calculation of asymptotic expressions requires some care already at zero temperature
as was shown by Intravaia et al. [2007]. When performing approximations on the integrals
in Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11), one must bear in mind that the functions ga(z) cover a wide
range of values, from very small to large, depending on z and λ. Their characteristic
scale in the variable z is given by the distance parameter λ. For −za < z � (2πλ)2 we
may use (a = 0,±)

ga (z) ≈

√
2πλ
√
z

[
coth

(√
z

2

)]a
, (6.13)

while for z � (2πλ)2 the (nonretarded) approximations

ga (z) ≈ 2πλ√
2

√
1 + a e−

√
z (6.14)

hold. It is therefore convenient to split the integration range in Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11) as
follows ∫ ∞

−za
dz =

∫ 0

−za
dz +

∫ (2πλ)2

0
dz +

∫ ∞
(2πλ)2

dz . (6.15)

The first integral concerns only the mode ω+(k) because z−, z0 = 0. We can use Eq. (6.13)
in the first two integrals and Eq. (6.14) in the third. Depending on distance and tempera-
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ture, and on the desired accuracy, these have to be compared with the integrated terms in
Eq. (6.1.1) [proportional to z3/2

+ or L(√z+/λτ)].

Short distance

At short distance, the zero-temperature energy correction was already analyzed earlier
[Intravaia et al., 2007]. It turns out that it is dominated by large values of z [third integral
of Eq. (6.15)]. At the leading order, we get

η(λ) λ�1−−−→ 1.790λ . (6.16)

Higher order terms take the form λ3(a + b log λ) with numerical coefficients a and b
given in the same reference.

By considering the thermal correction for λ� 1, the thermal scale becomes important,
too. For realistic temperatures, we also have λτ � 1, and the main contribution arises
from the second and the third integral in Eq. (6.15). Indeed, it can be shown that the
first integral and the polylogarithmic term (involving L) are beyond the order O(λ2). In
addition, the main contribution to the second integral arises from the mode ω−(k). This is
not surprising since the thermal correction selects frequencies ωa(k) . T and the mode
ω−(k) is the one that vanishes most quickly as k → 0. The corresponding exponent in
k determines the power law in τ , as we discuss at the end of this section. The opposite
case λτ � 1 is physically irrelevant at short distances, because one would need τ � 1.
Mathematically, this regime contains a divergence from the term proportional to L in
Eq. (6.11) that is exactly balanced by the first integral in Eq. (6.15). It follows that the
asymptotic form given in Eq. (6.17) remains valid.

All told, up to the second order in λ we find

ϑ(λ, τ) λ�1−−−→ ℵλτ
[
2
λτ2

π
L(2π

√
πλ/τ2) + β(τ)

]
, (6.17)

where the function L(x) defined in Eq. (6.12) appears with a different argument. The
temperature-dependent function β(τ) is

β(τ) =
∫ ∞

0
ln

[
1− e−π

√
2/τ

1− e−π
√

2(1+e−
√
z)/τ

]
dz +

∫ ∞
0

ln

[
1− e−π

√
2/τ

1− e−π
√

2(1−e−
√
z)/τ

]
dz.(6.18)

This is plotted in Fig. 6.5 together with its asymptotes in the limits of high and low tem-
peratures,

β(τ) τ�1−−−→ 6ζ(5)
( τ
π

)4
, β(τ) τ→∞−−−→ ζ(3)

4
. (6.19)

We observe the emergence of the characteristic ratio λ/τ2 that determines which of
the two terms in Eq. (6.17) dominates. This illustrates that the limits λ → 0 and τ → 0
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do not commute for the temperature-dependent Casimir energy. If λ � τ2 [extremely
short distances or high temperatures, Fig. 6.3a) and main plot of Fig. 6.3b)], the function
β(τ) governs the thermal correction ϑ which scales as ϑ ∼ λτ5 if λ � τ2 � 1. We
recover here the same linear distance dependence as at zero temperature, Eq. (6.16). The
opposite regime τ2 � λ � 1 emerges at low temperatures, where the term involving L
in Eq. (6.17) dominates: we get a behavior ϑ ∼ λ2τ3 [inset of Fig. 6.3b)]. This crossover
from a quadratic to a linear scaling with distance can be seen in Fig. 6.3b).

This discussion also illustrates the failure of the nonretarded approximation. This leads
to surface-plasmon dispersion relations ω2

±(k) = ω2
sp(1 ± e−kL) and ω0 = ωsp, and

extrapolates a free energy ϑ ∼ τ5 down to low temperatures, while the correct power
is τ3. This is of course crucial for the low-temperature expansion of a thermodynamic
quantity like the entropy (see Section 6.2).

Intermediate distance

Parameters for typical experiments are τ ≈ 10−2, λ ≈ 1 . . . 102, way beyond short
distances. They lie inside an intermediate regime 1� λ� 1/τ , where the plate distance
is between the plasma and the thermal wavelength. Here, the thermal correction to the
free energy is still small compared to zero temperature, as for short distances.

In the scaled Casimir energy η(λ, τ), the main contribution to the integral (6.10) arises
for z ∼ 1 and we have to consider the first two integrals in Eq. (6.15), where, approxi-
mately, z+ ≈ π2. The energy correction factor at zero temperature then becomes [Intra-
vaia et al., 2007]

η(λ) λ�1−−−→ −74.57
√
λ+ 60. , (6.20)

the offset arising from the second term in Eq. (6.10).
For the thermal correction, we find the leading order from the polylogarithmic L in

Eq. (6.11). The z-integral gives a contribution which is dominated by the interval z =
−z+ ... (2πλ)2. Combining the two,

ϑ(λ, τ) ≈ −2ℵ(λτ)3ζ(3)
(

1− 1
λπ

)
. (6.21)

This gives a small correction that scales as τ3. Both Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21) are plotted
in Fig. 6.6a), illustrating the weak impact of temperature. It is interesting to note that
in this range of distances, the thermal plasmonic contribution is opposite in sign to the
free energy of the full electromagnetic Casimir effect (see Sec. 6.2), and increases the
plasmonic repulsion.

Large distance

Let us finally consider the regime λ � 1/τ � 1, corresponding to a plate separation
larger than both the plasma and the thermal wavelength. The zero-temperature contribu-
tion can still be approximated by Eq. (6.20), but now the thermal contribution dominates
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Figure 6.5: The function β(τ) vs. τ and its asymptotes [Eq. (6.19)] at low and high temperatures.
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Figure 6.6: a) Thermal plasmonic Casimir free energy [reduction factor ϕ(λ, τ) in Eq. (6.8)] at intermediate
distances and different temperatures. Exact numerical calculation (solid curves) and the approx-
imation of Eq. (6.20) at zero temperature (short-dashed white) and sum of Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21)
in the intermediate regime λτ � 1 (long-dashed) respectively.
b) Plasmonic Casimir free energy (correction factor ϕ(λ, τ)) at large distances and different
temperatures. Numerical calculation (solid curves) and large-distance approximations given
in Eq. (6.20) at zero temperature (white dotted line) and in Eq. (6.23) at nonzero temperature
(dashed curves).
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the free Casimir energy. The asymptotic behavior of the integrals in Eq. (6.11) is ob-
tained by expanding the logarithms for small ga(z)/(λτ), since the functions ga(z) are
bounded:

− λτ ln
[
1− e−

ga(z)
λτ

]
≈ −λτ ln

[
ga(z)
λτ

]
+
ga(z)

2
+ · · · (6.22)

Using this expansion under the integral in Eq. (6.11), we note that the second term bal-
ances exactly with the zero-temperature contribution from Eq. (6.10). As for the first
term, we perform the z-integration by splitting the integration range as in Eq. (6.15). It is
easy to see that in the second interval, the sum over the mode branches gives zero. The
leading contribution now comes from negative z, while the third interval in Eq. (6.15)
gives an exponentially small contribution ∼ e−4πλ. The polylogarithmic term L can be
expanded for small argument, which gives eventually

ϕ(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
λ�1

− ℵλτ
2

∫ 0

−π2

ln
[

2π
λτ2

√
z coth

(√
z

2

)]
dz − 2ℵ (λτ)3 L

( π
τλ

)
(6.23)

≈ −ℵπ
2λτ

2

(
ln(2λ)− 7ζ(3)

π2
+

1
2

)
,

where the dependence on ln τ cancels to leading order. The validity range of this asymp-
totic formula is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 (dashed lines) where the full free energy is plotted
at large distances.

Summarizing this section, we have generalized a result known from the zero-tempera-
ture case [Intravaia and Lambrecht, 2005; Intravaia et al., 2007] to T > 0: only the branch
of the plasmonic mode ω+(k) that crosses into the propagating sector contributes to the
(repulsive) plasmonic Casimir interaction at large distances in a significant way.

6.2 Plasmonic Casimir Entropy

The Casimir entropy can be obtained from the Casimir free energy by differentiation with
respect to the temperature T ,

S(L, T ) = −∂F
∂T

. (6.24)

A related quantity the was already discussed for the atom-surface interaction in Sec. 4.3.4
with respect to the difference between lossless (superconductors, plasma model) and nor-
mal metals [Milton, 2009; Klimchitskaya et al., 2009; Intravaia and Henkel, 2008], espe-
cially at low T .

We recall the result for perfect reflectors, where the entropy per unit area can be ex-
pressed through the product λτ = kBTL/~c (this includes two transverse photon polar-
izations) [Feinberg et al., 2001]

SC =
ζ(3)
8π

kB
L2
×

{
12(λτ)2, λτ � 1
1, λτ � 1.

(6.25)
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A convenient scale is provided by the high-temperature limit, and we define an entropy
correction factor through

S(L, T ) =
ζ(3)
8π

kB
L2
σ(λ, τ) . (6.26)

It is connected to the dimensionless thermal correction ϑ(λ, τ) by a derivative (mind that
EC < 0)

σ(λ, τ) =
2

ζ(3)ℵλ
∂

∂τ
ϑ(λ, τ) . (6.27)

The Casimir entropy due to surface plasmons is obtained from the plasmonic Casimir
free energy, Eq. (6.7) and can be represented as the integral

σ(λ, τ) = − 4
ζ(3)

[∑
a

ca
2

∫ ∞
−za

(
ln
[
1− e−

ga(z)
λτ

]
− n̄a(z)

ga(z)
λτ

)
dz

+3(λτ)2L
(√

z+

λτ

)
+ z+ ln

[
1− e−

√
z+
λτ

]]
, (6.28)

where n̄a(z) = [exp(ga(z)/λτ) − 1]−1 is the Bose-Einstein mean photon number.
Fig. 6.7 shows the temperature dependence of σ(λ, τ) for several distances λ, small and
large. The strong qualitative differences between these cases could be anticipated from
the free energy of Fig. 6.3b): at short distances, temperature makes ϑ(λ, τ) increase to-
wards positive values, leading to a positive σ from Eq. (6.27), while the trend is reversed
at larger distances.

Note from Fig. 6.7 that the plasmonic Casimir entropy fulfills Nernst’s heat theorem
(σ → 0 as T → 0) at all distances. Though the same is known for the entropy of the
complete plasma model [Bezerra et al., 2002a] including photonic modes, the result is
not trivial because surface plasmons are only a subsystem of the two-plate system.

As before one can distinguish three characteristic distance regimes for the plasmonic
Casimir entropy. The expression for λ � 1 can be easily obtained from the approxi-
mation (6.17) to ϑ(λ, τ). At low temperatures (regime τ2 � λ � 1), we must include
a subleading term in the small-λ expansion to get the right prefactor of the tempera-
ture power law. This is done by adding to Eq. (6.17) the polylogarithmic term with L of
Eq. (6.11) that becomes −2ℵ(λτ)3ζ(3). Differentiation leads to

σ(τ, λ) λ�1−−−→
τ�1

12(λτ)2

[
1
πλ

+
5
π2

ζ(5)
ζ(3)

( τ

πλ

)2
− 1
]
. (6.29)

The entropy approaches zero quadratically as τ → 0, as for perfect reflectors [Eq. (6.25)],
but the prefactor is larger by a factor 1/(πλ). The good agreement with the exact result
can be seen in the inset of Fig. 6.7a).

At high temperature, σ(λ, τ) becomes a constant that coincides at short distances with
the perfect reflector limit for one polarization

σ(λ, τ) λ�1−−−→
τ�1

1
2
. (6.30)
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Figure 6.7: a) Temperature dependence of the Casimir entropy from plasmonic modes [correction fac-
tor σ(λ, τ) relative to perfectly conducting mirrors, Eq. (6.24)] for short distances and high-
temperature limit (6.30) (dashed). Inset (double logarithmic scale): low-temperature behavior at
short distance and the asymptotic τ2 power law from Eq. (6.29) (dashed line).
b) Plasmonic Casimir entropy in the scaled form σ(λ, τ) [Eq. (6.24)], vs. temperature for inter-
mediate and large distances (solid lines). Dashed: low- and high-temperature asymptotes [Eqs.
(6.31), (6.32)].

This can be seen from Eq. (6.17) taking into account the function β(τ).
Intermediate (1 � λ � 1/τ ) and large (1, 1/τ � λ) distances can be treated with

Eqs. (6.21), (6.23) that give, respectively,

σ(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
λ�1

12(λτ)2

(
−1 +

1
λπ

)
. (6.31)

σ(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
λ�1

− π2

ζ(3)

(
ln(2λ)− 7ζ(3)

π2
+

1
2

)
. (6.32)
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The validity range of these formulas can be seen from Fig. 6.7 (dashed lines). Note that
for intermediate and large distances, the entropy approaches zero from below as τ → 0.

6.3 Plasmonic and Photonic Modes In and Out of Equilibrium

6.3.1 Plasmonic vs. Photonic Modes in the Casimir free Energy

We now compare the plasmonic Casimir contribution to the full interaction, where all
electromagnetic modes of the cavity are included. The knowledge of the surface-plasmon
sector can in fact provide some physical interpretation for the whole interaction. For
example, it is well known [Van Kampen et al., 1968; Schram, 1973; Gerlach, 1971] that
the full Casimir interaction (zero temperature) at small plate separations is well described
by taking only the electrostatic interaction between surface plasmons. We now show
that this remains valid at nonzero temperature. The fundamental reason is that at short
distances (λ � 1), the lowest cavity modes [above the plasmonic one, ω+(k)] have a
characteristic frequency in the order of 2πc/L that already falls in the transparency band
of the mirrors (ω > ωp).

The full Casimir free energy FLif = ϕLif(λ, τ)EC can be obtained from the Lifshitz
formula [Lifshitz, 1956; Bezerra et al., 2002a]. In our scaled units,

ϕLif(λ, τ) = −2ℵλτ
∑
P

∞∑′

n=0

ΓP (2πnλτ) , (6.33)

ΓP (X) =
∫ ∞
X

dκ κ log[1− r̃2
P (iX,κ)e−2κ] . (6.34)

The index P = s, p denotes the polarization. The numbers Xn = 2πnλτ are scaled
Matsubara frequencies. We need expressions for the Fresnel reflection coefficients [cf.
Eq. (3.20), App. B.3] in terms of the rescaled variables κ and X

r̃s(iX,κ) =
κ− κm
κ+ κm

, r̃p(iX,κ) =
ε̃(iX)κ− κm
ε̃(iX)κ+ κm

(6.35)

with κm =
√
κ2 + (2πλ)2 and the dielectric function of the plasma model [cf. Eq. (6.2)]

ε̃(iX) = 1 + (2πλ/X)2.
Fig. 6.8 shows the scaled free energies for both the full Casimir interaction (dashed

curves) and the plasmonic contribution alone (solid curves). A good asymptotic agree-
ment is visible at short distances even at nonzero temperature. In this regime, we can,
therefore, obtain detailed information on the thermodynamics of the Casimir effect by
just considering the plasmonic contribution which can be worked out in analytic form
quite easily. For example, we can immediately conclude that the (full) Casimir entropy at
λ� 1 is given by Eq. (6.29) at low temperatures (τ � 1) and by Eq. (6.30) for τ � 1.
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Figure 6.8: a) Casimir free interaction energy including all modes (Lifshitz theory with the plasma model,
dashed lines), compared to its plasmonic counterpart (solid). All energies are expressed relative
via the correction factor ϕ(λ, τ).
b) Casimir entropy vs. temperature for all modes (plasma model, dashed), compared to the con-
tribution of plasmonic modes only (solid). Entropies expressed via the correction factor σ(λ, τ).

6.3.2 Casimir entropy at low temperatures

With respect to the Casimir entropy, Figs. 6.8a) and b) illustrate that the Lifshitz expres-
sion deviates significantly from the plasmonic contribution when λ & 0.1. It is obvious
that propagating (photonic) modes then become relevant.

The dimensionless correction factor for the Casimir entropy of the plasma model can
be written as the following integral over (scaled) real frequencies

σLif(λ, τ) = − 4
πζ(3)

∫ ∞
0

x dx
sinh2 x

Im
∑
P

MP (2xλτ) , (6.36)
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where P = s, p indicates again the polarization and

MP (Ω) =
∫ ∞

0
dκ κ ln

[
1− r̃2

P (Ω, κ)e−2κ
]

+
∫ Ω

0
dy y ln

[
1− r̃2

P (Ω,−iy)e2iy
]
.

(6.37)

The first (second) integral in Eq. (6.37) corresponds to the evanescent wave (propagating
wave) sector, respectively. For s-polarization, the argument of the logarithm is always
positive in the first integral, hence its imaginary part vanishes. This does not happen
for the p-polarization, where the first integral gives the contribution of surface plasmons
(evanescent branch) which has been evaluated before. At present, we are interested here
in the propagating contribution only.

The function x/ sinh2 x significantly differs from zero only for x . 1. In the limit
λτ � 1, we can therefore expand the integrands in MP (Ω) for small y and Ω since
y ≤ Ω� 1. This yields

ImMs(Ω) ≈ −π
4

Ω2+
Ω3

3πλ
(1 + πλ) , ImMp(Ω) ≈ −π

4
Ω2+

Ω3

3πλ
(3 + πλ) . (6.38)

Performing the x-integral in Eq. (6.36),

σ(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
τ�1

12(λτ)2

[
1− 8π2τ

45ζ(3)
2 + πλ

3

]
. (6.39)

Note, however, that this result contains the propagating branch of the plasmonic mode
ω+(k). It contributes a free energy

ϑpr
+ (λ, τ) =− 2ℵ (λτ)3

[
L
(
g+(−z+)

λτ

)
− L

(
g+(0)
λτ

)]
(6.40)

− ℵ(λτ)
∫ 0

−z+
ln
[
1− e−

ga
λτ

]
dz,

where g+(−z+) = √z+ as noted before, and g+(0) = 2πλ/
√

1 + πλ gives the (dimen-
sionless) wavevector for which the dispersion relation ω+(k) crosses the light cone. Re-
viewing the analysis from Sec. 6.1.2, it is easy to see that in the limit λτ � 1 considered
here, the polylogarithmic term dominates in Eq. (6.41) and becomesL(√z+/λτ) ≈ ζ(3).
According to Eq. (6.27) this corresponds to an entropy contribution

σpr
+ (λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→

τ�1
−12(λτ)2 . (6.41)

Subtracting this contribution from Eq. (6.39), we find the entropy of the propagating pho-
tonic modes:

σph(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
τ�1

12(λτ)2

[
2− 8π2τ

45ζ(3)
2 + πλ

3

]
, (6.42)
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where the first term is twice the value obtained for perfect mirrors. This is precisely com-
pensated by the plasmonic contribution. Indeed, for intermediate distances 1 � λ �
1/τ , both Eqs. (6.31) and (6.42) are valid, and their sum reproduces the entropy of the
full Casimir effect calculated in [Bezerra et al., 2002a,b, 2004; Brevik et al., 2006]. Eval-
uating Eq. (19) of [Bezerra et al., 2004] in the regime of intermediate distances, we have

σLif(λ, τ) λτ�1−−−→
λ�1

12(λτ)2

[
1 +

1
πλ
− 8π2τ

45ζ(3)
πλ+ 2

3

]
. (6.43)

6.3.3 Beyond thermal equilibrium

Until now, we have assumed both metallic slabs to be at the same temperature T . The
previous results enable us to deal in a simple way with a more general situation, too,
where each of the (otherwise identical) slabs is described by a local temperature T1 and
T2. The general theory in this case was investigated by Dorofeyev [1998]; Antezza et al.
[2008]: the nonequilibrium Casimir interaction for a symmetric cavity is obtained by
simply averaging over the equilibrium free energies of the two mirrors

Fneq(L, T2, T1) =
1
2

[Feq(L, T2) + Feq(L, T1)] . (6.44)

(Antezza et al. [2008] derived this result for the pressure, but the same reasoning can be
applied for the free energy.) This Casimir pressure would fall right between the lower
curves a) in Fig. 6.9, for example. Combining this formalism with the previous results of
this chapter, it is straightforward to calculate the plasmonic contribution to the nonequi-
librium Casimir free energy. Using the split (6.9) of the plasmonic free energy into a
zero-temperature and a thermal part, Eq. (6.44) gives for two slabs at different tempera-
tures

ϕneq(λ, τ2, τ1) = η(λ) +
1
2

[ϑ(λ, τ2) + ϑ(λ, τ1)] . (6.45)

From the results given above, we conclude that qualitatively, the behavior ofϕneq(λ, τ2, τ1)
is similar to the equilibrium configuration, including a change in sign of the force with
the distance. This is also confirmed by the asymptotic expressions for long/short distance
and low/high temperature that can be easily extracted from the above results. The total
Casimir force between identical plates, however, is always attractive, as is known from
Dorofeyev [1998]; Antezza et al. [2008] for all temperatures.

Let us now consider a slightly different nonequilibrium scenario where temperature is
still raised locally (in one plate), but only for a subclass of modes. If it were possible to
increase the mean excitation of the plasmonic modes on one plate, above the equilibrium
level of the propagating (photonic) modes, the total Casimir free energy would read

ϕneq
Lif (λ, τ2, τ1) = ϕLif(λ, τ1) +

1
2

[ϑ(λ, τ2)− ϑ(λ, τ1)] , (6.46)

where the first term is the total Casimir free energy at equilibrium. The set of curves b)
in Fig. 6.9 illustrates that this scenario can create a regime where the total Casimir force
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Figure 6.9: Total Casimir force (per unit area) in thermal equilibrium (thick line) and in different nonequi-
librium scenarios. The force is normalized to 10−6|FC(λp)|, approximately 3.65µPa for gold
(λp = 136 nm). In these units, T = 300 K (665 K) corresponds to τ ≈ 0.018 (0.04), re-
spectively. a) Total equilibrium at temperature τ : attractive pressure at all distances. b) Surface-
plasmon modes of one plate out of equilibrium at temperature τ2, all other modes at temperature
τ1. c) All modes at τ , except for the propagating branch of the plasmonic mode [ω+(k)] which
is at temperature τpr. The sign change to repulsion (positive pressure) would occur for gold at
distances between ≈ 2.7µm and 3.7 µm.

becomes repulsive, and this over a fairly large range of distances. We plot the Casimir
pressure (nonequilibrium force per unit area) when the photonic modes are either at the
scaled temperature τ1 (zero or room temperature), and the plasmonic modes on plate 2
at τ2 > τ1. It appears that this setting breaks the delicate balance between photonic and
plasmonic modes we found in Sec. 6.3.1. A similar interpretation has been put forward by
Pitaevskii [2005] for the change in distance dependence of the atom-surface interaction
out of equilibrium. The two values for τ1 give close results because in the intermediate
distance range, the effect of the temperature is still moderate for the equilibrium case. As
could be expected, the inversion distance increases and the maximal repulsion becomes
weaker as τ1 increases towards τ2.

We have also included in Fig. 6.9 a scenario where only a limited range of the surface-
plasmon spectrum is selectively excited. For simplicity, we consider the propagating part
of the plasmonic mode ω+(k) to be populated at a temperature different from the rest of
the system. From the free energy connected with this contribution, given in Eq. (6.41),
the nonequilibrium free energy becomes

ϕ̃neq
Lif (λ, τpr, τ) = ϕLif(λ, τ) + ϑpr

+ (λ, τpr)− ϑpr
+ (λ, τ) , (6.47)

where τpr is the temperature of the propagating plasmons and τ is the temperature of all
other modes. The corresponding pressure [curve c) in Fig. 6.9] increases with respect to
the previous nonequilibrium scenario by approximately a factor of 2, and repulsion sets in
at a somewhat shorter distance. This is because, firstly, the – otherwise attractive – mode
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ω−(k) is less excited and, secondly, because the propagating branch of ω+(k) dominates
the interaction at these distances and excites the electron plasma on both plates rather
than a single one. Clearly, even the excitation of a limited part of the surface-plasmon
spectrum is sufficient to reach a repulsive regime.

The selective excitation of surface-plasmon modes is a well-studied problem, e.g.
[Renger et al., 2009] and references therein. Most of the setups have to cope with the
fact that the corresponding electromagnetic field is evanescent and, therefore, cannot be
excited directly by laser photons incident from free space. A Kretschmann or Otto con-
figuration [Raether, 1988] together with a wide-angle light source could provide an inter-
esting starting point for an experimental implementation of the nonequilibrium Casimir
setup. In fact, Fig. 6.9 [curve c)] shows that the most significant change can be achieved
by exciting propagating modes. These couple to free-space light fields and can be excited
by shining a laser [Povinelli et al., 2005] from the side onto the gap between the mir-
rors. (See [Ovchinnikov, 2000] for a related discussion.) This option has the drawback
of a very limited optical access in a typical Casimir setup (large plates at short distance).
One can also use, however, a thin metal plate and illuminate it from the back side. The
surface-plasmon modes in this geometry are still very similar to the situation considered
so far, if the plate thickness is large enough (no coupling between the surface modes on
both sides, see [Economou, 1969]).

Due to the large number of photons present in a laser, a repulsive regime can be reached
even if only a limited angular range (k-range) is covered. Corrugated surfaces are of some
help, if a broader range of wave vectors is to be excited in an experimental setup: not only
do they convert plasmons into far-field radiation [Greffet et al., 2002] and vice-versa, but
also a single plasmon mode excited by a laser on a rough surface is spread over a large
angular range by surface scattering [Raether, 1988].

6.4 Summary and Discussion

We have calculated the contribution to the thermal Casimir effect due to surface plas-
mons, which are hybrid field-matter eigenmodes of metallic surfaces. The expression we
found for the free energy of interaction is valid at any distance and temperature, and we
have derived its asymptotics at small, intermediate, and large distances. Thermal effects
become significant when the distance is larger than the thermal wavelength λT , similar to
perfectly conducting plates, and below λT for nonequilibrium configurations. The other
length scale of the system (plasma wavelength) determines the detailed behavior of the
free energy.

We have found that at short distances and temperatures the thermal correction is small,
and that the plasmonic Casimir interaction changes sign with distance, leading to a repul-
sive regime, as has been known from zero temperature [Intravaia and Lambrecht, 2005;
Intravaia et al., 2007]. This goes hand in hand with a change of sign of the plasmonic
Casimir entropy. In the short-distance regime, we found that the complete Casimir inter-
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action between metallic plates (described by the plasma dielectric function) is completely
dominated by the surface-plasmon contribution. The asymptotic scaling laws explain why
T = 0 is a good approximation in most experimentally relevant situations (intermedi-
ate distance regime, low temperature). In this regime the known result for the complete
plasma model is recovered in a simple way by adding propagative photonic modes.

Things are different at high temperatures and large distances. Here, it was shown that
the plasmonic Casimir interaction is determined by a branch of the surface-plasmon dis-
persion relation corresponding to propagating modes, resulting in a large repulsive con-
tribution that is enhanced by the temperature. This effect is probably one of the best
illustrations of Casimir repulsion that arises from the radiation pressure of a standing
wave mode. The pressure is repulsive, because the travelling photons are bouncing off
the cavity walls, while the reference mode, a single-interface plasmon, has an evanescent
field with zero radiation pressure.

The balance between plasmonic and photonic modes was emphasized by considering
two configurations out of global thermal equilibrium where plasmonic modes are selec-
tively excited to a higher temperature. These configurations show a crossover to a total
Casimir force that becomes repulsive at plate distances L ≈ 20λp . . . 25λp (a few mi-
crons for gold). This can be understood qualitatively in terms of radiation pressure due
to the propagating branch of the plasmonic mode. We emphasize that this happens at
distances shorter than the thermal wavelength where the Casimir pressure is stronger.

In conclusion, it seems in principle possible to tune the sign of the Casimir force by
the selective excitation of the surface plasmons. Still, future research must address experi-
mentally relevant questions for such a scheme, e.g. how to avoid exciting photonic modes
just above the plasmonic one and how to populate plasmonic modes over a sufficiently
wide angular range.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

In this thesis, the main focus was put on ways in which atoms and solid surfaces influ-
ence each other on mesoscopic length scales, giving rise to, e.g., the dispersion interac-
tions (vdWCP forces, energy shifts), surface-induced transitions (state broadening), or
the dynamic dressing of atoms by virtual surface-mode quanta. Aspects of interatomic
(or intermolecular) and surface-surface interactions were presented complementarily. All
these phenomena have as their common origin the electromagnetic field fluctuations that
surround polarizable bodies.

This observation provides the foundation of a quantum field theoretical description of
atoms (molecules), electromagnetic fields, and macroscopic objects known as molecular
quantum electrodynamics (MQED). We have generalized a fully quantized field theory to
initial nonequilibrium states in Chapter 2. As an example, this has allowed for a reconsid-
eration of the interaction potential between two atoms, one of which is initially excited;
a problem which has been controversally discussed in the past.

Another result recovered from MQED is the rate of surface-noise-induced atomic tran-
sitions between magnetic sublevels (Chapter 3). This has direct implications for atom
chips, where transitions between trappable and untrappable magnetic levels present a
fundamental limit for miniaturization. Ohmic losses and nonlocal (ballistic) transport
produce characteristic signatures in the magnetic noise spectrum, which can be directly
addressed in measurements of the lifetime of trapped atoms. We found that the magnetic
field noise at distances smaller than an electronic mean free path is less intense than pre-
dicted previously, if ballistic charge transport in a conductor is included in the model.
The effect occurs similarly in doped semiconductors, metals, and superconductors and
has its origin in Thomas-Fermi screening of magnetic fields. This parallels the screening
of electric fields by surface charges, which makes the electric surface response largely
material-independent in conductors. Magnetic field fluctuations in the extreme near field
of a body were also found to be more coherent than anticipated from work on electric
fields, with the magnetic correlation length directly connected to the electronic mean free
path. In a complementary discussion of electromagnetic field noise, we identified electric
patch potentials on the surface (due to trapped charges or adsorbates) as a relevant source
of noise in quantum computing applications with trapped Rydberg states that puts a limit
to coherence. They have, for the moment, less impact on the magnetic trap life times of
atom chips.

The investigation of the magnetic dipole contributions to the van der Waals-Casimir-
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Polder potential between atoms and a conducting surface in Chapter 4 underlined the role
of ohmic losses. Compared with electric dipole transitions of isolated atoms, magnetic
transitions have much lower frequencies so that the thermal occupation of field modes
becomes relevant. We found in fact a strong impact of temperature on the magnetic dis-
persion interaction: Depending on the setting (superconductor or normal metal), the mag-
netic dipole-coupling contribution can be either enhanced or strongly suppressed, as com-
pared to zero temperature. This behavior is unexpected from the electric dipole coupling
but parallels closely effects known from the Casimir interaction between metallic mir-
rors. Magnetic atom-surface interactions might therefore provide an alternative setting to
investigate open questions in the temperature dependence of the Casimir interaction. The
large magnetic dipole moments of Rydberg states and spectroscopic techniques will be
of help here.

In Chapter 5, the MQED treatment of atom-surface interactions was complemented
by an alternative approach based on time-dependent perturbation theory. We studied the
evolution of an atom after a nonadiabatic change of a system parameter. It is common
to attribute these dynamics to the adaption of a cloud of virtual photons that surrounds
the atom, known as (partial) atomic dressing. We generalized previous work limited to
ideally reflecting boundaries to general materials and found that surface-mode excitations
can give a dominant contribution to the transient forces acting on an atom during the
dressing.

Surface plasmons play also an important role in the Casimir interaction between two
conducting plates. While isolated surfaces feature a single plasmon mode, the degeneracy
is lifted in a cavity, leading to a more complex mode structure. At distances well below
a plasma wavelength, the Casimir interaction can actually be attributed completely to the
electrostatic interaction between the surface plasmons. We confirmed in Chapter 6 that
this result holds at arbitrary temperature and obtained asymptotes for thermodynamic po-
tentials in different regimes of distance and temperature. The impact of plasmonic modes
is not restricted to the near field. Selective excitations of surface plasmons to nonequi-
librium states, e.g. by frustrated internal reflection of laser light, can be used to tune the
total force between the plates and even to switch it from attraction to repulsion. This may
have applications in the mitigation of stiction in microelectromechanical systems.

In the different aspects of fluctuation-induced physics considered in this thesis, a num-
ber of concepts have been recurring. For instance, we have seen how nonequilibrium
effects give rise to rich physics whenever initial excitations are present in a system. Spe-
cial cases are the nonequilibrium two-body interaction of Chapter 2 or the Casimir cavity
formed by plates of different temperature considered in Chapter 6. In such setups, the in-
vestigation of energy flux provides interesting perspectives for future work. In fact, much
effort has recently been made to model and measure the near-field heat transfer between
two surfaces, e.g. [Volokitin and Persson, 2007; Rousseau et al., 2009]. Superconduc-
tors have been another recurring topic of this thesis. Both in magnetic microtraps for
cold atomic gases and in interactions of the Casimir/vdWCP type, the unique ability to
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control Johnson noise (ohmic losses) makes superconductors highly interesting for fun-
damental physics and applications. Because of the strong technological relevance, future
work should head towards the study of residual magnetic flux in inhomogeneous (type-II)
superconductors outside the Meißner regime.

Today, microfabrication of solid structures has reached the mesoscopic lengthscales
comparable to the wavelengths of the light emitted and absorbed by the matter they are
made of. Here, interesting perspectives are opened by the precise control over optical
properties and the dominating role of the surface modes, in the field of nanoplasmonics,
with broad applications, e.g. in the near-field spectroscopy of biomolecules [Willets and
Van Duyne, 2007]. Surface-mode control has been used to enhance near-field heat flux
[van Zwol et al., 2012; Guérout et al., 2012]. In contrast, the Casimir force is significantly
reduced if a grating structure is used [Intravaia et al., 2012]. Similarly, polaritonic mode
contributions could create a repulsive regime in a cavity made of a metamaterial, even in
thermal equilibrium.

From all this, we can expect that, beyond the topics touched in this thesis, the study of
mesoscale systems, where classical and quantum effects meet, will keep bringing about
new insights into fundamental physics as well as surprising new technology.
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Appendix A

Response Functions of Nonequilibrium QFT

This appendix contains material presented in Feynman diagrams for dispersion in-
teractions out of equilibrium by H. R. Haakh, J. Schiefele, and Henkel, Interna-
tional Journal of Modern Physics Conference Series 14, 347 (2012). Appendix A.4
is adapted from the article Temperature dependence of the magnetic Casimir-Polder
interaction by H. R. Haakh, F. Intravaia, C. Henkel, S. Spagnolo, R. Passante, B.
Power, and F. Sols, Physical Review A 80, 062905 (2009).

The framework of molecular quantum electrodynamics has been presented in Chapter
2. This and the following appendix give explicit expressions for correlation functions in
leading order and discuss some of their properties.

A.1 Atom Fields and Propagators

We consider a set of two-level atoms, distinguishable by an index N = A,B, . . . . The
starting point of the perturbation theory is the interaction Hamiltonian (2.3),

Hel
AF = −

∑
N

[
Ei(rN )degNi ψeNψgN† + Ei(rN )dgeNi ψeN (r)ψeN†

]
=

∑
N

N + N .

We removed all atomic mode functions, which is reasonable for immobile and sharply
localized atoms1. Any position dependence is, therefore, carried by the electromagnetic
field.

The atoms are characterized by their internal two-level structure of energies εNg,e of
the ground state and excited state (index g, e, respectively). The results will only depend
on the Bohr frequencies ωN ≡ εNe − εNg . For a single transition, the superscripts eg of
the matrix elements degN = dgeN∗ can be omitted. The annihilation operator ψaN (t)
evolves in the interaction picture proportional to exp(−iεNa t) with a = g, e. The bare

1 This limits our description to single atoms. Spatially extended wave packets play a role, e.g. in BECs
described by macroscopic wave functions [Schiefele and Henkel, 2010a,b; Schiefele, 2011], see also
[Rzazewski and Zakowicz, 1992].
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(leading order) propagator for a ground-state atom N is given by

gN11(t′, t) = −i〈ψgN (t′)ψgN†(t)〉θ(t′ − t) =
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)

ω − εNg + i 0+
. (A.1)

For an excited atom, e11 is obtained using εe in place of εg. The step function θ(t′ − t)
arises because in this nonrelativistic theory, there are no antiparticles. In the frequency
representation, we thus have the Feynman rules

gN11(ω) =
1

ω − εNg + i 0+
= , eN11(ω) =

1
ω − εNe + i 0+

= .

(A.2)

A.2 Atomic Polarizabilities

It is also useful to consider the atomic polarization operator for atom N

PN (t) ≡ dNψe(t)ψg†(t) + dN∗ψg(t)ψe†(t) ,

that appears in the dipole interaction (2.3). The general correlation functions for an atom
N in state a are the Keldysh polarizabilities, where Greek indices α, β = 1, 2 denote the
branches of the Keldysh-Schwinger contour (Fig. 2.1. )

αaNαβ,ij(t
′, t) =

i
~
〈Tc{PNα,i(t′)PNβ,j(t)}〉a =

dNi d
N∗
j

~
α̃aNαβ (t′, t) . (A.3)

In the second step the spatial tensor structure (latin indices) has been separated for brevity.
This may be used to contract the spatial tensor structure early in calculations, leading
to simpler scalar expressions. Among the different Keldysh correlation functions, the
Feynman polarizability is the most important, for our purposes:

α̃eN11 (t′, t) = −
(
〈e|ψN†e (t′)ψNe (t)|e〉gN11(t′, t) + t′ ↔ t

)
(A.4)

= −
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)

(
1

ωN + ω + i 0+
+

1
ωN − ω + i 0+

)
. (A.5)

For an excited atom N , the Feynman polarizability αeN11 (ω) has a pole in the upper right
quadrant of the ω-plane which leads to a residue (‘resonant’ contribution) when contour
techniques are used to move integrations to the positive imaginary axis. The nonequilib-
rium (‘off-diagonal’) Keldysh functions gives only a resonant (or ‘on-shell’) contribution

α̃eN12 (t′, t) = 〈e|ψN†e (t)ψNg (t)ψNe (t′)ψN†g (t′)|e〉 =
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t) 2πi δ(ω − ωN ) .

(A.6)
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To illustrate the link to the retarded polarizability, we form the combination

α̃eN11 (t′, t)− α̃eN12 (t′, t) = −
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)

(
1

ωN + ω + i 0+
+

1
ωN − ω − i 0+

)
=
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)α̃eR(ω) , (A.7)

which has poles in the lower half-plane only, as it should. Note the analogy with Eqs.
(2.12) and (2.13). For ground-state atoms, replace ωN ↔ −ωN in these expressions,
cf. Eq. (2.20) for αgN11 . Note finally, that in a diagrammatic representation it is possible
to draw polarization lines (α) rather than atomic propagators (g, e), cf. [Janowicz et al.,
2003; Sherkunov, 2005, 2007]. This reduces the number of contributing diagrams even
further and leads to a higher symmetry between photon and atomic fields. However, – in
our opinion – this comes at the cost of physical intuition.

A.3 Response Functions of the Electromagnetic Field

We use the following Keldysh–Green’s functions for the photon field, and allow for a
thermal state at a temperature T , so that the fluctuation-dissipation theorem applies, cf.
Sec. 2.1.4 and [Callen and Welton, 1951; Agarwal, 1975b; van Leeuwen et al., 2006].
Then

G11(x′, x) = i〈T
{
E(x′)E(x)

}
〉T =

∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)G11(r′, r, ω) , (A.8)

G12(x′, x) = i〈E(x)E(x′)〉T = i
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t) 2n̄(ω) Im[G(r′, r, ω)] ,

(A.9)

G21(x′, x) = i〈E(x′)E(x)〉T =− i
∫
dω

2π
e−iω(t′−t)2n̄(−ω) Im[G(r′, r, ω)] .

(A.10)

Here, spatial tensors are only indicated by bold symbols and we abbreviate space time
arguments by x = (r, t).

Note that the thermal occupation number becomes n(±ω)→ ∓θ(∓ω) at zero temper-
ature. The Fourier transforms G12(ω) and G21(ω) are then only supported by negative /
positive frequencies, respectively. The link to the retarded Green’s function G is provided
by the relations

G = G11 −G12, G∗ = G11 −G21 , (A.11)

which parallel Eq. A.7 and Eqs. (2.12), (2.13). Note that at real frequencies, G∗(ω) is the
advanced Green’s function.
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From the relations (A.8)- (A.11) , the Feynman propagator in the frequency domain
(diagrammatic photon line) can be expressed in the form

G11(r′, r, ω) = = Re[G(r′, r, ω)] + i coth (βω/2) Im[G(r′, r, ω)] . (A.12)

Of course, G is just the classical retarded Green’s tensor, forms of which are given in
App. B.1 for free space and App. B.2 in the presence of a surface.

A.4 Magnetic Matrix Elements

This section gives the magnetic transition matrix elements used in the calculations of
magnetic polarizabilities. The simplest approach used is the spin-1/2 system (two-level
atom) with states |mS〉 = | ± 1

2〉. The dipole operator is µ = µB~gSS.
In a surface mounted trap, the quantization axis of the trap basis may be tilted by

an angle θ with respect to the z-axis (surface normal), as shown in Fig. 3.1. We need,
however, components of µ in the cartesian surface basis, connected to the trap basis by
the relations [Henkel et al., 1999]

Sx|mS〉 = 1
2 cos(θ)| −mS〉+ sin(θ)mS |mS〉 , (A.13)

Sy|mS〉 = imS | −mS〉 , (A.14)

Sz|mS〉 = 1
2 sin(θ)| −mS〉+ cos(θ)mS |mS〉 . (A.15)

Since all magnetic polarizabilities are proportional to the transition frequency [see App.
A.2 or, e.g., Eqs. (4.3), (4.7)], the Sz elements connecting identical states do not con-
tribute. We need only the off-diagonal elements

〈−1
2 |Sx|

1
2〉 = 1

2 cos(θ) , 〈−1
2 |Sy|

1
2〉 = i

2 , 〈−
1
2 |Sz|

1
2〉 = −1

2 sin(θ) , (A.16)

already given in Eq. (3.6). In the case θ = 0 the previous matrix elements give Eq. (4.18).
Finally, we outline the calculation of matrix elements for an atom prepared in a par-

ticular hyperfine s-state, e.g. the 87Rb considered in Sec. 4.4.2. Here, we have orbital
momentum L = 0, nuclear spin I = 3/2, and a single valence electron, hence the total
electronic angular momentum J = S = 1/2. For an angle θ = 0, the trap basis and the
surface basis coincide and

µabi = 〈a|µi|b〉 = 〈F,mF |µi|F ′,m′F 〉 . (A.17)

The dipole operator µ = µB~(gSS + gLL + gII) ≈ µB~gSS, because of the small
value of the nuclear Landé g-factor gI ∼ me/mp. We express the states |a〉, |b〉 in the
uncoupled basis of the spin and nuclear spin momenta with the help of the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients

|F,mF 〉 =
∑

mI ,mS

CmI ,mSF,mF
|mI ,mS〉 , (A.18)
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where the action of the components of the spin operator on an electronic spin state is
known [Eqs. (A.13-A.15)]. Hence, we find (θ = 0)

µabx = gSµB
∑

mI ,mS

1
2C

mI ,−mS
F ′,m′F

CmI ,mSF,mF
, (A.19)

µaby = −igSµB
∑

mI ,mS

mSC
mI ,−mS
F ′,m′F

CmI ,mSF,mF
, (A.20)

µabz = −gSµB
∑

mI ,mS

mSC
mI ,mS
F ′,m′F

CmI ,mSF,mF
. (A.21)
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Appendix B

Electromagnetic Response

This appendix is based on material from the articles Temperature dependence of
the magnetic Casimir-Polder interaction by H. R. Haakh, F. Intravaia, C. Henkel, S.
Spagnolo, R. Passante, B. Power, and F. Sols, Physical Review A 80, 062905 (2009),
and Magnetic near fields as a probe of charge transport in spatially dispersive
conductors by H. R. Haakh and C. Henkel, European Physical Journal B 85, 46
(2012).

B.1 Green’s Tensor in a Homogeneous Medium

The retarded electric Green’s tensor describes the electric field

Ei(r, ω) = Gij(r, r′, ω)dj(ω) (B.1)

radiated by a point-like fictitious dipole test-source d placed in r′. The retarded Green
tensor in a linear and isotropic medium depends only on the difference r′−r and is given
by

Gfree(r,0, ω) =
ω2

c2

eikr

4πε0r

[(
1 +

i
kr
− 1
k2r2

)
1−

(
1 +

3i
kr
− 3
k2r2

)
r̂ ⊗ r̂

]
+

1
3ε0

δ(r)1 , (B.2)

where r̂ = r/|r|, and k =
√
ε(ω)µ(ω)ω/c (Im[k] > 0) is the wave vector in the

medium. Obviously, [G(r,0, ω)]2 oscillates at half the medium wavelength, while
|G(r,0, ω)|2 does not. This is the origin of the spatially oscillating and nonoscillating
results discussed in Sec. 2.2.4.

Along the same lines, an oscillating magnetic dipole is connected to the magnetic fields
by the magnetic Green’s tensor

Hfree = c−2Gfree . (B.3)

For coinciding spatial arguments, the finite imaginary part of the free space Green’s ten-
sor reads

c−2 Im Gfree
ij (r, r, ω) = ImHfree

ij (r, r, ω) =
µ0ω

3

6πc3
δij . (B.4)

A detailed discussion including regularization procedures for the divergent real part can
be found in [de Vries et al., 1998; Cohen-Tannoudji et al., 1987].
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B.2 Green’s Tensor Near a Surface

Near a single surface, this field consists of a free-space part and a reflected contribu-
tion (cf. Sec. 2.3), and therefore H = Hfree + Hrefl. The general expression for the
reflected magnetic (retarded) Green’s tensor can be conveniently expressed in the Weyl
basis of transverse1 s- and p-polarized waves, also known as TE- and TM-polarization,
respectively. (Labels refer to the geometry of electric field components, see Fig. 3.1 (left),
hence the tensor symbols below.) Here, we have [Sipe, 1981]

Hrefl(r, r′, ω) =
µ0

4π

∞∫
0

pdp

κ
e−κ|z+z

′| [rs(ω, p)P + rp(ω, p)S] , (B.5)

where κ =
√
p2 − ω2/c2 (Re κ ≥ 0, Im κ ≤ 0 for ω > 0) is the propagation constant.

The quantities rs and rp are the reflection coefficients for s- and p-polarized waves and
the tensor structure is included in

P =

 κ2
(
J0(px)− J1(px)

px

)
0 −pκJ1(px)

0 κ2 J1(px)
px 0

pκJ1(px) 0 p2J0(px)

 (B.6)

S =
ω2

c2


J1(px)
px 0 0

0 J0(px)− J1(px)
px 0

0 0 0

 , (B.7)

where Jn(x) indicate Bessel functions of the first kind. The relative separation along the
surface has length x = [|r−r′|2−|z−z′|2]1/2 and points in the direction of the x-axis, as
shown in Fig. 3.1 (right). In the limit r → r′, we obtain the one-point reflected Green’s
tensor of Eq. (3.5)

Hrefl
ij (z, ω) =

µ0

8π

∫ ∞
0

dp pκ e−2κz×

×
[(
rs(ω, p) +

ω2

c2κ2
rp(ω, p)

)
[δij − ẑiẑj ] + 2

p2

κ2
rs(ω, p)ẑiẑj

]
,

that depends only on the distance from the surface [Sipe, 1981].
From the geometry of electromagnetic waves in free space and the continuity condi-

tions at a surface, the magnetic reflected Green’s tensor can be obtained from the electric
one G by swapping the reflection coefficients [Henkel et al., 1999]

Hrefl ≡ c−2Grefl(rs ↔ rp) . (B.8)

1 It is an interesting observation, that even though the tensor describes the full dipole response including
static fields, there are no longitudinal components. This is due to cancellations under the wave-vector
integral [Sipe, 1981; Pieplow et al., 2012].
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B.3 Reflection Coefficients

For s-, p-polarized incident waves, reflectivities are given by [Ford and Weber, 1984]

rp =
Z0

p − Zp

Z0
p + Zp

, rs =
Zs − Z0

s

Zs + Z0
s

, (B.9)

where the surface impedances Zs, Zp are made dimensionless by normalizing to the
impedance of free space, Z̃0 =

√
µ0/ε0 ≈ 377 Ω. The well-known results for a lo-

cal isotropic, nonmagnetic [µ(ω) = 1] bulk medium are [Jackson, 1975; Dressel and
Grüner, 2002]

Z loc
p =

√
ε(ω)ω2/c2 − p2

ε(ω)ω/c
, Z loc

s =
ω/c√

ε(ω)ω2/c2 − p2
, (B.10)

where ε(ω) is the dielectric function, p = |p| is the in-plane wave vector, and the square
roots have positive imaginary parts. The surface impedance on the vacuum side, Z0

p, Z
0
s ,

is obtained by setting ε(ω) = 1.
It is convenient to use the propagation constants κ =

√
p2 − ω2/c2 in vacuum and

κm =
√
p2 − ε(ω)ω2/c2 in the medium (roots with Reκ ≥ 0, Imκ ≤ 0) to express

the reflectivities (B.9) for a local isotropic, nonmagnetic bulk medium. This recovers the
Fresnel formulas of Eq. (3.20)

rs(ω, p) =
κ− κm
κ+ κm

, rp(ω, p) =
ε(ω)κ− κm
ε(ω)κ+ κm

.

For good conductors, where |ε(ω)| � 1, asymptotic expansions for different regimes of
the wave vector are given in Table 3.1.

B.4 Reflection from a Nonlocal Metal

B.4.1 Impedances for specular and diffuse scattering

We now give details the surface response in a nonlocal metal used in Ch. 3. In these ma-
terials, ballistic charge transport leads to a wave vector dependence of the bulk response.
In this case, the solution of Maxwell’s equations at the surface requires additional bound-
ary conditions or a description of the underlying scattering problem for charges at the
metal-vacuum interface [Reuter and Sondheimer, 1948; Kliewer and Fuchs, 1968; Ford
and Weber, 1984; Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner, 1979].

The additional boundary condition that charge carriers undergo specular reflection
at the inner metal surface can be exploited to extend the conducting half-space into a
fictitious homogeneous medium, using a similar symmetry for the fields [Reuter and
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Sondheimer, 1948; Kliewer and Fuchs, 1968; Ford and Weber, 1984]. The resulting
impedances are

Zspec
s (ω, p) =

2iω
cπ

∫ ∞
0

dq
1

εt(ω,k)ω2/c2 − k2
(B.11)

Zspec
p (ω, p) =

2iω
cπ

∫ ∞
0

dq

k2

[
p2

εl(ω,k)ω2/c2
+

q2

εt(ω,k)ω2/c2 − k2

]
, (B.12)

where the medium wave vector is k2 = p2 +q2. If the medium is local, εt,l do not depend
on k, and a direct calculation of the integrals brings us back to the Fresnel impedances
(B.10).

The diffuse reflection of conduction electrons at the surface has been considered by
Reuter and Sondheimer [1948]; Kliewer and Fuchs [1970]; Foley and Devaney [1975];
Halevi and Fuchs [1984], but only for the propagating sector p < ω/c. We have used
the s-polarized impedance obtained by Foley and Devaney [1975] where the additional
boundary condition is implemented via the so-called dielectric approximation. This means
that in the basic linear current-field relation [Eq. (3.1)], the volume integral is restricted
to the medium-filled half-space alone. Solving a Wiener-Hopf equation that follows from
the Maxwell equations, one gets an impedance

Zdiff
s (ω, p) =

iπω
c

(∫ ∞
0

dq ln
[

q2

k2 − εt(ω,k)ω2/c2

])−1

. (B.13)

This recovers correctly the local limit at all values of p. However, this is not true for the
p-polarized impedance given in the same work and used in the numerical evaluation in
Fig. 3.3. This is related to the violation of charge conservation at the surface in the dielec-
tric approximation that has been discussed by Flores and Garcı́a-Moliner [1977, 1979];
Foley and Devaney [1975]. We continue here with the specular boundary condition.

B.4.2 Limiting behavior of the reflectivities

For a metal with specular reflection of charge carriers, we change the variable in the
q-integral in Eq. (B.11) according to q = p

√
t2 − 1, so that the medium wave vector

is k = pt. In the treatment of nonlocal metals, our focus is on low frequencies where
in the local limit, ε(ω)ω2/c2 ≈ 2i/δ2(ω) in terms of the skin depth (3.8), and on the
sub-wavelength limit p� ω/c. Here, the nonlocal dielectric function of the Boltzmann-
Mermin model is expressed through the transverse Lindhard function and the skin depth,
see Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10), respectively,

ω2

c2
εt(ω,k) ≈ 2ift(0, i/k`)

δ2(ω)
. (B.14)
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For simplicity, we drop in the following the frequency arguments and the redundant ar-
gument of the Lindhard function ft. We are left with the integral

Zspec
s (p) = −2iω

πc

∫ ∞
1

dt
1√

t2 − 1 pt [1− 2ift(i/p`t)/(pδt)2]

≈ −2iω
πc

∫ ∞
1

dt
1 + 2ift(i/p`t)/(pδt)2

√
t2 − 1 pt

= − iω
cp

+
2ω/c
p4δ2`

. (B.15)

We expanded the denominator in the nonlocal regime (p� 1/δ, 1/`) and replaced, in the
last step, the transverse Lindhard function [Eq. (3.12)] by its asymptote for large p`:

ft(i/p`t) =
3π

4p`t
+O[(p`t)−2] . (B.16)

This result complies with a similar calculation by Esquivel and Svetovoy [2004]. The
first term in Eq.(B.15) corresponds to the free-space surface impedance Z0

s in the sub-
wavelength limit (p� ω/c). The reflection amplitude (B.9) therefore becomes

rspec
s (p) ≈ Zspec

s (p) + iω/(cp)
Zspec

s (p)− iω/(cp)
≈ i
p3δ2`

(B.17)

which gives Eq. (3.16), and clearly differs from the 1/p2-dependence in the local case
[cf. Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.3a)].

In the scenario where charge carriers are reflected diffusely rather than specularly, we
start from Eq. (B.13). The same substitution of the integration variable gives

Zdiff
s (p) =

iπω/(cp)∫ ∞
1

dt t√
t2 − 1

ln
[

t2 − 1
t2 − 2ift(i/p`t)/(pδt)2

] . (B.18)

The integrand is expanded in 1/(pδ)2, and the integration can be performed explicitly∫ ∞
1

dt t√
t2 − 1

ln
[

t2 − 1
t2 − 2i(pδt)−2ft(i/p`t)

]
≈

∫ ∞
1

dt t√
t2 − 1

{
ln
[
t2 − 1
t2

]
+

2ift(i/p`t)
(pδt)2

}
= −π +

3πi
2p3δ2`

if p`� 1 . (B.19)

The resulting impedance reads

Zdiff
s (p) ≈ − iω

cp
+

3ω/c
2p4δ2`

. (B.20)

This differs from Eq. (B.15) only by a factor 3/4 in the second term, so that the reflec-
tion amplitude is smaller by this number compared to the specular boundary condition,
Eq. (B.17).
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Appendix C

Models for Superconductors

C.1 BCS Conductivity with Nonlocal Transport

In this appendix, we give some details on the optical response functions of supercon-
ductors, based on the microscopic theory of Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer [1957]. All
calculations of optical conductivities in BCS superconductors build on the work by Mat-
tis and Bardeen [1958]. There, closed forms were given only in the extremely anomalous
(‘dirty’ and local) limit. Note that it was pointed out in previous work on electromagnetic
noise near the superconducting surfaces [Hohenester et al., 2007] that this limit predicts
too high a coherence peak, i.e. a maximum of Re σ as a function of temperature, and
that the theory of Eliashberg [1960] may be better suited to describe experimental data.

For the numerical work in Chapter 3, we used a form of the optical BCS conductivity
given by Pöpel [1989]. This model provides a nonlocal response function valid at arbi-
trary mean free paths ` and impurity scattering rates γ, and recovers the Lindhard model
in the normally conducting state (∆→ 0). The local limit p`→ 0 agrees with the results
of Zimmermann et al. [1991]; Berlinsky et al. [1993].
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Figure C.1: Real and imaginary part of the BCS conductivity for different values of p`. Parameters for
niobium taken from [Ashcroft and Mermin, 1987]. The limit p`→ 0 recovers the local limit of
Zimmermann et al. [1991]; Berlinsky et al. [1993].
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For convenience, we reproduce here expressions for the real and imaginary part [Pöpel,
1989, Eqs. (13) and (14)]:

Re σ(ω, p) =
3σ0

~ωpl
× (C.1)

×
[
−
∫ ∞

∆
dε[f(ε+ ~ω)− f(ε)][(g(ε) + 1)R(a−, b) + [g(ε)− 1]R(a+, b)]+

+
1
2
θ(~ω − 2∆)

∫ −∆

∆−~ω
dε[1− 2f(ε+ ~ω)][(g(ε) + 1)R(a−, b) + (g(ε)− 1)R(a+, b)]

]

Im σ(ω, p) =
3σ0

~ωpl
× (C.2)

×
[
−
∫ ∞

∆
dε[f(ε+ ~ω)− f(ε)](g(ε) + 1)S(a−, b)−

−
∫ ∞

∆
dε[1− f(ε)− f(ε+ ~ω)][(g(ε)− 1)S(a+, b)+

+
1
2
θ(~ω − 2∆)

∫ −∆

∆−~ω
dε[1− 2f(ε+ ~ω)][(g(ε) + 1)S(a−, b) + (g(ε)− 1)S(a+, b)]+

+
∫ ∆

max{−∆,∆−~ω}
dε[1− 2f(ε+ ~ω)][(g̃(ε)R(a2, b+ |a1|) + S(a2, b+ |a1|)]

]
.

Here, σ0 is the static conductivity of the normal state and f(ε) = [exp(ε/kBT ) + 1]−1 is
the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The BCS gap function ∆ = ∆(T ) can be approximated by
closed expressions [Thouless, 1960; Townsend and Sutton, 1962]. Besides,

g(ε) =
ε2 + ~ωε+ ∆2

E1E2
, g̃(ε) =

ε2 + ~ωε+ ∆2

|E1|E2
, (C.3)

E1 =
√
ε2 −∆2 , E2 =

√
(ε+ ~ω)2 −∆2 , (C.4)

a1 =
E1

p`~γ
, a2 =

E2

p`~γ
, a± = a2 ± a1 , b =

1
p`
. (C.5)

The dimensionless functions R and S read

R(a, b) = − b
2 + ab

4 ln
(
b2+(1+a)2

b2+(1−a2)

)
+ 1+b2−a2

4

[
arctan

(
2b

a2+b2−1

)
+ πθ(1− a2 − b2)

]
(C.6)

S(a, b) = a
2 −

1+b2−a2

8 ln
(
b2+(1+a)2

b2+(1−a2)

)
− ab

2

[
arctan

(
2b

a2+b2−1

)
+ πθ(1− a2 − b2)

]
.

(C.7)

A numerical evaluation of the conductivity based on Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) is plotted in
Fig. C.1.
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C.2 Analytical Continuation of the Local BCS Conductivity
This section contains material from Optical BCS conductivity at imaginary fre-
quencies and dispersion energies of superconductors by G. Bimonte, H. R. Haakh,
F. Intravaia, and C. Henkel, Journal of Physics A 43, 145304 (2010)1.

For calculations of dispersion interactions, such as the atom-surface interactions of Secs.
4.1.1 and 5.2.1), it is convenient to evaluate optical response functions in the complex
frequency plane. From the BCS theory, the optical conductivity is known at real frequen-
cies. In the case of a local BCS conductor with arbitrary scattering rates, expressions
were given by Zimmermann et al. [1991]; Berlinsky et al. [1993], in full agreement with
the local limit p`� 1 of the model of Sec. C.1 (solid curve in Fig. C.1).

It is common to perform an analytical continuation to complex frequencies through a
Kramers-Kronig integral relation, cf. [Bimonte et al., 2005]. This approach is, however,
inefficient for numerical calculations. In a recent publication [Bimonte et al., 2010], we
have obtained a closed form of the optical conductivity at complex frequencies z (Im z >
0), which we reproduce here. It turns out that a normal metal (Drude) contribution can
be separated from the optical conductivity

σ(z) =
σ0

1− iz/γ
+ δBCS(z) . (C.8)

The BCS correction is given by

δBCS(z) = i
σ0γ

2z

∫ ∞
−∞

dε

E
[1− 2f(ε)] [g+(z, ε) + g−(z, ε)] , (C.9)

g±(z, ε) =
ε2Q± + [Q± + i~γ]A±
Q±[ε2 − (Q± + i~γ)2]

, (C.10)

with the static conductivity of the normal state σ0, the BCS gap function ∆ = ∆(T ), and
the Fermi-Dirac distribution f(ε) = [exp(ε/kBT ) + 1]−1. Besides,

E =
√
ε2 + ∆2 , A± = E(E + ~z) + ∆2 , Q2

± = (E ± ~z)2 −∆2 . (C.11)

It is straightforward to check that at real frequencies z = ω ∈ R, this recovers the
expressions of Zimmermann et al. [1991], see [Bimonte et al., 2010, App. B]. At purely
imaginary frequencies z = iξ (ξ ∈ R), parity arguments can be used to obtain

δBCS(iξ) =
σ0γ

ξ

∫ ∞
−∞

dε

E
[1− 2f(ε)] Re [g+(iξ, ε)] . (C.12)

In the normal conductor limit (∆ → 0), g+(iξ, ε) becomes purely imaginary, so that the
BCS correction δBCS(iξ) vanishes, leaving only the Drude term in Eq. (C.8).

Eq. (C.12) was used in the numerical calculation of the atomic interaction with a local
superconductor in Sec. 4.3.3. A calculation of the Casimir energy in a superconducting
cavity based on this model was presented in [Bimonte et al., 2010].

1A partial previous presentation in my diploma thesis [Haakh, 2009] is acknowledged.
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